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STIPULATED 
ISSUE 113: Are the company's estiNted revenues for sales of electr1c1ty 
based upon reasonable estimates of customers, KH and KHH billing determinants 
by rate class? (KUMMER) 

RECOMHENPATIQN: Yes, with the exception that tht utility should have included 
billing determinants for the PXT customer who used 7959 KH of standby power 1n 
1989. The billing determinants are based on the no m1gration filing. 

PQSIIIOH Of PARTIES 

~Yes. 

QEC_;_ •• ~ree with Staff. 

£Bf: Agree w1th Staff. 

STAFF ANALYSIS: H1tness Haskins stated that the customer in question 
experienced a forced outage during Septetaber 1989 (IR 1965> and that 1t was 
their opin1on that the cust011er took 7959 KN of standby power during that 
outage <TR 1966). Desp1te the failure by the customer to report the outage 
and despite the fact that the customer had subscribed for zero standby 
capacity, the company agrees that the power taken during the spec1f1ed outage 
met the def1n 4tion of a forced outage as defined 1n both the tariff and Order 
No. 17159. 

If the Comm1ss1on dec1des that thts was not standby power, the 
customer does not qua11fy for the PXT rate on basis of annual load factor and 
the appropriate cost of serv1ce study to be used 1n the rate case must be be 
based on f1ve customers in the PXT class and thh cust011er relegated to the 
LPT class because he does not meet the 75 percent load factor required to take 
service on the PXT rate schedule. 
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STIPlJLATED 
ISSUE 114: The present and proposed revenues for 1990 are calculated using a 
correction factor. Is this appropriate? <KUMMER> 

RECQHHENPATIQH: Yes. Hhile staff believes proper esti.ating procedure would 
eliminate the need for correction factors. the method used by Gulf requires 
that the revenue forecast done by revenue class in aggregate be reconciled 
with the forecast developed by the rate section. 

PQSITIOH Of PARTIES 

GULfl Agree with Staff. 

~ Yes. Agree wtth Staff. 

fB£l Agree with staff. 

STAFF ANALYSIS: For internal budgeting purposes. Gulf. as well as other 
util i ties utilizes a forecasting model whtch projects KHH and numb~r of 
customers. This generates a total revenue target based on aggregrate billing 
determinant forecast Rate design. however. uti11zes a more detailed 
development of 1nd1v1dual b1111ng untts. including consideration of any 
appropr1ate discounts. 

The budget projections and the nte revenue project1 ons are done 
separately and w111 only coincidentally agree exactly. Therefore. Gulf has 
developed a factor to reconcile the revenues ustng htstortcal re lationship of 
rate revenue to budget revenue. Other utilities more closely integrate their 
rate and budgeting forecasts so as to e11•1nate the need for correction 
factors and staff reco.ends that Gulf pursue th1s as well. However. given 
thetr current forecast .athodology. some ~easure ts necessary to reconcile the 
two revenue amounts. The use of htstortcal relationships 1s reasonable. 

206 
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ISSUE 116: How should distribution costs be treated w1th1n the cost of 
service study? (MEETER) 

RECOtt1ENDATION: No d1stributton costs other than service drops and meters 
should be classified as customer-related. Demand-related cost should be 
allocated on a demand allocator, and customer-re lated cost on a customer 
allocator. 

POSITION Of PARTIES 

~ 01str1but1on cost should be separated into demand and customer 
classifications. The demand class1f1ed cost should be allocated on a demand 
allocator and custoaer classified cost should be allocated on a demand 
allocator and customer classified cost should be allocated on a corresponding 
customer related allocator. 

OfC..i. The costs of dtdicahd fac111t1ts should be directly assigned to the 
classes whose llellbers are served by the dedicated fac111t1es. Other 
d1stribution costs, except service drops and meters, should be classified as 
demand-related and allocated on the basts of class NPC demands. 

~ In allocating d1str1button costs , land and station investment 1n 
distribution fac111ties should be de.and related. Investment in poles, 
overhead conductors, underground condutt conductors and line transformers 
should be allocated 7C1'1. to de.and and 3C1'1. to customer cost . The cost of 
meters and installations on custoeers' pre•1ses should be allocated as a 
customer cost. 

~ Agree with II. 

STAFF ANALYSIS: Commission po11cy s1nce the early 1980s has been to classify 
only the service drop and .ater portion of the distribution system as 
custa.er-rtlated. <Order No. 10306 in Docket No. 810002-EI, at page 43; Order 
No. 11307 in Docket No. 820007-EU at page 36; Order No . 11437 i n Docket No . 
820097 at page 46; Order No. 11498 at page 41; Tr. 1822-1823) 

The II and the ut111ty advocate classifying a s1gni r1cant portion of 
the remainder of the dhtrtbution system, including poles, conductors, and 
transforaers, as custa.er-related. This uthod 1s often referred to as the 
M1nhau• Dhtrtbutton Syste• concept. Staff belteves there 1s a fundamen t31 
flaw in tht1r proposal . The fund&aental flaw is that under the proposal, part 
of the d1strtbut1on systetl only 1s classtfted as custoaer-related. Hone of 
the subtrans•tsston and trans~1ss1on syste• would be classified as 
cust011er-relatt d. Hence, custoee. ~ served at prhaary voltage through 
dedicated subs tattoos, and cust0111rs ;erved at higher voltages would not pay 
for any of thts network path through this concept. <Pollock, Tr. 2923-2924> 
Yet, both Gulf and II suppor t classtf1cat1on of 110re of the distrtbution 

.. 
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syste• as customer-related because the1r presence as a custa.er of the ut111ty 
forces the ca.pany to have a wcerta1n •1n1.al a-aunt of equipment to bP there 
available to serve.w <O'Sheasy, Tr. 3289) In support of classifying more of 
the d1str1bution syste• as customer-r,lated, II's Mr. Pollock testified that 

Classifying a portion of the d1str1bution network 
a~ customer-related recognizes the reality that 
every ut111ty lallst provide a path through which 
electricity can be delivered to llkh and iYliY 
cust011er regardless of the peak deund or energy 
consu.ad. (Tr. p. 2828) (r.phas1s added) 

Staff believes this •1n111U• d1str1but1on syste11 approach should be 
rejected because 1t 1s inequitable and inconststent to apply the concept to 
only those customers served at secondary voltage or at primary voltage through 
c01110n substations, particularly in light of Mr. Pollock's argument that the 
path IIUS t be there to serve llkh and uu.:t cus t011er. The Cocml1 s s 1 on shou 1 d 
cont1nue its present policy on classif1cat1on of distribution system plant. 

Staff 1s of the opinion that there alre&dy 1s an inequity between 
secondary and nonsecondary custa.ers with respect to service drops or taps in 
the cost of service studies. Drops for secondary-voltage customers only are 
booked 1n Account 369, and class\fitd as custa.ers-related; only the secondary 
voltage custc.ers have service drops allocated to thN on a per customer 
basts. Service drops or taps for cust011er served at primary or higher 
voltages are booked along with all other conduit 1n th.: FERC accounts for 
trans•1ss1on and distribution 11nes. Therefore, none of the cost of the drops 
for nonsecondary customers has been classified as customer-related and 
allocated or assigned to these custo.ers only. <O'Sheasy, Tr. 1863-1864) 

A further 1nequ1ty is caused by the fact that Gulf does not allocate 
any pr1aary line cost to pr1ury voltage custa~ters served through dedicated 
substat1ons. Yet for sh of these pr1ury voltage cust011ers with dedicated 
substations, Gulf owns sa.e of the pr1mary 11nes between the customer's 
fac111ty and the substation. <Exhibit 603) 

Staff, therefore, agrees w1th the C1tizens that to the extent 
practicable, distribution fac111t1es, that function as service drops or 
dedicated tap l1nes, should be directly assigned·fo the classes whose members 
the fac111t1es serve. 
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ISSUE 117: How should uncollectible expenses be allocated' <MEETER> 

REQOHHENDATIQN: Uncollectible expense should bt classified as revenue-related 
and allocated to all rate classes on revenues so that a customer's cost 
responsibility would be approxi.ately proportional to the size of his bill. 

PQSITIQH Of PARTIES 

GULfl Unco11tctib1e expenses should be asstgned to the classes which incurred 
the expenses or allocated upon a cost caustttve allocator . 

~ Unco11tct1blt expense should bt allocated to all rate classes based on 
revenues. 

Ill Uncollectible expenses should be allocated to those classes which 
incurred the•. 

~ Agree with II. 

STAFF ANALYSIS: The company us1gned uncollectible accounts expenses to the 
RS, GS and GSD classes on average nullber of custoeers and classified the 
expense as custONer-related . The result of this classification and assignment 
or allocation of uncollectible accounts expense is that the expense is 
included in the customer charge un1t cost. If the custo.er charges for these 
classes have been and art set at or near unit cost, all customers tn the RS, 
GS and GSD rate classes pay an equal UIOunt for uncollectible expense each 
aonth, regardless of the s1ze of these bills. <Wright, Tr. 2140-2141) 
eo-hs1on po11cy has been to allocate uncollectible expense on revenues and 
not 1 nc 1 ude 1t 1 n the cus tOller un1 t cost. <See Order No. 11307 at page 36. 
Order No. 11498 at page 43 and Order No. 11628 at page 35 . ) 

The ca.pany's and ll ' s posit1on is that unco11ectible expense should 
be allocated or ass1gned to tht cl&sses which incurred the expense. The 
ca.pany, however, dots not record the expense by rate class and 1ndi rated 1n 
response to a staff interrogatory that uncolltcttble expense by rate class 1s 
not an11able. CMcM111an, Jr. 808 and Exh1b1t 438) In response to cross 
exaatnatton, Mr. McMillan stated that for two or three prior rate cases dating 
bac~ to the late 1970s and early 1980s, an tndtvtdual recorded each 
uncollectible account by rate class and su .. d the• up. He further stated 
that •over the course of two or three rate cases, looking at the charge-offs, 
it was pretty obvtous that these three classes, 1n essence, consume the total 
of our unco11ect1ble wrUe-offs and that the customer relationship within 
those three rate classes fairly closely •1rror the actual wr1te-offs. <Tr. 
809) No evidence 1n the for. of data for these ana lyses for ear11 er rate 
cases was provided, however. In response to later cross examination he 
1nd1cated that •based upon anybody's reco11ect1on 1n the company or by records 

'· 
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we have, there have never been any write-offs in the industrhl chss. (Tr . 
812) The Citizens Httness, Mr. Hr1ght, however, cited an example where a 
large cust0111er of another utility h&d entered bankrupcy, leaving the utility 
with a debt in excess of $1 •i111on. (Tr. 2141} 

G1ven that uncollectible expense by rate class 1s unavailable and 
that past Ca.miss1on policy has been to allocate uncollectible accounts 
expense on revenues to all classes, staff recommends that th1s expense should 
be allocated 1n th1s docket to all classes on revenues. 

The eo..ission's policy of not 1nclud1ng uncollect ible expense in the 
customer unit cost and not recovering 1t through the customer charge, i.e .. 
not classifying uncollectible expense as customer-related should be 
continued. Staff believes the ca.pany's classification of the cost as 
customer-related is inequitable because it results in a s.all customer paying 
as awch uncollectible expense as a large custOMr (with1 n a.)d between the RS, 
GS and GSD classes), if customer charges are set at unit cost. (Hr1ght, Tr. 
2140-2141) However, 1f the account of a customer becomes uncollectible, a 
custo.er with a large b111 would cause the company to incur much more 
uncollectible expense that a customer with a s.all bill. (Hr1ght, ~ r. 2140) 

Citizens' witness Hright testified on cross examination that it would 
be .are equitable to allocate the uncollectibles between and within classes on 
revenues and classify it as revenue related." Staff 1s 1n agreement with th~ 

C1t1::ens that uncollect1bles should be class1f1ed as revenue-related so that 
cost responsibility for uncollectible expen~2 would be proportional to the 
size of a customer's b111. 

20<1 
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ISSUE 118: How should fuel stocks be classified? (JENKINS/HEETER) 

PRIMARY RECOMMENDATION: (Jenkins) Fuel inventory cost should be cldss1fied as 

demand-related. 

ALTERNATIVE REC(MCENDATION: (Meeter) The level of fuel stock or inventory 
allowed in rate base has been based on a specific number of days burn which 1s 

a function of the KWH projected to be generated in the test year. Therefore, 
fuel stock should be classified as energy-related and allocated on ent~gy. 

POSITION OF PARTIES 

GULF: The a110unt of fuel inventory required tor a generating plant is a 
"f'Un'Ct1on, to a large degree, of its capaci ty. It should be allocated on both 
demand and energy, not solely on energy. 

OPC: The level of fuel inventory allowed fn rate base has been based on a 
calculated m.-ber of d~s burn which fs a function of number of KWH to be 
generated. Therefore, fuel stock should be classified as energy-related. 

II: Fuel stocks should be class1fied to demand or energy based on its use 1n 
the system. 

~ Agree with Staff. 

STAFF ANALYSIS: (Pr1ury) Gulf allocated fuel inventory based on a 12 CP and 

1h3th cost allocation llethodology. However, the primary purpose of fuel 
inventory is to ensure a reliable supply of fuel. If the purpose of fuel 
inventory is rel1abi11ty, all fuel inventory cost should be allocated on 
demand . An energy a 11ocation 1JRp11es the purpose of a fuel inventory is 
solely to have BTUs irrespective of when those BTUs are consumed. The 
confusion seems to be that fuel inventory 1s calculated based on fuel burn 
without considering the reason for a fuel inventory. 

STAFF ANALYSIS: (Alternative) The co.pany and II have allocated fuel 
Inventory in rate base on the 12 CP and 1/13th average demand, the same 
allocator they have used to allocate production plant f~vestment. Thus, 
12/13ths or 92.3 percent of the inventory has been classified as 
deund-related and allocated on each class's calculated or estimated demands 
dur1ng the syst.ea's 12 .onthly peak hours. The other 7.7 percent has been 
classified as energy-related and allocated on energy. 

In the COiipany's last rate case (Docket No. 840086) projected daily 
burn was approved by the Co.fssion as the basfs for the calculation of the 
appropriate level of fuel inventory to be included fn working capital, 1.e .• 
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rate base. The approved level for the case was based on 107.5 days burn at an 
average projected datly burn of 9333.9 tons <Order No. 14030 at pages 10 and 
11>. In th1s docket staff has reco.ended the Coalfssion reject the use of 
the Uti11t1es Fuel Inventory Model <UHO used by the ut111ty to just1fy \ts 
coal inventory request. <See Issue 24.) Staff has reca.mended the use of the 
generic inventory policy of Order No. 12645 to deter.ine a reasonable level of 
coal inventory. The generic po11cy for the inventory of coal 1s a level equal 
to 90 days projected burn <Order No. 12545 at pages 3 and 4). Gulf's 
requested inventory for coal 1s 97.3 percent of 1ts total requested fuel 
inventory. <See Issues 22 through 24.) 

Since projected average da11y burn 1s a function of KHH projected to 
be generated and used in the test year, staff agrees ~ith the Office of Public 
Counsel that fuel stock should be classified as energy-related and thus 
allocated on energy. In view of the previously approved and currently 
rec011111ended Nthod for calculating the appropriate level of fuel inventory, 
staff be11eves the energy classification and allocation of fuel more closely 
track cost causation than the company's and II's 92.3 percent allocation on 12 
CP demands to recognize systet11 re11ab111ty. (Pollock, Tr. 3155). 
Significantly, the fuel staff has reconnended against the use of the UFIM 
because the four disruption scenarios the model incorporates probabilist1cally 
into the 1t0del are considered •inor or unrealfstic. In the C011111ission's 
method of determining the level of fuel stock would vary with the KHH 
projected to be burned in the test year. 

20ff 
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ISSUE 119: Are Gulf's separation of a~unts for wholesale and retail 
jur1sd1ct1ons approp·1ate? (HEETER> 

REOH4ENDATION: Yes. Gulf's separation of uounts for wholesale and 
jur1sd1ct1on 1s appropriate. The actual separations used should be tho~e in 
the cost of service study approved for use 1n thts docket by the C~1ss1on. 

pQSITIOH OF PARTIES 

~ Yes. Gulf's separation of aiDOunts for wholesale and retai 1 
jurisdiction, as reflected 1n Exhibit 231, is appropriate. 

~ The appropriate separation factors are thost in the cost of service 
study requested 1n Staff's Interrogatory No. 209. 

~ No position. 

STAFF ANALYSIS: Since there are very s.all differences tn the separat1ons 1n 
the various cost of service studies, staff recommends that the actual 
separations used be those fro. the i'tual study approved by the Commission for 
use 1n thh docket. All studies separate production and transmission plant 
rate base by jurisdiction on the 12 coincident peak hour demands (12 CP). 
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ISSUE 120: Is the •ethod etnployed by the COI!Ipany to develop its esti&.~tes by 
class of the 12 MOnthly coincident peak. hour demands and the class non
coincident peak hours demand appropriate? (MEETER) 

RECCM1ENDATIO!C: The CQIIP&ny's exclus i on of •supple~~ental energy" KWH in the 
developllltHtt of the 12 .onthly coincident peak hour demands for PX/PXT and 
LP/LPT and of the class nonco1nc1dent peak. d.-and for LP/LPT unestimated these 
demands and resulted in an una11ocat1on of production and transmission cost to 
the two classes . The PXT 12 CP KN should have been 6.8 percent higher and the 
LP/LPT's .79 percent higher. The exclusion of these KWH was inapproprhte; 
the use of the methodology should be dented. 

PQSITIQN OF PARTIES 

G!J.L.fl Yes . The CQIIPany has dl80nstrated that the method e111ployed in 
developiHnt of rate class est1utes of 110nthly coincident peak. <CP> and non 
cotnc1dent peak (NCP) hour deunds 1s sound and yields re11able results . In 
fact, there 1s substantial evidence that suggests the company's developaent of 
CP and NCP est1aates should no longer be an issue . Staff's prehearing 
position on th1s issue was based on a •1sunderstand1ng with regard to the 
company's treat•ent of energy sold under the Supplemental Energy <SE> rider. 

~ No. The 12 CP and class <NCP> deunds have been underest111clted for 
LP/LPT and PX/PXT custoaers taktng service on the Supple•enta l Energy Rider 
because a 11 ~ forecast to be used durt ng Supp 1 eaenta 1 Energy Pert ods have 
been excluded 1n the developl!lent of the deaands. The assumptions for 
recrtattonal 11ght1ng cust0111rs have underesttuttd at least their estimated 
class CNCP) d..and. 

~ Yes. 

~Yes. 

~ Agree with staff. 

STAFF AHALYSIS: The twelve .onthly coincident peak. hour de~aicinds < 12 CP> are 
used to allocate deaand-related production plant and transmission plant costs 
tn all but the near-peak. cost of service study. These de1nc1nds must be 
est1aated for all classes when using a projected test year. The 12 CP and 
class peak deaands were esthsated by class by dividing the 1990 KHH by 1987 
Olf and 11Ult1plying that ratio t1aes the 1987 12 CP for rate classes RS, GS 
and GSO. Under th1s aethod each class' 12 CP KH for the test year are 
1 ncreased over the h1stor1c load research data by the same percentage their 
KWH are projected to increase in the sue ti11e period, i.e., each class ' s 12 
CP load factor 1s assumed to be the same as tt was 1n the year of the historic 
load research data. Thus, each class's demand or use 1n the 12 monthly 
coincident peak hours relative to total KHH usage is projected to be the same 
in the test year as the h1stor1c load research year. 
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For those custocaers taking service on the SE rider. usupplemental 
energy" KHH were excluded frOID this calculation. The resulting 12 CP demand 
of 104.728 KH for the PXT class percent would have been 6.8 percent higher if 
the KWH had been included (111.893 K.H on TR. 1765). The effect on the 
estimated de.ands of the LP/LPT class was 1ns1gnif1cant (.79 percent> because 
the LP/LPT cust0111ers' response to theSE r1der was atniul. The 104,728 K~l 

represents a 12 CP load factor of 107 percent 1n the test year for PXT. 
(Kilgore. Tr. 1773) Thus. the PXT class would have been allocated about 6.81 
.are deund-related production and trans•1ss1on plant cost 1f these KWH had 
not been excluded. The effect of the company's allocation 1s to reduce the 
costs allocated to the PXT class and thereby avo1d or reduce a rate increase 
by 1nflat1ng the class's rate of return. 

Deoarture from H1stor1cal Data 

The company's reason for excluding these KWH apparently is th<lt 1 t 
expects theSE customers to have a higher 12 CP load factor in the test year, 
1.e., to use less energy in the 12 ~nthly peak hours relative to their total 
usage. However, the data 1n Table 1 shows the 12 CP load factor for 1989 for 
the three groupings of PXT cust011ers decreases 1nstead of increases In 1989. 

The significant decrease fr<MI 101 percent to 91 pe:-cent for PX/PXT custoaters 
on the SE rider was i ncons1stent w1th the coaapany' s assumed 1 ncreased 1 oad 
factor for the class. 

PXT class as a whole 
PX/PXT customers 

on the SE rider 
PX/PXT customers 

not on SE r1 der 

LP/LPT class as awhole 
LP/LPT custooers 

on the SE rider 
LP/LPT customers not 

on the SE r1der 

Table 1 

12 CP LOAD FACTORS 

Actual 
1987 

101 

101 

100 

83 

80 

84 

~ource: Exhibit 488 for 1987 and 1989 actual data; 
calculation using KHH and unbalanced 12 CP KH 
1n Exh1b1t 209 for projected 1990. 

209 

Actual 
1989 

95 

91 

97 

83 

83 

84 

Projected 
- ~~ 

107 

64 
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If the c~any•s projection of a 107 percent 12 CP load factor for PXT due to 
an assumed changing usage pattern of SE custOMrs 1s to be realistic or 
representative of 1990, 1t 1s only reasonable to expect the load factor for 
the PX/PXT SE customers would have been higher in 1989 than 1987. 

Other data supporting the argu.ent that 1t is unreasonable to expect 
the 12 CP load factor for the PXT class to increase fro. 95 percent in 1989 to 
107 are listed below: 

(1) The number of supple~~ental energy KHH projected for 1990 1s 20 
percent less than 1989. (Exhibit 486) 

(2) The number of hours projected to be designated as SE hours in 
1990 is less than either 1988 or 1987. <Exhibit 487) 

(3) The SE r1der has been 1n effect s1nce 1985 without revision. 
<Order No. 17568) 

Therefore, one would not expect a .arkedly different response to the rider in 
1990 than 1n 1989. 

The company has not presented any data or evidence supporting the use 
of a load factor higher than the historic value. Ali of the PX/PXT customers 
have time-recording •eters so that their 12 CP values are actual metered 
numbers a.1d not estimates. <Tr. 1766) Therefore. the coaapany had the 12 CP 
1 oad factor data for the first four or five 110nths of 1990 and cou 1 d have 
entered 1t into the record during the hearing as evidence supporting the 
increased load resulting frat~ the1r ~~ethodology. The company did not enter 
the data. Staff believes it is reasonable to assume that the data would have 
been entered 1f it corroborated the assu~t1ons behind their •ethodology. 

Staff is of the opinion that 1t was also clearly unreasonable to use 
104,728 12 CP KH for 1990 for PXT because the 1989 actual (not estimated) 
value was ll9.448 KH and the PXT kMf were projected to decrease only lt from 
1989 to 1990. <Data on Exh1b1ts 488 and 231) 

Effect on Purpose of Load Research Rule 

Staff 1s extretMly concerned &bout Gulf's departure from the policy 
CMFR Schedule E-14) of us1ng the load character1st1cs deten.1n~d from the load 
research collected pursuant to the CO..iss1on•s Rule 25-6.0437 Cost of Service 
Load Research in developing various peak de~~ands by class for the test year. 
The policy assUMs the load characterht1cs, including load factor. are the 
sa.~ in the test year as the historic load research year. The primary purpose 
of the rule 1s •to require that load research that supports cost of serv1 ce 
studies used in rate.ak1ng procedures 1s of sufficient precision to reasonably 
assure that tariffs are equitable and reflect the true costs of serving each 

ZlO 
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class of custOMrs." (Rules of Florida Public Servtce COCII1lhs1on . page 
6. 2701 > The uti11t1es have spent 1 arge aJJOunts of 110ney to co 11 ec t the 1 oad 
research required by thh rule. The docket resulting tn the rule was opened 
by the Commission because of problem~ wtth the load data used by the uttlities 
in rate case cost of service stud1es. <Orders No. 10306, at p. 12. No . 10557, 
at p. 43, and No. 11498 at p. 43) Staff belhves that Gulf's departure from 
the use of historical load characteristi cs for the PXT class negates and 
seriously unden~i nes the purpose of the COI'Illlission's Cost of Servtc~ load 
Research Rule . It is i nequitable and should not be allowed. 

Resoonse to eomcany•s Br1ef 

To address the company ' s argu•ents in 1ts brief, staff thinks a 
description of the SE r1dtr vould bt helpful . The SE rider was approved as a 
• lme-of-use rate vhen it vas permanently approved by the Commissi on. 

Because ve approve this rate as a cost-based, 
time-of- use rate . customers participating in 1t sha l l 
become a separate rate class in the company's next rate 
case. So long as the rate 1s ad•intstered so that the 
on-peak. hours <that is. the non-SE hours) are designated 
to include actual peak. hours. in tht long run, it may be 
beneficial to SE customers to shift their load to 
off-peak periods. <Order No. 17568. at page 2) 

The SE rider differs from other ti~ of use rates in that the on-peak <non-SE > 
hours and the off-peak. <SE) hours are flexible and depend on the company·~ 

operating conditions. The ca.pany designates, froa time to time, supplementa l 
energy periods (off-peak.) vhen none of three operating conditions is likely to 
occur. TheSE rider provides for forgiveness of the customer's b1111ng demand 
during SE periods, 1.e., the customer 1s b111ed only on demand incurred durtng 
non-SE pertods. The SE rider is not in any sense an interruptible rate cl S 

explained by Hitness Hright. 

Q. Are the KWH and capacity used by SE customers interruptible? 
A. No, not tn any sense tn which the term "interruptible" ts used as a 

rate design term of art by this Commission or anywhere else that I am 
avare of. Interruptible aeans and was explicHly defined to mean by 
this Coaatssion tn 1ts nonfir. service tenas and conditions ru l e, 
service that is interruptible. subject to be1ng turnet1 off by the 

electric utility at its discretion. 

In other places interruptible does M&n what we 1n Florida call 
curtatlabl• . that ts it's subject to a dt.and for curtatlment by the 
utility, tut neither of those cases applies to SE. If the customer 
wants to continue to use his load durtng a non- SE period, he's free 
to do it. He just pays the rates. 

~ ll 
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In tts brtef, the ca.pany has contended that, because the a~unt of 
energy excluded tn the LPT and PXT developtttnt h small, st aff's concerns on 
th1s issue should have been alltv1ated . Regardless of whether it was 
appropriate to exclude the KWH, the a.ount of energy excluded for PXT was 8.4 
percent of class usage vhtch resulted tn an undtrtsttutton of the 12 CP KHH 
by 6. 4 percent. Thus, close to 6.8 percent .are d.-and-related production and 
transmission cost would have been allocated to PXT 1f the K1oli had not been 
excluded . Furthermore, productton and trans•tssion cost for PXT constitutes 
731 <Exhibit 231) of class cost even with the underallocat1on. f!Chether the 
KHH excluded represent all Kllf used during SE pedods, or incremental KHH is 
1rrmater1at to staff when there 1s no data 1n the record corroborating an 
actual htgher 12 CP load factor for the custo.ers. Staff would point out that 
for PXT-SE customers, the projected 1ncrease tn SE KWH between 1987 and 1989 
1s larger than the 1ncrtast tn total Ktlt, an apparent inconsistency with the 
def1n1t1on of SE KHH as tncre .. ntal KNH. 

Hith respect to the c~any's position in its brtef that the 
company's treatment of incre.ental SE sales 1n the CP and NCP development does 
not constitute a change 1n •ethodology. Mr. K11gore test1fied that " .. . I 
guess this is an instance of where we're talking about detail versus 
funda~~ental change 1n atethodology. He feel that our b.A.1ll uthodology 1s 
essentially the saate as it has been 1n previous casts . " Staff agrees that. 
w1th the except1on of the treat•ent of SE KHH, the ca.pany's basic •ethodology 
has not changed since it has had reliable load research collected using 
probability samples. 

Howe.er, staff strongly disagrees that the treatment of the SE KHH 1 s 
a detail - any such treatment which used a nullber of KHH 8.4 percent lower 
than it would otherwise have used is hardly a detail. Furthermore, the 
company did not exclude SE KHH in Docket 881167 (Kilgore, Tr . 1772), nor did 
it excl ude 10+1 for any other time of use customers. Staff 1s unaware of any 
such deviation in th1s methodology by thh ut111ty or any other ut111ty. In 
addition, contrary to Gulf's positton, th1s treatment cannot be consistent 
with the baste .ethodology for all other rate classes to whom no KHH standard 
or t1me of use, were excluded for any and the unbalanced 12 CP load factors 
used for 1990 were the same as 1987's, the year of the historic load research. 

On pages 349-350 of its brief, the company states that "In fact 
inclusion of the incremental SE salts 1n the CP and NCP development would have 
been contradtctory to the bash pr•he underlying the methodology which 1s 
that class load character1st1cs r..a1n relatively stable." This is apparently 
a m1sstate•ent because 1nclus1on of the 1ncre•ental SE' sales in the 
development WQ.U..l.d have resulted 1n load chancterht1cs, 1.e .• toad factor. 
for 1990, wh1ch are the sue as the 1987 h1stor1c value of 1011 (983,828,000 -
111,893 l( 8760- 100.41>. In response to I''s cross examination Mr . K11gore 
agreed that by removing the 1ncr ... ntal SE sales, the company avoided a 
d1stortion that would have resulted fr011 the increase tn SE sales frM the 
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h1stor1ca1 year (1987) to the test year (1990) (Tr. pp. 1786-1787). Froe~ Mr. 

McG1othl1n's question on page 1786, Mr. K1lgore 1s clearly referr1ng to the 

amount of 12 CP KH for the class. Staff be11eves that, 1nstead of avo1d1ng a 

d1stort1on the company has actually created a d1stort1on 1n the 12 CP KH. In 

1989 the PXT class had a 12 CP KH of 119,448. (Kilgore. Tr. 1765; Exht~1t 

488) The CQIIPany used 104.728 KH for 1990 before balanc1ng. wh1ch 1s 15,000 

KH or 12 percent less than the actual 1989 nullber of 119,448 KH. Staff views 

this as a distortion s1 nee the Coa~Pany has predicted only a one percent 

decreast: 1n energy for PXT between 1989 and 1990. 

Staff be11eves Mr. K11gore's use of the statement that no SE sales 

were made co1nc1dent with system peak de.ands (Tr. pp. 1760-1762) to show that 
the 12 CP load factor for th1s group 1s enhanced through Sf 1s confus1ng and 

contradicted by the data 1n th1s case. The SE r1der 1s a t1ae of use rate as 

descrtbeu ear11er 1n this rec0111111endat1on. It 1s true that no KHH used durtng 

SE per1ods (off-peak. hours) should be co1nc1dent wHh the 12 monthly system 

peak hour de~~ands because SE per1ods are not to be designated dur1ng per1ods 

of peak. operat1ng cond1t1ons. However, the SE custocaers can and do use KHH 

dur1ng the 12 IAOnthly co1nc1dent peak hours; the only difference 1n b1111ng 

between use 1n SE versus non-SE hours 1s that the b1111ng deaand 1s based on 

demand 1ncurred dur1ng non-SE periods. The entire 1ncrease 1n KHH for PXT-SE 

customers between 1987 and 1989 was ctass1f1ed as SE KHH. <Exhib1t 486) Yet 
the load factor for the PXT-SE cutomers deter\orated s1gn1f1cantly rather than 

1mproved during this tiae period. It decreased fro. 101 percent to 91 

percent . <Exhib : t 488) 

Derivat1on of .79 percent is 135,245 CTr. 1276)- 133,761 <Exhibi t 209, 
page 12 of 15) -.- (133,761 + 53,769 [Exhibit 209] 
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ISSUE 115: Hhat is the appropriate cost of service •ethodology to be used in 
designing the rates of Gulf Power Company? 

PRIMARY REOOHHENDATIQN: Tht 12 CP and 1/13th cost-of-service methodology 
should be used. If the Commission approves the staff recommendation 1n Issue 
120, the company's study in Exhibit 231 (study --1th 7.29 percent rate of 
return for SS> with the staff adjustments 1s the IIOS t appropriate version . 
These adjustments reflect the impact of Issue 120 and the proper assignment of 
cost for additional facilities for OS-1/0S-II. (JENKINS> 

ALTERNATE REcat1ENDATION: The EquivJlent Peaker Cost of Service methodology 
<Exhibit 604) should be used . 

pQSITIQN Of PARTIES 

GUlfl 12 Monthly Coincident Peak CMCP> and 1/13 energy. 

~ The Equhaltnt Peaker Cost methodology proposed by C1t1 zens' witness, 
Robert Scheffel Mr1ght. However, 1f the Coall1ss1on decides to use a Ref\ned 
Equivalent Peaker cost study, 1t should require that Gul f perform a study of 
energy consumption in the ca.pany•s actual on-peak hours, not their energy use 
in the highest-demand hours under the load duratton curve, to allocate the 
energy-related component of production plant . Additionally, the revised study 
should classify fuel inventory as energy-related and should directly assign 
the tate base value of primary and higher voltage level conductor that 
functions as dedicated distribution facilities to the rate classes that these 
dedicated fac111t1es serve. 

ll..;. The .. near peak" methodology approach 1s the best approach to fairly 
allocate the cost of production and transmhsion plant between the customer 
classes. 

£EAl The FEA supports use of the Gulf Power eo.pany study based on the 12 MCP 
and 1/13 energy for allocation of production costs, w1th the exception that 
the costs are not accurately distinguhhed for the LP/LPT and PXT classes. 
The appropriate costs of serving these two classes combined can be ascertained 
from the company's study. 

~ Agree w1th OPC. 

STAff ANALYSIS: (PRIMARY) Cost 1s as costs are defined. Phrases like rates 
should be cost based, rates should track costs, and the cost causer should pay 
the cost g1ve no guidance on what cost h. H1th reasonable definitions of 
cost. I would define costs based on what overall poltcy ought to be or where I 
believe the Comm1ss1on should be headed. 

. ,., 
2·1 1 
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Witness Pollock espoused his near peak aethod stating that it closely 
comports wt th the conservat1on goa 1 of reduct ng peak demand. Hy hes Haney 
with hts near peak method 1s that he 1s too near the peak. I would espouse 
hts method 1f he included all peak period hours, roughly 1 to 7 p.m. in summer 
and 4 to 6 a.m. and 4 to 6 p.•. in the winter months with overlap during the 
valley load months. Other than the limited number of hours, witness Pollock s 
near peak methodology ts acceptable. 

The equivalent peaker (EP) methodology 1s too 11uch of an abstraction 
of how system planners dtc1de to recoanend to aanageasent, and manage111ent 
decides, the Commission approves as needed, and the Governor and Cabinet 
cert\fy, all surrounded with the uncerta1nty of projected fuel costs and 
environmental regulations. In add1t1on there is the fuel synnetry Issue, 
which is cured by the Refined Equivalent Peaker <REP> method, while 
acceptable, 1s too philosoph1ca11y cumbersOM to honestly say H emulates 
whatever ts causing costs. Both the EP and REP suggest a refined degree of 
k.nowledge of costs that 1s mhleadlng. I a• particularly bothered by the 
allocation of plant costs to hours past the break-even point In the EP method . 

Hhen the Commission had numerical KH and KHH conservation goals. the 
EP methodology was consistent with those goals. Now that we seem to be 
emphasizing the avoidance of new power plants, saving KH, I believe our 
definition of costs should comport with what we are doing. Of course, policy 
will be better defined In the Commission's review of the conservation programs 
and expousing any po11cy now ts regrettably premature. 

While the 12 CP (12 MCP) and 1/13th may not be the perfect definition 
of costs, it 1s a reasonable one. has been used for a number of years. is 
st111 used by the FERC, and g1ves some weight to the year round loads, which 
in their totality. have some direct or indirect impact on costs, without 
giving ourselves credit for knowledge of costs we do not have. 

Although I agree with the company's use of the 12 CP and 1/13th cost 
rr.ethodology, there ar2 certain critical problems w1th their proposed study. 
The staff requested a rerun of the company's 12 CP and 1/13th study with the 
following spec1f1ed revisions: 

1. All of Account 364 should be classified as demand-related and 
allocated on class NCP. 

Coan1ss1on policy has been that no dtstr1but1on system costs 
other than serv1 ce drops (Account 369) and meters shou 1 d be 
classified as custoaer-related. In addition, for customers 
served at primary or higher voltage only the meter Is classified 
as customer-related. <O'Sheasy, Tr. 1863-1864) Therefore. 
staff believes it was inequitable to the secondary voltage 
customers to classtf) secondary wire in Account 364 as 
customer-related when there was no st•ilar classification of 
wtre for higher voltage customers. See Issue 116. 
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2. Uncollectible expense should be allocated to all classes on the 
basts of revenue and be classified as ievenue-related. It 
should not be class1f1ed as customer-related or included 1n the 
customer charge. See Issue 117. 

3. Fuel inventory <stock) should be allocated on energy and 
classtfted as energy-related. See Issue 118. 

4. The Supplemental Energy Opttonal Rider <SE> should be a separate 
rate class. The co1nc1dent and noncotnctdent deunds should be 
developed ustng the same 11ethodology used for all other rate 
classes. The SEP KWH should not be excluded in the development 
of the CP KH and NCP KH. See Issues 120 and 137. In Issue 137, 
the staff ts recommending that SE not be a separate rate class. 

5. The revenues, b1111ng deten~inants and development of the 12 CP 
and NCP demands for the Standby Service Class should be based on 
the assumptton that the PXT cust011er that ts ~ot •igrating fran 
PXT has a Standby Service CApacity of 7959 KH for the test 
year. See Issue 48. 

6. Service drops ~hould be allocated to the OS classes for at least 
recreational lighting and adver tisement or b11lboard customers. 
Meter costs, which reflect the current level of metering, should 
be allocated to the recreattonal lights. 

All the recreational ltghts have meters. <Exhibit 508) There 
are probably servtce drops for each of these installations . 
(O'Sheasy 1858-1860) Therefore, the cost should be allocated to 
the class for these customers. 

7. The rate base for additional fac111t1es for OS-I/OS-Ii an1 the 
expenses [associated] w1th these facilities should be allocated 
to OS-I/OS-II. 

In his prefiled direct testimony on how a cost of service study 
1s performed, Mr. O'Sheasy stated that NCertain costs are 
directly assoctated with one particular group of customers and 
are. therefore. assigned to that group . N (Tr . 1807) This 
assignment was not done with respect to the additional 
facilities for OS-1/0S-II. The class has been credited w1th 
revenues of $424,653 but the rate base and expenses associated 
with the facilities except for those booked 1n Account 373 were 
not ustgned to the class. <Set Tr. 1861 and Exhibits 500, 231 
and 501.) Tf1e rate of return in the revtsed study 1s 5.96 
percent COIIJ)artd to 7. 43 percent in the COiftP&ny' s s tudi in 
Exhtb1t 231. Staff believes the expenses should be matched w1th 
the costs so that the class' rate of return w111 not be 
significantly overstated to the detriment of the other rate 
classes. 
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8. Expenses for naaintenance of coo11ng towers and coal pulver1zers 
(grinding mills) should be allocated on energy and class1fied as 
energy-related. 

The company has changed the classification of some O&M expenses 
from deund to energy in the cost of service study compared to 
that of Docket No. 840086-EI. In Docket No. 881167-EI. Hr. 
Haskins stated that aaintenance for both coal grinding mills and 
cooling towers vary w1th the KHH to be generated. Or. 1763) 
In response to cross examination Hr. Lee agreed that operation 
and maintenance expenses for coal pulverizers and the operation 
expenses for cooling towers vary w1th KWH generated but that the 
amount of maintenance varies little with KHH. <Tr. 1468) 

9. The test year expenses for the four conservation <Good Cents New 
Ha.e, Good Cents Improved Home, and Commercial 
Presentations/Energy Education Seminars> programs which were 
den1 ed conservation cost recovery by the COnJD1 sst on on Hay 2, 
1989 should b& classifhd as energy-related and allocated on 
energy to the rate classes in the revenue class to which the 
cost has been assigned by Gulf Power. 

The test year expenses for these pr()9rus !lave been c 1 ass 1 f1 ed 
as custoa~er-related by the co.pany and included in the customer 
unit costs. Thus. the same a.ount of progra• cost is allocated 
to and recovered from a saall RS customer as a large RS 
customer. <O'Sheasy. Tr. 1861-1863) Therefore, staff believes 
it is .are equitable to continue to recover these costs on a per 
Off bas1s rather than on a per custoae1 bas1s. Demand-related 
costs are collected through the energy charge for the 
res1dent1al class. Therefore, if there 1s less demand-related 
cost allocated to the class due to d~nd reduct1ons from class 
part1c1pat1on. the customers w1th large usage will benef1t more 
from the conservation program th&~ customers w1th small bills. 

I support all of staff's requested rev1s1ons to the company's 12 CP 
and 1113th study w1th the exception of the classification of fuel stock and 
the separation of SE into a separate rate class at th1s t1me. Therefore, I 
would recaa.end the use of a 12 CP and 1/13th cost of serv1ce study w1th all 
of the requested revisions except these two. Unfortunately, we do not have a 
12 CP and 1/13th cost study incorporating thh comb1nat1on of rev1s1ons. 
Because staff believes two of the requested rev1s1ons significantly impact the 
rate of return of the rate classes directly involved, staff has adjusted the 
company's 12 CP and 1/13th cost study (no m1grat1on study Ex. 231) for the two 
problems. One problem 1s the cred1t1ng of the revenues for add1t1onal 
fac111t1es without the assignment of the cost for some of these fac111t1es for 
OS-II and II. The second 1s the exclusion of the SE KHH 1n developing the 12 
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CP demands of the PXT class. For example, a comparison of the rate! of return 
in column 1 of Schedule 1 to those in column 3 sho"s that there is a 1.47 
percentage point difference (7.43 percent versus 5.96 percent) for OS-III. 

For the PXT and LP/LPT classes, rate base "as increased by 6.84 
percent ($2,778,000) and .79 percent ($592,000), respectively, of the 
transmhs1on and demand-related production net plant and the demand-related 
production materials and supplies. The NOI for these classes "as reduced by 
6.84 percent ($316,000) and .79 percent ($68,000), respectively, of the total 
transm1ss1on and demand-related production O&M expenses. production plant A&G 
expenses and transm1ss1on and deaand-related depreciation expenses. These are 
the major items allocated on the 12 CP KH. <See Issue 120 for the derivation 
of the percentages.) For OS-1/0S-II, the rate base and NOI from the staff
requested 12 CP and 1/13th cost of service study <Exhibit 501), "hich reflect 
~ne assignment of the cost to the class for all Hs addit1oM1 fac11ities. "as 
substituted for the values tn Exh1llit 231. All classes' rate base and NOI 
were adjusted proportionately to equal the company's filed levels of rate base 
and HOI. 

If the Coallllhsion approves the staff recoanendation on the 
development of demands with respect to SE customers <Issue 120) and the use of 
a 12 CP and 1/13th cost of service study, staff reconnends that. to be 
equitable to the customers 1n the other rate classes. this adjusted study 
should be used. Staff believes 1t would be unduly dhcri11inatory to not use 
the ad~ us ted study because of the large difference in the rates of return 
between the company's study and the adjusted study. The rate of return for 
the PXT class is 8.33 percent tn the company's study compared to 7.49 percent 
in the adjusted study; for OS-1/0S-II 1t 1s 7.43 percent to 6.04 percent. 
<Columns 1 and 2 1n Schedule 1) 

STAFF ANALYSIS: (ALTERNATE) Policy should always be a consideration in rate 
design. If a cost of servtce study 1s to be performed to determine each 
class' revenue respons1b111ty on cost. the allocation and assignment of cost 
should track cost-caus1ng factors. Such a study should not be in conflict 
"ith overall po11cy. Costs allocated solely on policy and tgnortng 
cost-causation may send inappropriate economic signals to customers. 

I am rec01111endi ng the use of the Equ1 va 1 ent Peaker < EP> methodo 1 ogy 
because I agree w1th Hr. Hrt ght that this 11ethod tracks the cost-causing 
factors that affect ut111t1es' plant investment decisions better than any 
other study 1n the case. (Tr. 2093-2094) Add1t1ona11y, I agree with the 
Office of Pub11c Counsel that •(T]he EP method 1s superior to methods that 
classify all production plant costs as de1111nd-related because such 11ethods 
simply ignore 'the fact that plant costs are incurred not only in 
consideration of meeting peak demands but also because of the energy loads to 
be served.'w <Brief, page 101; Tr. 2082-2083) 
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This cl assification of production plant costs is appropr1ate because 
the energy loads expected to be served by the plant caused the more expensive 
plant to be bui lt . I agree with II that systea: peak demand •dr1ves" the 
decision to incLr the costs of provtdtng add1t1onal capacity. Therefore, 1t 
is appropriate ~o classify as demand-related the cost necessary to serve the 
peak demands <t f there were not also broad energy loads to be served) and t hat 
amount only. The actual cost tncurred to provide that capactty, however. will 
be determined by the energy loads expected to be served throughout the 
planning horizon. The advocates of EP method contend that the additional cost 
<tn excess of bu11d1ng peaking capacity) should be allocated to t hose 
customers w1th the energy loads that caused a baseload plant t o be build 
instead of peak.1ng generation. In th1s EP study demand-related production 
plant costs have been allocated on the 12 CP because of the cost tmpact on 
Gulf ' s customers of the Southern Intercompany Interchange Contract <IIC>. 

Both Gulf and II crttic1ze the EP method as an "oversimp11f1cat1on" 
of the planntng process. (Pollock, Tr . 2802; Howell. 3534) However, II's Hr . 
Pollock ackno~o~ledged that capital substttuttons represent a "valid theory . w 
Mr. Howell, admttted tn response to cross examtnatton. tnat economic 
consideration:. determined Gulf's dectsion as to the type of capac1ty to be 
added 1n 1995. <Tr. 3556) Wtth respect to economic analyses for the 
add1t1ons of Plants Scherer and Oantel, he responded, 

I d) know some economic analysts was done, but r feel 
sur~ it was not an~here near the sophisticated approach 
we ~ow have. (Tr. 3559-3560) 

The Colml1ss1on has recognized the impact of economic considerations 
in three prior dockets. In Docket No. 820097-EU on the 1n1tial conclusion of 
Flortda Po~w ~r and Ught's nuclear production plant, St . Lucte II classified 
$179 (75 pe1cent> million of the plant's revenue requirement as energy-related . 

Staff has recommended that $179 million of the revenue 
requirement be allocated to all classes on the basts of 
energy to offset the estimated jurisdictional fuel 
savings . The basis for the recommendation 1 s the fact 
that the high capital costs involved in the construction 
of the plant wtll result 1n a great fuel savings via the 
fuel adjustment clause . . .. However, we agree with 
staff that the projected KHH for the htgh-load factor 
customers was a bash for justt ft cat ton for the nuclear 
plant 1n the ftrst place. COrder No. 12348 at 12) 

In Docket No. 830465-EI an EP .ethod was approved for the St. ~ucie II plant 
only. <Order No. 13537 at pages 59 and 60) The Commission, 1n approving the 
use of the EP method in Docket No . 85()050-EI <Tampa Electric Company) made the 
following finding: 

2 ! !l . 
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He find that this method is logically sound in its 
classification of the cost of equ1valent peak i n9 
capac1 ty (the amount that the uti11 ty would have spent 
to serve only peak demands> as deund-related, and in 
1ts classification of add1t1onal plant costs, vhich the 
utility incurred to obtain f uel savings over longer 
periods of operation, as energy-related. 

In thts case, as in earlier rate cases, II has alleged a lack of fuel 
symmetry in cost methodologies in which some production plant is allocated on 
average demand (i.e., on energy consumpti on> or in vhi ch any production plant 
1s clas sif\ed as energy-related . In this case the fuel syrrrnetry problem is 
described as the failure to recognize the tradeoffs betveen capital costs and 
operating costs on the energy mh . (Pollock, Tr. 2807) I disagree v1th II 
that a fuel sya~~~etry problem exhts . I agree v1th the Office of Publ\c 
Counsel that Exhibit 353 shows that v1th one very slight exception, the bas1c 
EP method yields a closer utch betveen the classes' allocated shares of 
baseload plant cost respons1b111ty and the1r allocated share of 1nexpens1ve 
baseload energy under the Commission's current average cost-based fuel pricing 
practices . <Brief, p. 107; Hright, Tr. 2072-2073) 

Hh11e the EP method may be an oversimpl\f1cat1on of the generation 
planning process, staff believes 1t most closely refiects the generati on 
planning process and cost causation. A methodology in vhich all production 
plant cost 1s class11ied as deund-related comoletely 1goores the impact of 
the economic considerations in the generation planning process on the level of 
production plant investment. In the Near Peak study all production plant 
investment 1s class1fied as demand-related; 92.31 percent is classified as 
demand-related in the 12 CP and 1/13th study. 

The Near Peak study also does not properly reflect the impact of the 
Southern IIC. Under the IIC each Southern operating company pays (or 
receives> pool capacity charge Cor revenues> on the company's equalized 
reserves during each of Southern System's 12 110nthly peak hours. The Near 
Peak study includes hours for only two months. CExh1bH 368) Therefore, 1t 
ignores the cost impact on Gulf's customers of demands incurred during t he 
other ten months. 

I prefer the EP to the Refined Equivalent Peaker <REP> because I 
agree w1th ~r . Hright that the REP does not track uti11t1es' aLtual generat 1on 
expansion p 1ann1 ng proces us. The REP methodo 1 ogy 1 s the same as the EP 
except that energy-related costs are allocated to the classes on the basis of 
their energy usage 1n the break-even hours, i.e., the 1430 hours of highest 
usage in this case. The REP does not track ut111ties· planning processes 
because 1t assigns costs responsibility on only 1430 hours vhile total energy 
1s used in the generation expansion planning process. CHr1ght, Tr 2077) 
Secondly, there 1s the question of the approprfateness of the use of the 
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highest-demand t'ours under the load duration curve because. as Mr. Wright 
testifies, 

[F]or technical reasons, a ut111ty would al1110st surely 
not build a baseload plant to operatP. only in the 
nlghest demand hours of the year. This is because these 
hours generally fall w1th1n daily peak periods. of a few 
hours a day, and ut111t1es strenuously endeavor to avoid 
frequent cycl1ng of baseload units in order avoid wear 
on bofler c011ponents that results from frequent heating 
and cooling. Tr. 2078 
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~ ·--·~· 

COIPANT'S ADJUSTED 
12 C9 &1113 12 CP &1113 

(1) (2) 

RATE HE SOT HESEJIT 
COOE ROR I IIIDEX RCa I INDEX 

-- .................. .............. .. ___ 

RS S.66l I 0.116 5.741 I 0.87 
GS 13.271 I 2.01 13.451 I 2.04 

RS·GS 6. t6l I 0.93 6.241 I 0.95 
GSO 7.22l I 1.09 7.321 I 1.11 

LP/LPT 6.631 I 1.00 6.6?.1 I 1.00 
PX!PXT a.m 1 1.26 7.491 I 1.13 

Sf a 
LP•Pit·U 7.191 I 1.09 6.921 I 1.05 

011·11 7.431 I 1.13 6.041 I 0.91 
OS· III 21.481 I 3.26 21.171 I 1.30 

ss 7.291 I 1.10 7.391 I 1.12 

TOT.t!T 6.60X I 1.00 6.60X I 1.00 

COMPAliSON OF RATES OF RETURN AT ptESENT 
RATES FOR VAll~ COST Of SUVIC£ STI.I)JES 

STAFF· REQUESTEO EQUI~AlENT 

12 CP & 1113 PEAlE I 
(3) (4) 

HEUIIT Pt!SfiiT 
Rot I IIIOEX tal I III)£X 

..................... .. ................... 

5.851 I 0.119 6.36X I 0.96 
13.621 I 2.06 14.051 I 2. 13 
6.361 I 0.96 6.871 I 1.04 
7.071 I 1.07 6.m 1 1.02 
6.m 1 o.96 5.6!1 1 o. as 
7.281 I 1.10 5.~ I 0. 14 
1.211 I 1.10 6.111 I 0.9S 
6.191 1 1.as s.m 1 o.a1 
5.961 I 0.90 5.061 I 0.17 

19.471 I 2.95 17.241 I 2.61 
7. 76X I 1.18 11.391 I 1.13 

6.60X I t.OO 6.601 I 1.00 

lH .EQUI VAlENT 
PEAlE It 
(5) 

nnuT 
RCa I IIIO£X 

. ................ 

6.041 I 0.92 
13.591 I 2.06 
6.S41 I 0.99 
6.661 I 1.01 
6.091 I 0.92 
1.441 I 1. 13 
6.921 11.05 
6.621 I 1.00 
5.9U I 0.90 
t9.7~ I 2.99 
11.571 I 1.75 

6.60X I 1. 00 

StHEDUlE 1 
JUlY 27, 1990 

11 •s 
IIW 'fAt 

(6) 
PH lENT 

tot I IIIDD 
. . .............. 

5.951 I 0.90 
12.211 I 1.15 
6.391 I 0.97 
6.491 I 0.98 
s.m 1 o.90 
9.951 I 1.51 

7.141 I 1.08 
8.501 I 1.29 

25.291 I 3.83 
11 .07'1 I 1.61 

6.601 I 1.00 

SourcH: <1> Exhibit 231; <2> Exlllblt 231 8djulted • explained In note below; (3) Exhibit SOt; (4) Exhibit 5CXS; (5) EJdllbtt 504; 
Exhibit 371. 

Note on 8djuat..-.t to ctulf•a 12 CP & 1/1:th coet of aervlc. atudy (Exhibit 231 ) : To reflect an \ftttrattoc:~~tton "f coat, for tt1e 
PXT end LPILPT cluus, rate beae wu lnci"HMCC bV 6.84 pereant end .79 pereent, respectively, of the tr.-i .. ton and~ 
related production plant rate baae and the ~-related procb:tlon Mtarlale end S\4)pl IH. tt.. 1101 for these ctuMS ws 
recb:ed bV 6.84 and .79 ~rcent, respectively, of the total tremalulon end ~-related procl.lctlon OIM opiNe, pr~tfon 

plant UG upen~~es and tranutlulon end ~relatad ltlpreclatltJn .....-. For the OS class tbe rate bese and 1101 fro. the 
suff·requHted 12 CP & t/13th cost of eervlce study (Eldllblt 501) "" •'*-tltuted for the wlues In EJdllblt 231. All clestH' 
rate baae and NOI were adjusted proportionately to equal the COIIIPIII"'Y'S flttd leYela of rate best end NOI. 

a For the coapeny•s and the adjusted 12 CP and 1113th cost of aervlce studies, SE Is Included in LPILPT and PX/PXT. 
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ISSUE 121: If a ~venue increase is granted, how should it be allocated amon~ 
customer classE's? (TRC»miNO) 

RECOMMENDATION: The increase should be spread among the rate classes fn a 

manner that moves class rate of return indices closer to parfty. Based on the 

12 CP and l/13th energy cost methodology recommended in Issue 115, the RS and 

OS-II rate classes should receive an increase of two times the system average 

increase w1th adjustments (fuel and ECCR). The GS class should receive a 

reduction COIIIDensurate with equa11zation of RS and GS rates pursuant to the 

Stipulation in Issue 115a. The OS-III class should !"P.cefve a decrease of 

$50,000 as proposed by the company. Because OS-III and OS-IV are combined on 
the allocation schedule, and OS-IV fs gettinq a $2,000 increase, the net 

amount 1s $48,000. The increue given to GSD, LP/LPT, PX/PXT and SS should 

leave these classes in essent1 ally the same re 1 a ti ve pos 1 t ion f n terms of 
rates of return. 

If the Equivalent Peaker Cost Study is approved, the maximum increase 

to any one class should be approximately 1.6 tfmes the system average 

increase. GS would receive a decrease coanensurate with setting RS and GS 

rates equal, and OS-III would receive a $48,000 decrease. Because OS-III and 

OS-lV are combined on the allocation schedule, and OS-IV fs getting a $2,000 
increase, the net amount 1s $48,000. Because the SS class is alr.:3dy 1.5 
times the system rate of return, no increase should be allocated to that 

class. The GSD class would be allocated the remainder of the increase. 

POSITION OF PARTIES 

GULF: The increase should be spread among the rate classes fn a mar~ner that 

iiiOV'es class rate of return indices closer to parity. To the extent poss f b 1 e, 

increases should be li~1ted to 1.5 times the retail system percentage 1ncrease 

fn total revenues. It may be appropriate to lower a class' rates. 

OPC: Any increase should be allocated among rate closses so as to bring class 

rate of return indices closer to parfty as indicated by the cost of service 

study approved by the Commission in this case. subject to the transition rules 

usually followed by the C011111ission. It should be noted, hcwever, that in 
determining parity, the Coanission should recognize any rfsk differentials 

that ex1st between classes. 

~ Agree with Staff. (Pollock) 

FEA: Class increases should be calculated to move all classes toward cost of 

service as established by the Gulf Power Company class cost-of-service study, 
with the LP/LPT and PXT classes comD1ned. Th1s would result in a lower than 

average increase for these classes. 

FRF: Agree with OPC. 

22~ 
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STAFF ANALYSIS: Commission policy has been to spread increases in revenue~ to 

classes 1n a manner that moves class rate of return indices as close to parity 

as reasonable. Generally, the C011111ission has appl1ed the followtng 

constraints: (1) No class receives an increase greater than 1.5 times the 

system average increase with all applicable adjustments (fuel, ECCR, and oil 

backout), and (2) no class receives a decrease. 

Per the Stipulation fn Issue liSa, the GS class has been lowered to 

set fts rates equal to RS. (See Issue 115a) Staff supports Gulf's proposal 

to decrease th.- OS-III rate to bring the parity ratio for this class aown to 

approximately 1.8. All parties agree that the revenue increases allocated 

among customer classes should reflect the cost of providing service. 

Staff's recommended increase or decrease in present revenues for each 

rate schedule based on the company's 12 CP and l/13th cost study adjusted by 

staff (See Issue 115) is shown in Schedule 2, column 6. The Stipulation on 

Issue l iSa that the RS and GS c 1 asses charge be set equa 1 resu 1 ts in a 

substantial decrease to the GS class. Staff also supports th~ company's 

proposal to decrease rates for OS-III. The proposed 9.58 percent . .:duction 

brings the parity ratio for the class to 2.33 from 3.31. Because of these 

decreases, it 1s necessary to deviate from the C00111ission ' s policy of not 

giving any class an increase greater than 1.5 times the system average 
increase. If these classes get a smaller percentage increase, the other 

classes would move farther from parity. Therefore, staff reconrnends the RS 

and OS-I/11 classes be ghen two times the systefl! average increase because the 

class 1s below parity. The combined increase to RS-GS is 3.961., with GS 

receiving a reduction of 26.38S. The GSO, PX, OS, and SS classes' rate of 

return indices improve relative to present rates. The only exception is for 

rate LP/LPT. Staff has tried to keep the rate of return indices for GSO, LP, 

PX and SS as close to each other as possible, consistent with past practice. 

A revenue increase of i .5 times the system average increase to t~e RS class 

would result in a little fmprovetnent to the parity ratios of the other rate 

classes and greater deterioration for GSD. 

Implementation of the Primary Staff Reconnendation would narrow the 

range in class indices from 0.87 to 3.31 at present rates to 0.98 to 2.33 at 

proposed rates. 

If the Equivalent Peaker method is approved (Issue 115), and SE 

approved as a separate rate class (Issue 137), and the stipulation is accepted 

that RS and GS rates would be equal (Issue 115a), the following spread of the 

increase is appropriate. 

GS would r&ehe the decrease necessary to equalize the RS and GS 

rates OS-II I would receive the $50,000 decrease reconmended by the util 1 ty 

to improve its parity ratio. Because OS-III and OS-IV are combined on the 

allocation schedule and OS-IV is given a $2,000 increase the net amount is a 
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$48,000 decrease. Currently, tn1s class 1s earning 2.61 times the system rate 
of return. The staff endorses the company's proposed reduction 1 n rHes for 
th1s class to br1ng its rate of return closer to par1ty. The remainder of the 
clJsses except GSO and SS would receive the maximum increase. The I .6 ~ercent 
times the system average maximum increase resulting from this approach is not 
significantly different fr011 the Con111ission policy of 11m1t1ng increases to 
1. 5 percent . Agaf n, due to the decreases 1 n GS and OS- I I I. the I. 5 percent 
cap fs not feasible because the remainlng classes would then have to absorb a 

grPater fncrease than ff no class received a decrease. The SS class should 
not get any fncre~se because fts rate of return is well above parity . 
Therefore, the remainder of the increase would be assigned to GSO. 

The proposed spread places the combined RS/GS class at a parity ratio 
of 1 and improves the parity ratios for GSO ( 1. 04 to 1. 01 l, OS- II ( . 77 to 
.8J), and SS (1.73 to 1.51). Parity for RS worsens (.96 to 1.03) but thls 
shift may Je justified to offset the large decline in GS rates. (See Schedule 
2) 

This distribution of the increase narrows the range of class indices 

from .77 to 2.61 at present rates to .80 to 1.81 at the staff's proposed 
revenue increase. thereby improving the relative posit1on of all classes in 
terms of contrfbut1on to total company revenues. 

225 



(1) <2> <3> 

IAH IE~. RECOMM. 

COO£ lATE lASE ~ES.IIOI 

.......... .............. ...................... 

RS SS06, 16S S30,406 
GS SJS,574 S5,010 

N U·GS SS41,740 SJS,417 

"'' GSO S187, 196 S14,347 
~ LP S111,06J S7,704 

PX SS7,6S3 S4,5ZO 
OSI·II S14,285 S903 
OS· III S652 S149 

$$ SJ,JOJ S2S5 

TOT.ItET S915,892 163,295 

GULF ~M CC»>PANY 

OOCKET NO. 89134•·£1 
RECOMMENOEO REVENUE INCREASE BT CLASS 

BASEO ON CC»>PAJjT'S 12 CP AliO 1/13TH COST Of SERVICE ST\.OT 

SUMMARY OF ClASS ROI •S A»D X INCREASE (000 DOllARS) 

(4) <S> (6) (1) (8) 

lliCREASE INClEASE TOTAL 

FltOI FROM INClEASE 

PRESEIIT SUYICE SALES Of Ill IEQUilED 

ROll/ IIIOEX CH.UGES ELECTIICITT REVEMUE NOI 
...................... .. .. . .. -........ .. .................... .................... .. ............... 

6.011 I 0.07 S47 S14, 148 114,195 SJ9, 106 
14.08S I 2.04 S47 CS5,201) CS5, 154) S1 ,851 
6.541 I 0.95 S94 18,947 S9,041 S40,9Sa 
7.661 I 1.11 S1 S2,0117 S2,088 115,627 
6.941 I 1.00 so S2,627 S2,627 S9,314 
7.841 I 1.13 so ssoo ssoo S4,826 
6.321 I 0.91 so SJJO mo S1, 105 

22.851 I 3.31 so ($41) ($41) S1ZO 
7.72l I 1.12 so SJ2 m S27'5 

6.911 I 1.00 s~ S14,47S 114,570 S72,224 

(9) 

RECCMEIIDEO 

ROll/ I..OEX 
.. .................. ...... 

7. 7Jl I 0.98 
5.201 I 0.66 
7.56X I 0.96 
8.351 I 1.06 
8.391 I 1.06 
8.371 I 1.06 
7.741 I 0.98 

18.401 I 2.33 
8.33l/ 1.06 

7.891/ 1.00 

SCHEDULE 2 

JUlY 30, 1990 

(10) 

l INCIUS£ IN ltEV 

FROM SALES OF ElEC 
............... 
IJ/MU lASE 

. ............................ 

6.861 10. 7'51 
·26.38S ·34.711 

3.96X 6.111 
2.301 4.021 
4.m 9.011 
1.301 3.061 
6.151 a.78l 
·9.~ ·14.291 
3.641 4.071 

3.431 s.aa 



(1) (2) (3) 

RATE aECtM4. RECtM4. 

COO£ AATE lASE PltES .1101 
..................... .. ................... 

RS S47'9,810 l31,946 
cs S34,443 S5,069 

,.~ RS·CS S514,254 S37,015 

t\:) cso S195, 178 Sl3,7')6 

~ LPILPT S92, 71L S5,465 
PXIPXT S49, 110 S2,862 

SE SJ.5 ,787 12,932 
LP·PX·SE S187,611 $11.258 

OSI·II S15. 540 ~23 

OS·III S776 S140 
ss S2.533 U02 

TOT .liE T S915,892 S63,295 

GULF POWER COMPANY 
OQC(fT NO. 891345·EI 

RECOMMENDED REVENUE INCREASE 8Y CLASS 
lASED ON EQUIVALENT PEAKER OOST OF SERVICE STUDY 

SUMMARY Of CLASS RO.'S AND X INCREASE (000 DOllARS) 

(4) (5) (6) (7) 

INCREAit IIIClEASE TOTAl 
FR<JC FR<JC INCREASE 

PltESENT SERVICE SALES OF IN 
RO.I IIIOEX CKARCES ELECTRIC ITT REVEIIUE 

.. ...................... ... ............... ...................... .................. 

6.661 I 0.96 S47 S11,303 S11,350 

14.72X I 2.13 S47 CS5,383> CS5,336> 

7.20X I 1.04 S94 S5,920 S6,014 

7.051 I 1.02 S1 S2,941 S2,942 

5.89S I 0.85 so S2,489 S2,489 
5.831 I 0.84 so S1, 509 S1,509 

6.LOX I 0.93 so S1,400 S1,400 

6.00l f 0.87 so S5,398 S5,398 

5.30X I o.n so S264 S264 

18.04:1. I 2.61 so (148) (S4~) 

11.921 I 1. 73 so so so 

6.91X I j .00 S95 S\4,47') S14,57'0 

<8> (9) 

REWIRED UCXliMNDED 
1101 Aa.l INDEX 

.. .............. .. .................... 

138,902 8.11X I 1.03 
11,799 5.221 I 0.66 

S40, 701 7.91X I 1.00 
S15,559 7.97l I 1.01 

S6,990 7.541 I 0.06 
l3,787 7.711 I 0.98 
SJ, 7'90 8.281 I 1.05 

S14,566 7.76\ I 0.98 
S9e5 6.341 I 0.80 
S111 14.30X I 1.81 
1.302 11.921 I 1. 51 

sn,224 7.891 I 1.00 

SCKEDULE 3 
JULY 30, 1990 

(10) 

X IIICUAU IN lEV 
rtOM SALES OF ELEC --··----·--1111/)J lASE 
. .......................... 

5.481 8.sn 
·27.30X ·35.921 

2.62% 4.041 
3.241 5.67l 
5.481 11.131 
5.481 12.119l 
5.481 12.m 
5.481 11.861 
5.481 7.031 

·9.58l ·14.291 
O.O«n O.OOl 

3.431 5.821 
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STIPULATED 
!SSO£ liSa: How should Gulf's GS rates be designed? (KUMMER) 

RECOMMENDATION: The GS rate should be set equal to the RS rate. 

POSITION OF PARTIES 

GULF: Gulf's GS/GST rates should be set equal to the RS/RST rates. Combin1n~ 
tnetwo classes for rate design purposes would increase RS/RST unit costs 
slightly but would result in a substantial decrease in GS/GST unit costs. 

OPC: Gulf's GS rates should be set equal to the company's RS rates. 

STAFF ANALYSIS: Cost of service studies 1n other utilities have consistently 
shown that the cost to serve RS and GS are nearly identical . ln fact. the 
cost to serve GS MY be less than the cost to serve RS. The character of 
service 1s essentially the salle. Both are billed on the basfs of a customer 
charge and kWH charge w1th no de.and aeter1ng. Wh11e ft fs not advisable to 
set GS rates below RS rates to avoid rate switching, setting RS and GS charges 
equal 1s reasonable, based on the experience of other utilities. Gulf's 
proposed custoaaer charges in their brief do not reflect the st1pulat1on. 
Since the all parties stipulated to thfs fssue, the rates proposed by staff 
equalizes both customer and energy charges for the RS/RST and GS/GST classes. 

Staff notes that thfs stipulation requires a substantial decrease in 
existfng GS rates. Gfven Gulf's cost assignment, it may be advisable to take 
a more gradual approach to equalizing RS and GS rates for this utility. Rates 
have been designed based on the stipulation 1n Issue 115a. however, the 
equalization of RS and GS resulted 1n a much large decrease fn GS than was 
antfc1pated. If the Ca..iss1on agrees that the reduction fn GS is too drastic 
to undertake fn one step, staff would withdraw from the stipulation and apply 
a lesser decrease to the GS class. 
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STIP\JLATED 
ISSUE 122: If an 1 ncrease 1 n revenues is approved, unbill ed revenue ~i 11 
1ncrease. Is the 11ethod used by the ut111ty for calculating the increase in 
unbilled revenues by rate class appropriate? <KUMMER> 

RECOtt1ENDATION: Yes. The assumption that unbilled revenues ~111 bear the 
same relationship to the tncrea~e granted as to current revenues Is a 
reasonable basts for ass1gn1ng unbtlled revenues. 

pQSITIQN OF PARTIES 

~ Agree ~1th Staff. 

OfCl Agree wtth Staff's posttton as stated in Order No. 23025. 

STAFF ANALYSIS: The method employed by Gulf to determine unbi lled r()venues 
re11es on a soph1st1cated tracking mechanism ~hich incorporates their 
seasonally differentiated rate structure. The method outlined in the current 
HFR Schedule E-15 would dhtort the amount of unbt lled revenues for Gulf 
because 1t rel\es on a constant per KWH cost, ~hich does not consider the 
variable tmpact of seasonal pr1c1ng. Gulf's method relies on historical 
relationships. It assumes that the amount of unbilled due to the increase 
~111 bear the same relattonshtp to the aJDOunt of the increase as the total 
unbtlled bears to the total revenues. Staff and parties agree that this 
assumption ts reasonable. 
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STIP\JLATED 
ISSUE 123: Should the 1ncre~se in unbilltd revenues be subtracted from the 
\ncrease in revenue fr011 sales of electricity used to calculate rates by 
class? <KUMMER> 

RECOHHENPATIQN: Yes. If not. the increase in rates w111 be overstated. 

POSITION Of PARTIES 

~ Agree with Staff. 

~ Agree with Staff's position as stated 1n Order No. 23025. 

STAFF ANALYSIS: The purpose tn calculating unbilled revenue due to the 
\ncrean in rates 1s to dettna1ne the dollars the COIIPany "ill rece1ve for 
service provided but not b111td at the t11H the rates go into effect . Th1s 
1ncrease over what they would have received for that s4me serv1ce under 
current rates .ust be subtracted from the total increase granted before 
designing pe~nent rates. If not. the incr..ental revtn~~s due s1mply to the 
t1•ing of billing relative to the effective date of the increase approved will 
be recovered again 1n the setting of final rates. Part1es agreed that the 
anticipated 180unt of increase tn unbilled revenues should be subtracted from 
the f1nal increase granted prior to setting rates. 
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ISSUE 124: Hhat are the appropriate customer charges? <KUMMER > 

REOOHHENDATIQN: The customer charges should be set as follows : 

RATE UNIT QJRRENT GULF'S STAFF 

russ. toS.I CHARGES PROposAL PROPOSAL 

RS $ 7.94 $ 6.25 $ 8.00 s 8.00 
RST 9.25. 11.00 11.00 
GS 17 .34 7.00 10.00 8.00 
GST 10.00 13.00 11 .00 
GSD 41.47 27.00 40.00 40.00 
GSDT 32.40 45.40 45.40 
LP/LPT 447.83 51.00 225.00 225.00 
PX/PXT 1222.21 146.00 570.00 570 .00 

POSlilON QE PABiltS 

G!J.L£..i.. The level of customer charges should reflect the un1t costs assigned 
through the approved cost of serv 1 ce study ( 23-MCP and 1113 energy> . 

~ Customer charges should be set as close as reasonably practicable to the 
customer un1t costs 1nd1cated by the Comm1ss1on-approved cost of service study. 

~ The cust01aer charges should parallel the un1t cost developed in the 
approved cost of service study. 

£Bfl Agree wtth II. 

SIAFF ANALYSIS: Customer charges are designed to recover costs associated 
wtth the number of customers served. These costs include primarily the costs 
of b1111ng and lleter1ng and customer servtce. Gtven that costs are properly 
allocated to the customer ca.ponent, the charge for each class should reflect 
t he cost to provide such services. 

The customer unit costs cited above are taken from the staff's 
recommended cost of service study using the 12 CP and 1/13th Energy Cost 
methodology. If, however, the eo.hsion decides to adopt a different cost 
methodology the costs allocated to the customer component does not vary 
significantly across all cost .. thodologies introduced tn thts docket . 

Staff is tn agreement w1th the company that if the customer charge is 
set below cost, seasonal residential customers may not pay their full share of 
on-going customer b1111ng costs. Since the balance of the customer cost is 
reflected in the energy charge, customers who generate less than average KHH 
usage .ay not be covering their customer costs . 
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Staff supports .ast of Gulf's proposed custOtDer charges. Gulf d1d 
not, however, propose combined RS/RST and GS/GST customer charges pursuant to 
St1pulated Issue 115a. The proposed charges for RS/RST and GS/GST reflect the 
st1pulat1on on Issue 115a, equa11z1ng GS and RS rates. 

The customer charges for thP LP/LPT and PX/PXT classes are 
substant1ally below the1r un1t costs. However, the charges requested by the 
company represent a four fo 1 d 1 ncrease 1 n current customer charges for these 
classes. Staff agrees that th1s ts a s1gn1f1cant one-t1me increase and in the 
interest of rate stab111ty and pred1ctab111ty, staff supports Gulf's charges 
for these classes. The remain1ng classes track costs fairly closely. 
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ISSUE 125: Hhat are the appropriate demand charges? <KUMMER> 

RECCH1ENDATIOH: The level of demand charge for time-of-u;e rates depends on 
the Commission's decision of the appropriate cost of service methodology 
<Issue 115) and on the proper des1gn of t1me-of-use rates (Issue 128) . 
Staff's recOIII'Deded demand charges are based on the Equivalent Peak.er cost 
methode 1 ogy rec011111ended in Is sue 115 and t he TOO rate des 1 gn reconwnended 1 n 
Issue 128. Also shown are the proposed demand charges based on the alternate 
staff recommended cost method , the Equiva l ent Pea~er . The appropriate demand 
charges are as follows: 

DEMAND 12CP and 1113th EQUIVALENT 
CHARGE COST STUDY PEAKER STUDY 

GSD s 4.52 s 4.52 
GSDT 

Maximum 2.15 2. 15 
On-Peak 5.00 3.06 

LP 8. 51 6.00 
I_PT 

Maximu• 1. 81 1. 70 
On-Peak 7.26 4.45 

PX 8.26 7.00 
PXT 

Max iliUm 0.68 0.56 
On-Peak 7.75 5.06 

POSl!lON Qf PABilES 

GU..L.£..;. The concept of lower detaand charges for GSD/GSDT than for LP/LPT and 
PX/PXT, as proposed by Gulf 1s appropriate. The GSO/GSDT class has more 
diversity and thus imposes less cost per unit of billing demand on the S) ~ tem 

peak than h1gher load factor classes. The appropr1 ate demand charges are 
those porposed based on the rev1sed cost of service study and rate design as 
developed in hearing exhibit 480 and shown below: 
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STANDARD PRESENT TOO DEMAND 

&ill CHARGE &lli CHARGE 

$ GSDT 

GSD 4.52 Max 2.20 
On Peak 2.46 

LP 8.51 LPT 
Max 4.14 
On Peak 4.50 

PX 8.26 PXT 
Max 4.00 
On Peak 4.31 

~ Basically agree wtth Staff posttton as stated i n Order No. 23025. 

~ Support approach of Gulf as to PX/PXT. 

~ Agree wtth Staff. 

STAff AMLYSIS: Oeund charges should reflect the production, tr<\ns•ission 

and d1str1bution costs allocated to each class. The concept of lower demand 

charges for GSD/GSDT classes than tor LP/LPT and PX/PXT classes as proposed by 

the company mort appropriately recogntze the d1vers1ty factor 1n demand found 

tn GSD compared to LP/lPT and PX/PXT. Recoamtndtd KH charges for time of use 

rates, however, reflect Staff's positton 1n Issue 128 an1 Issue 115. As can 

be seen, the Equivalent Ptaker •ethodology collects less from demand 

reflecttng less costs allocated on demand than 1s found under the 12 CP and 

1/13th methodology. 

The dem&nd charges for ftrm rates represent the allocated cos t of 

productton, trans•hs1on, dhtrtbutton, and any shortfall from the customer 

costs not recovered tn the proposed cust011er charge. The ttme-of-use rate 

destgn reflects Staff's posttton tn Issue 128 which sets KHH energy charges at 

energy untt cost tor the class, recovers untt dtstrtbution costs in the 

maxtmu• demand charge and sets the on-peak demand charge to recover 

tran~•1ss1on and productton costs. 

Gulf has proposed TOU demand charges based on the Load Factor 

methodology. Both Mthodolog1es begtn w1th the cost of servtce study. They 

diverge tn how the dtMnd costs art sp11t between uxt.,. deund and on peak 

demand. Off peak costs consist pr1ur1ty of costs tor local facilities wh1ch 

must bt tn place for the cust01er al l the ttme. Therefore, staff proposes to 

set the •ax1.,• deund charge at the ahtr1button untt cost and collect the 

rtM1nder fro. the on pe&k dtaand charge. Staff believes that the 

d1str1but1on costs tncurred to serve the custa.er 1f assessed ~n actual 

maxtlltllll denaand, whenever tt occurs, properly recovers the local fact11t1es 
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1n-place to serve the customer. Product1on related costs are more properly a 
function of the customer ' s on-peak demand and should be recovered through the 
on peak deaand charge. Therefore, staff's proposed demand charges .are 
closely track the cost study than the COIIJ)any' s load factor .ethod der1ved 
charges. 
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ISSUE 126: The company presently has seasunal rates for the RS and GS rate 
classes. Should seasonal rates be retained for RS and GS? If so, should they 
be required for GSD/GSDT, LP/LPT and PX/PXT? 

RECOHHENDATIQN: Seasonal rates should be eli•inated from Gulf's tariff. 
However, 1f seasonal rates are retained for RS and GS, they should be required 
for all rate classes. 

PQSITION OF PARTIES; 

~Yes. Seasonal rates for rates RS and GS should be retained . The company 
has had seasonal energy charges in rates RS and GS since 1962 in order to Jend 
the proper price signal to the sunner peaking customers as an incentive to 
control peak demand. The coapany at this time is not proposing seasonal demand 
rates. 

2f.t.i. If the COimll1ssion deter11ines that seuonal rates are cost -based and 
therefure should be retained for Gulf's RS and GS classes, then seasonal rates 
should also be implemented for Gulf's other rate classes. If the Commission 
determines that seasonal rates are not cost-based, then they should be eliminated 
for all rate classes. 

~ Agree with Staff 

STAFF ANALYSIS; Witness Haskins indicated that it was his opinion that seasonal 
rates were cost-based although the company did not provide any support tng 
seasonal costs data in thts case (TR 2014). He also stated that seasonal rates 
charged the ••lti•ate consumer of electricity do not track the company 's cost of 
capacity, when Gulf buys power froa the Southern pool. These costs represent a 
significant portion of Gulf's cost of service during those hours Gulf buys power. 
The energy portion of the costs, under the IIC, varies by time period as it 
occurs on the ca.pany's system (TR 2016). Thus, this evidence suggests that the 
price signal sent by the present seasonal differential under the RS and GS rate 
classes •ay not represent the true cost to the ultimate consumer on Gulf's 
system, thereby, te~pering the reduction in peak-related costs, improvement of 
system load factor, and conservation of su.er consumption sought by the seasonal 
design (18 2013). A flat charge per KWH based on average costs for the RS dnd 
GS classes .ay produce a clearer price signal than the seasonal rates design 
proposed by the ca.pany. 

Hearing exhibit 490 shows a comparison of Gulf's highest winter HW 
demand to the highest su..er MW deaand for the years 1982 through 1989. This 
pattern indicates two years which Gulf's winter peak demand exceeds the summer 
peak dewaand. A 1 so, during the other years the •agn i tude of winter to su~~~ner peak 
was 851 to 951. Witness Haskins believes that unless the gap between the winter 
and su..er peak de.ands is closed completely that Gulf would continue to need a 
seasonal pricing differential as part of its rate design. Witness Haskins 
indicated that it was important to note that although the historical peaks are 
important, the company's planning horizon was an important element to consider 
in the design of seasonal rates (18 2022-23). 

23G 
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Although the evidence is not clear regarding retention of seasonal 
rates for the RS and GS classes, witness Haskins acknowledged that the patterns 
of Coincident Peak KW (CP KW) for the demand rate classes exhibit seasonal load 
patterns (TR 2017-18). Additionally, the Office of Public Counsel states in its 
brief, that ff seasonal rates are appropriately cost-based , the company's not 
proposing seasonal rates for the demand-metered rate classes is not justifiable 
because ft unduly discriminates against the RS and GS classes. 

Staff recommends the CoMMission eliminate seasonal rates for the RS 
and GS classes because the seasonal pricing differential does not appear to be 
cost-based and may not be sending the appropriate price signal during the hours 
Gulf buys power from the Southern pool. However, if the Commission is desirous 
of retaining seasonal rates for Gulf's RS and GS classes, then, seo~onal rates 
should be designed for the GSD/GSOT, LP/LPT, and PX/PXT rate classes. The staff 
currently does not have data to develop seasonal rates for the remaining classes. 
If the Commission approves seasonal rates for all classes, the utility must be 
ordPred to supply the necessary information for rate design. 
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ISSUE 127; If seasonal rates are continue1, how should they be designed? 

RECQHMENOATION: The seasonal price differential for the RS and GS classes should 
be set at the cocapany's propo~ed ratio of 1.18 to 1.00. The seasonal price 
di fferent1al should be uniform across the GSO/GSOT, LP/LPT, and PX/ PXT rate 
classes and recovered through the standard demand charge for non-time of use 
rates and the on-peak demand charge for time of use rates. 

PQSITION Of PARTIES 

~ The same ratio of su..er price to winter price as in Gulf's present RS 
rate should be retained, and this same ratio should be used to obtain the GS 
seasonal differential. 

Qfu If continued, seasonal rates should probably differ from non-seasonal rates 
by having greater amounts of de.and-related production and transmission costs 
incorporated into the demand charges (for demand-metered customers) or non- fuel 
energy charges (for non-demand-metered customers) applicable during t he months 
of the defined peak season or seasons, and by seasonally-differentiated fuel 
charges. 

~ No position. 

STAFF ANALYSIS: Witness Haskins stated that the appropriate recovery of 
production and transmission demand-related seasonal costs from the GSO/ GSOT, 
LP/LPT, and PX/PXT classes is through the on-peak demand charge of the time of 
use customers or the standard deaand charge of non-time of use customers. Also, 
witness H1skins stated that a aethod splitting demand-related costs between on
peak and off-peak periods and, recovering all on-peak costs during the summer 
months would be appropriate as a step towards designing seasonal demand rates (TR 
2019). 

The Office of Public Counsel's (OPC) position states that the 
justification for seasonally differentiated rates would primarily be attributable 
to differences in peak-demand-related production and transmission costs between 
seasons. OPC suggests using aggregate reliability index values in the peak and 
off-peak months as the basis for allocating the demand-related production and 
transmission costs. Further, OPC states that e~~rgy-related production costs, 
and the non-fuel energy charges based on these costs should not vary by season 
with the possible exception of variable O&M costs, if identifiable. 

Witness Haskins acknowledged that the patterns of Coincident Peak KW 
(CP KW) for the de.and rate classes exhibit seasonal load patterns (TR 2017 - 18) 
(Exhibit 491). If the Commission votes to implement a seasonal differential for 
the company's demand-metered rate classes, staff belteves that adopting a 
differential of 1.18 to 1.00, as proposed by the company for ~S and GS, or a 
uniform diffprential across r~te classes is reasonable. · 
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ISSUE 128; How should ti.e-of-use rates be designed? 

RECQMMENPATIQH; Ti.e-of-use rates should be developed as follows: The energy 
KWH charge should be set at class energy unit cost; the maximum billing demand 
charge should be set equal to distribution unit cost. The on-peak demand charge 
would be an 1110unt sufficient to recover the remaining revenue requirement , 
including costs reht1ng to the transmission plant and the demand-related 
production plant. 

PQSIJIQN OF PARTIES 

~ All IOU rates should be designed using the load factor Methodology as 
approved in Gulf's last three rate cases. 

~ Agree with staff's position as stated in Order No. 23025. 

IlL Generally support the concept outl ined in staff's position. 

~ Agree with staff. 

STAFF ANALYSIS; Two methodologies were presented at the hearing for the design 
of time of use rates. 

Witness Haskins' testimony supports use of the load factor 
methodology approved by the Coa.1ssion in the company's iast three rate cases. 
Staff believes that the 11ajor drawback to the company's proposed load factor 
methodology is that it does not track costs as well as the time of use 
methodology (IOU) proposed by OPC's witness Wright. 

OPC's witness Wright supports the use of a .ethodology which would 
recover distribution-related plant costs fro. the .axieu. demand charge; 
production and transllission-rehted deand costs through the on-peak de111and 
charge; and energy-related production plant and operations and aaintenanc.e 
expenses through the energy charge (TR 2085-86). Hr . Wright's approach also 
includes a ratchet for recovery of local distribution plant costs . Staff 
believes the rate design for the ..xi.u. de.and charge should be based on actual 
metered de.and and not ratcheted KW as proposed by Hr. Wright. ... 

Staff reca..ends ti.e of use rates be calculated as follc~~: 

1. The on-peak and off-peak non-fuel energy charges ~ould be set 
equal to the energy unit cost fro. the cost study. (This would include the 
energy-related production plant and operations and maintenance expenses.) 

2. The ..xi- billing demand charge (which 1s applied to the 
custoeer' s aui- detNnd whenever it occurs) would be equal to the di stri but ion 
plant unit cost. 

3. The on-peak demand charge would be an amount sufficient to 
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recover the remaining revenue requirement tncluding the transmission plant and 
the demand-related production plant. 

Staff recommends the RST and GST rate cl•sses be set equal to each 
other per the stipulation of issue 115a. Because customers served under RST and 
GST do not pay demand charges, the cost of distribution plant; transmission and 
demand-related production plant should be recovered through the on-peak energy 
charge under Staff's reca.mended Methodology. 

The resulting ratios between the charges of each class' time of use 
rate would vary by the cost of service methodology and revenue increase granted 
by the Commission. For example, if the Comaission approved the equivalent peaker 
cost allocation methodology (EPC) and Staff's recommended TOU rates design , then 
the resulting ratio between the on-peak demand charge and maximum demand charge 
would be smaller than under a 12 CP & 1/13th energy cost allocation methodology 
(See Staff reconnendation for 1ssue 125). This is because a much greater 
proportion of production de11and-rehted cost would be recovered through the 
energy ~harges of each respective time of use rate (TR 3178-79). The total class 
revenue requirement would be recovered regardless of time of use methodology 
selected; however, the rate per KW of on-peak demand would be greater under 
Staff's recommended IOU methodology based on a 12 CP & 1/13th energy costing 
approach. than under Staff's recommended IOU methodology using an EPC costing 
approactt. 

The following time of use rates are at Staff's proposed rates under 
the company's 12CP & 1/13 allocation with Staff adjustments (See Issue 115}, 
using the company's load factor methodology and Staff's recommended IOU design . 

RST/GST 

OFF -PEAK KWH 

ON-PEAK KWH 

llii 

OFF-PEAK KWH 

ON-PEAK KWH 

ON-PEAK KW 

MAXIMUM KW 

COMPANY'S 
LOAD FACTOR 

$0.01567 

$0.08459 

$0.00474 

$0.02254 

$3.00 

$2.50 

STAFF'S RECOMMENDED 
IOU RATE DESIGN 

240 

$0.00594 

$0.10614 

$0.00445 

$0.00445 

$5.00 

$2 . 15 
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ill 

Off-PEAK KWH $0.00300 $0.00417 

ON-PEAK KWH $0.01010 $0.00417 

ON-PEAK KW $4.50 $7.26 

MAXIMUM KW $4.14 $1.81 

ill 

OFF-PEAK KWH $0.00260 $0.0040& 

ON-PEAK KWH $0.00964 $0.00406 

ON-PEAK KW $4.31 $7.75 

MAXIMUM KW $4.00 $0.68 

The following ti.e of use rates are at Staff's proposed rates under 
the equtvalent peaker cost allocation apf.roach (See Issue 115), using the 
COIIIP&ny' s load factor Mthodology and Staf 's reco.ended TOU des 1gn. 

COMPANY'S STAFF'S RECOMMENDED 
RSTIGSI LOAD FACTOR TOU RATE DESIGN 

OFF-rEAK KWH $0.01535 $0.01251 

ON-PEAK KWH $0.08287 $0.08874 

iS1li 

OFF-PEAK KWH $0.00563 $0.01130 

ON-PEAK KVH $0.02675 $0.01130 

ON-PEAK KV $2.70 $3.06 

MAXIM\Jt KW $2.40 $2.15 

ill 

OFF-PEAK KWH $0.00481 $0.01025 

ON-PLAK KWH $0.02308 $0.01025 

ON-P .. AK KW $3.50 $4.45 
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MAXIMUM KW 

ill 

OFF-PEAK KWH 

ON-PEAK KWH 

ON-PEAK KW 

MAXIMUM KW 

$2.80 

$0.00305 

$0.01624 

$4.00 

$3.70 

Sl . 70 

$0.00939 

$0.00939 

$5.06 

$0.56 

The load factor 111thodology results in rates which recover some 
production and trans•isston costs during the off-peak per1vds through the maximum 
demand charge {TR 3395-3396, 3346-3347, 3422-3424) . Staff believes that a time 
of use rate dest,n should be based on how closely the rates charged customers 
track the type o cost 18POSed on the syste.. In general, we believe that the 
demand cost incurred durtng off-peak periods is primarily that cost associated 
with local distribution fac111t1es. Staff has proposed that the maximum demand 
charge be set equal to the distribution un1t costs. Production and transmission 
costs ar2 .ore closely associated with on-peak deaand and should therefore be 
recovered in an on-peak charge. 
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ISSUE 130: The ca.pany currently gives transforaer- owner~~ip discounts of $0.25 
per KW for custa.ers taking service at priaary voltage and SO . 70 per KW for 
custOtDers taking service at trans111ission levels. Is the current level of 
discounts appropriate? 

RECOfi1ENDATIOH: The transfor.er ownership discount for primary level customers 
should be set at $0.35/KW/Month for GSO/GSOT and S0.42/KW/Month for LP/ LPT. The 
transformer ownership discounts for transmission level customers should be set 
at SO. 41/KW/Month for GSD/GSOT, SO. 52/KW/Month for LP/LPT, and SO .11/KW/Honth for 
PX/PXT. 

POSITION OF PARTIES; 

.G1Ll£..i. No. The company proposes that the trans forwr ownership and meter ing 
voltage discounts be approved, as developed 1n the response to Interrogatory Nos . 
110, 111, and 113 of Staff's Eighth Set of Interrogatories (Exhibits 266, 267, 
and 269, respectively}, after adjustment for the variance of demand and energy 
charges from unit cost. (Jr. pp. 1955-1957, 3389-3390) 

~ Agree with staff' s position as stated in Order No. 23025 . 

f..EA.;_ The current transfonaer ownership discounts do not reflect the full 
difference 1n cost of taking service at different voltage levels. Transformer 
ownership credits and metering credits should be based on the full difference in 
cost of service at different voltage levels. Voltage di scounts for the LP/ LPT 
class should be set at the levels determined in Exhibit 356 (CEJ-3). page 3. 

~ No position. 

STAFF ANALYSIS: The ca.pany's present tariff provides for two types of voltage 
discounts which apply when customers take service at voltages above the standard 
distribution level. 

The first discount applies for customers owning their transformation 
equipment. There is a $0.2S per KW discount for primary customers and a $0. 70 
per KW discount for transmission level customers served under Gulf ' s GSO/GSOT, 
LP/LPT, and PX/PXT rate classes. These discounts are applied to the demand 
charge under the rate because the demand component includes costs associated with 
the company's total cost of transfonaation. Therefore, a transformer ownership 
discount is warranted to cover the transfor.er costs not required or avoided in 
serving a custOMer at the pri•ary or trans•ission level. 

The second discount applies to the energy and demand charge of 
customers to recognize transformation losses absorbed by the customer metered at 
primary or transmission level. This is appropriate because if a customer is 
metered at the •high• side or pri~ry voltage, the .ater will register more units 
than 1f it were located on the •tow• side or secondary side due to line 
transfonnation losses. Th~se discounts are usually refered to as metering 
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voltage discounts to avoid confusion with the aforementioned transformer 
ownership discounts. 

The Co.tssion's policy regarding voltage discounts has been to 
credit custa.ers' b111s for the cost of fransformation and transformation line 
losses. All of Florida's investor-owned· 'electric utilities have voltage 
discounts recognizing the costs of trans format ion. However, F1 or ida Power & 
light does not allow 1 Mtering voltage discount. In FPL' s last rate case, 
Docket 830465-El, the Ca..tssion voted not to accept the stipulation between t~e 
parties that .atertng voltage discounts be set at 11 for primary l~vel and 21 for 
transmission level custa.ers. 

The co.pany has proposed to set th~ transformer ownership discounts 
and metering voltage discounts as developed in the response to Staff ' s Eighth Set 
of Interrogatories Nos. 110, 111, and 113, (Hearing exhibits Nos. 266, 267, and 
269). The co.pany also proposes to adjust the transformer ownership discounts 
by any variance of the actual demand charge and energy charge from unit cost 
approved by the Coaa1ss ton. The cot~pany' s methodo 1 ogy is cost- based and 
consistent with the Commission's past policy of recognizing only transformation 
costs in developing voltage discounts (TR 2662, TR 3334). 

FEA, through its witness Dr. Johnson, has proposed voltage discounts 
and .etering discounts which include the costs of poles, overhead/underground 
conducters, lines, and transfon~ers (Exhib1t 356) . Staff 1s concerned that 
discounts of the •agnttude proposed by Or. Johnson would result in uneconomic 
expense (possibly unecon011tc duplication) and a greater increase in the company's 
rate base because custa.ers -.y find it .ora cost-effective to install their own 
transfonaatton equipment, at the expense of the general body of ratepayers . In 
fact, both Dr Johnson and Mr. O'Sheasy acknowledged that each time the company 
adds a cust011er it adds to current investment, so the average costs to all 
custo.ers goes up (TR 3334). 

FEA points out in its brief that Account 583 was omitted from the 
calculation of the transfoi"'Mr ownership discount found in exh1b1t 266. However, 
this account consists of overhead line expenses as well as transformation 
equi~nt. The allocated portion to LP/LPT for this account is approximately 
$45,000 of the total $875,000 systu revenue requirewtent. Therefore, after 
reMOving expenses not associated with transformation, the impact on transformer 
ownership discounts 1s not great. St•tlarly, the i~apact of the other co~ts 
011ttted, such as A&G related to transforwation equipment is negl tgible on a 
bil11ng KW basts. Further, there is no evidence in the record correcting th~se 
flaws pointed out by FEA. 

Staff reca.ends the C01111iss ton approve the proposed trans former 
ownership and .atering voltage discounts as set forth in exhibits nos. 266, 267, 
and 269. For si~licity of design, these discounts should not be adjusted for 
any variance in the de.and charge from unit cost. For example, if the demand 
charge were set below unit cost, sa.e transformation costs would be recovered 
through the energy charge under the rate , and the energy chA~e would need to be 
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adjusted for customers providing the1r own transformation equipment . Wi t ness 
Haskins agreed that a voltage discount 1n the energy charge would be needed to 
reflect the transfon.ation cost being allocated by the energy charge (TR 3426). 

245 
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ISSUE 131: All general service demand r~te schedules (GSD, GSDT, LP, LPT, PX, 
and PXT) except Standby Service (SS) and Interruptible Standby Service (ISS) 
provide for transfon~er ownership and metering discounts. The company has 
proposed providing metering discounts only for standby service rate schedules. 
Should the SS and ISS rate schedules have provisions for both transformer 
ownership and metering voltage discounts? If so, should the level of the 
transformer ownership and metering voltage discounts for SS and ISS be set equal 
to the otherwise applicable rate schedule? 

RECOft1ENDATIQN; Yes, the SS and ISS classes should have provisions for 
transformer ownership and metering voltage discounts, however; the discounts 
should not be set equal to the otherwise applicable full requirements rate 
schedules. The level of the transformer ownership discount should be calculated 
based on 100 percent ratcheted billing demand in order to match the calculation 
of the local facilities deaand charge applicable to standby service. Paying the 
same credits as applicable under full requirements rate schedules may provide too 
g~_at a credit because these are calculated on the sum of annual billing demand 
(i.e. the su of each customer's maximum demand during the year times 12). 

PQSITION OF PARTIES; 

~ T~e SS and ISS rate schedules, pursuant to Order No. 17159, should only 
provide for metering voltage discounts. In addition, pursuant to that order, the 
discount should be applied only to the energy portion of the bill. The metering 
voltage discount to be applied to the energy portion of the bill should be the 
same as the discount for the otherwise applicable demand rate schedule . 

~ yes as to providing transformer ownership credits to standby customers; no 
as to setting them equal to those of the otherwise applicable full requirements 
rate schedules. 

ll.i. Yes, the SS rate schedule should have provisions identica l to the 
corresponding full requirements demand schedules, as to transmission and metering 
discounts . 

~ Yes and no. 

~ No position. 

STAFF ANALYSIS: At the hearing, witness Haskins acknowledged that providing 
transfor.er ownership discounts based on 10~ ratcheted KW and t~e full 
transfonut ion cost of the chss that SS and ISS customers might otherwise belong 
seemed reasonable. Mr. Haskins also stated the appropriate bi 11ing determinents 
for calculating transformer ownership discounts for the SS•9nd ISS classes were 
prepared in his late-filed deposition exhibit (Exhibit SIS~. If the Commission 
approves a transfor.er ownership discount for SS and ISS, the discounts would 
apply to the local facilities charge under the rates (TR 2020-2021). further, 
the metering voltage discounts should be set equal to the otherwise applicable 
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rate schedule for SS and ISS and apply to both the KW and KWH charge under the 
rate. 

The company proposes to discount the energy charge of the SS and ISS 
class. This discount recognizes transfonution line losses associate with energy 
only for prim~ry and/ or transmission level customers; it does not consider losses 
associated with de.and. In support of its position, the company's brief sites 
Order 17159, which describes the ~~ethodolgy for designing non-fuel energy charges 
for backup and mainternance power (TR 3363-3364). 

Staff reca..ends the Ca.mtssion set the level of the transformer 
ownership based on 1001 ratcheted billing KW in order to match the calculation 
of the local facilities charge. As acknowledged by witness Haskins at tt:e 
hearing, the local facilities costs for SS and ISS include the cost of 
transformation. Therefore, it would be reasonable to design trans format ion 
discounts consistent with the design of local facilities charges under the SS and 
ISS rates. Further, the ~tetering voltage discounts should apply to both the 
enr. gy and de.and charges under the SS and ISS rates, as is the practice with the 
company's other de.and rate schedules (TR 2020-2021). 

. I 
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SIIPllLATED 
ISSUE 132; Should Gulf•s propo~td nv1s1on of tht stattMnt of the customer 
charge on the standby service rate schedules <SS and ISS> be approved? 

STipuLATION: No. Order No. 17159 at 18 requires that, if a company does not 
have a curtailab~e rate schedule, 1t shall utilize the customer charge of the 
otherwise applicable general service lJ.rit deund rate schedule plus $25 for 
the cust011er charge for standby service. Thus, the LP/LPT customer charge 
plus $25 should be the cust0111r charge for all standby serv1ce customers. 
except for those taking !Uppleeentary service on PX/PXT for whOfl the charge 
should be the PX/PXT cust011er charge plus $25 . 

PQSITIQN Of PARTIES 

~ No. The wording of tht cust0111r charge section of the tar1ff needs to 
be revised 1n order to be 1n complete co.p11ance with Order No. 17159. 

QfCl Agree with Staff•s pos1tion as stated in Order No . 2302~. 

~ Agree with Staff . 

~ No pos1tion. 

STAff ANALYSIS; The company•s present and proposed customer charges for 
standby service are not in confor.ance with the language in Order No. 17159 at 
18 on the customer charge tncluded 1n the above stipulati on. The present 
customer charges are not 1n confor.anct because customers taking supplementary 
service on the lllll.J general strv1ct demand rate CGSO/GSDT> are charge~ $52, 
the present GSO customer charge plus $25. The proposed statement of the 
customer charge does not confon1 because it requ1 res a cu~ tomer to pay a 
custa-er charge of $25 for Standby Service 1n addition to the customer charge 
applied to their Supple.antary Service. 

To bring the stattMnt of the cust011er cnarge 1n conforwaance with 
this order, the standby strv1ce cust011er charge should be $25 plus the 
approved LP/LPT cust~r charge for all standby service customers except those 
taking serv1 ce on PX/PXT for wh011 the charge should be the approved PX/PXT 
custa.er charge plus $25. 
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STIPtJLATED 
ISSUE 133: Should Gulf ' s proposed change in the defin1t1on of the capac\ty 
used to determine the applicable local fac111t1es and fuel charges on the 
standby service rate schedules <SS and ISS) be approved? <MEETER> 

STIPtJLATIOH: No. The changes 1n the def1n1t1on of the capacity used t o 
deter•ine the local fac111t1es and (fuel] !:harges 1s not in confon1c1nce w\th 
the tenas and conditions prescribed 1n Order Ho. 17159 for standby service. 

PQSIIION Of PARTIE) 

GULfl No. The ~rd1ng of the local facilities charge and fuel charge section 
of the SS/ISS tariffs, as or1gtnally proposed by Gulf, should not be approved. 

OPel Agree with Staff's position as stated in Order No . 23025. 

~ No position. 

STAFF ANALYSIS: Gulf has proposed a change fro- the use of the contracted 
standby service capac1tt to the use ~f the customer's total capacity 
requireeent in the deteraination of the applicable local fac11\t\es demand 
charge for standby service. The saMe cnange in capacity was made on Sheet No. 
6.32 to deteraine applicable fuel charges . Staff believes this change in the 
capacity used to deten~1ne the applicable charyes 1s not 1n conformance w\th 
Order No. 17159. In Order No. 17159, the Conatss1on found that, "the costs of 
dedicated local facilities ... of standby custa.ers shall be recovered through 
a charge conshting of the dhtrtbution unit cost. calculated us1ng loot 
ratcheted b1111ng KH as the billtng detere~inant, for the class to which the 
customer ~uld otherwise belong.w Order No. 17159 at 17. Staff believes that 
the class to whtch the custOCHr ~uld otherwise belong means th~ rate class 
under which the standby service alone would be served 1f the customer was not 
required to take service under the standby service rate schedule. i.e., if the 
custoaer was not a cogenerator. Therefore, the current tariff's par~Qraph on 
the loca 1 fact11t1es charge 1s in confonaance w1th Order No. 17159 and the 
revision should be denied. 

Even though thh tssue was stipulated the company has proposed new 
language tn tts brief. Because this language appears to not be 1n conformance 
with Order No. 17159 for the nason outlined above and there 1s a stipulation 
on this issue, this language should also be denied. 
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STI P\JL.ATED 
ISSUE 134: Should the proposed paragraph on the .anthly charges for 
supple.entary service on the SS tnd ISS rate schedules be approved? 

STIP\JL.ATIOH: No . To be cons1stent with the pos1tion on the customer charge 
for standby service. the second sentence should be eli•inated or revised to 
indicate that the customer does not have a second custa.er charge for 
supplementary service. 

~ Gulf w111 accept whatever wording the Commission deems appropr1ate. 

Ill Agree with Staff. 

STAFF ANALYSIS; The company has proposed the addition of a paragraph on the 
monthly charges for supplementary service. Tht second sentence of the 
paragraph specifies that 1f the custOMr contracts for zerc Supple111entary 
Service, the Standby Service custOMr charge will be the customer charge for 
t~- otherwise applicable rate plus the nonaal $25 customer charge for Standby 
Service. Since there h a st1pulat1on that the customer charge for standby 
service will be set at the general service large demand <LP/LPT> customer 
charg1 plus $25 except for those taking supple11entary service on PX/PXT for 
who. the charge will be the PX/PXT custa.er charge. the second sentence should 
be e11•1n.lted or rev1sed to indicate that the custa~~er does not pay a second 
custa.er charge for supple~ntary service. 
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ISSUE 135: Should the Interrupt'ole Standby Service <ISS> Rat e Schedul e ' s 
secttons on the App11cab111ty and Determtnatton of Standby Serv i ce <KH> 
Rendered be rep 1 aced by the 1 anguage approved for the f1na Standby Serv 1 ce 
<SS> 1n Docket No. 891304-EI? CMEETER) 

REQ)t1ENDATIOH: Only the language tn the Determination of Standby Service 
<KH> Rendered should be replaced. The formula for calculating the dally 
standby service demand should be replaced w1th the formula approved In Issue 
135a. That portion of the language tn this section which Is not changed by 
Issue 13Sa In this docket should be replaced w1th the language which was 
approved for the current ftrm SS tariff in Docket No. 891304-EI. 

POSITION Of PARTIES 

~ Only the Determination of Standby Service <KH> Rendered section should 
be replaced by the approved language for the Standby Service Rate. 

~ Agree wtth Staff's posttion as stated In Order No . 23025 . 

~ No posttton at thts ttme. 

~ No positton 

SIAFF ANALYSIS: Order No. 22458, Docket No . 891304-EI, approved revisions to 
the Applicability and Determtnatton of Standby Servtce <KH> Rendered sections 
of the fina Standby Serv1ce tar1 ff. The rev1s 1on to the Determl nation of 
Standby Service <KH> Rendered section requt res the customer to not1fy the 
ca.pany when he has an outage of h1s generating equipment and to provide the 
coaapanv with a written report containing the data necessary to deter• lne the 
a.aunt of standby service taken. The flnn SS tariff effective at that time 
and the currently effective ISS rate schedule require that the customer notify 
the COIIPany of an outage only if the outage requires standby service. A 
reviston tn the formula for deter.tnation of the daily standby service KH was 
to use the cust0111er' s .axiiiU• generation output between the end of the prior 
outage and the beginning of the current outage in the l alculatlon. The firm 
SS tartff effective at that ti.e and the currently effective ISS rate schedule 
use the 15-•tnute demand Interval 1-.ediately prior to the outage. 

The revisions to th1s section were approved by the Co11111lsslon In 
Order No. 22458 at page 2 for the reasons enumerated below: 

This revised provision fer the determination 
of standby service KH taken confor•s 1n0re closely 
with Order No. 17159 than the current tar1ff 
because Gulf, and not the customer, will make t he 
detemination of whether standby service was tctken 
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and, 1f so, 1n vhat atrJunt. Order No. 17159 at 
21. Th1 s 1 s true because the current tariff 
requires that the customer notify the company of an 
outage of h1s generating equipment QD.l.y vhen 
standby service 1s required. Thus, the customer 
can Mnipulate the rate structure by not notifying 
the company of the outages vhen h1s bill vou 1 d be 
lover if he vere charged supplemental service 
charges. <Supplemental service 1s energy and 
capacity supplied by the company in addition to 
that normally provided by the customer's own 
generating equipment.) Based on the above, we find 
that Gulf's proposed revisions to Sheet No. 6 30 
result 1n greater conformance v1th Order No. 17159 
and reduce potenthl rate ~~an1pulation and we 
approve them. (Order No. 22458, page 2) 

For the aforementioned reasons, staff recoamends that the current 
language in the section on Determination of Standby Service (KH) Rendered 
approved pursuant to Order No. 22458 for the SS rate schedule should be used 
for the ISS rate schedule. If the Commission decides in Issue 135a to revise 
the formula for calculating da11y standby service demand, that language should 
apply to both the f1nm and 1nterrupt1ble rate schedules. 

Staff agrees vi th the company that the change 1 n the App 11 cabil ity 
Section approved 1n Docket No. 891304-EI for firm standby service does not 
app 1 y to i nterrupt1 b 1 e standby serv1 ce because the nev language requires a 
self-generating cust011er <SGC> to take standby service under the SS firm 
standby ,)ervice rate schedule given certain conditions. Since interruptible 
standby service 1s an optional for11 of standby service, 1t should not be 
mandatory under any conditions. 
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ISSUE 135a: How should the dafly standby servfce demand be determined? 
(MEElER) 

RE<ntMENDATION: In the foraula for calculating da11y standby service demand, 
"the uount of load in KM ordinarily supplied by the customer's generation" 
should replace •uxi•ized tota11zed customer generation output occurring in 
any internal between the end of the prior outage and the beginning of the 
current outage.• 

POSITION OF PARTIES 

GULfl The daily standby service de8&nd should be determined using the formula 
on Standby Service tariff sheet no. 6.30 with the addition of an adjustment 
for any seasonal variations 1n generation output. The addition to the formula 
is shown on Exhibit 247 and is reasonable and appropriate. 

ll: The da11y standby service demand should be based on the difference 
between the .aximum demand occurring 1n the on-peak hours during an outage and 
the corresponding uximum deund during a no'l-outage period of the current 
billing 80nth. 

STAff ANALYSIS: The following formula 1s Gulf's current formu1a for 
calculattng daily shndby service deund on Gulf's standby service tar1 ff: 

<See MFR Schedule E-17. page 39 of SO.> 

Daily Standby Service <KM> • 

Maxi-.." totalized cust011er g£neration output occurrf ng in any 
interval between the end of the pr1or outage and the beginning 
of the current outage. 

Minus the Customer's daily generation output <KH> occurring 
during the on-peak period of the current outage.<l> 

Minus the dafly on-peak load reduction (KH) that \S a direct 
result of the Custo.er's current generation outage.<l , 

Staff hu reca.ended that •uxi•ized totalized customer generation 
output occurring in any interval between the end of the prfor outage and the 
beginning of the current outage• should be replaced by "the amount of load 
ordinarily suppl hd by the cust011er' s generation." Th1s change would make 
II's requested adjust.ent for seasonal var1atton in ge~eration output in 
calculating daily standby servtce de.and. It would also ensure that SGCs are 
not billed for standby power when they reduce generation for purely economic 

(1) The customer's daily ganerat1on output <KM> and da11y on-peak period 
load reduction (KM) that are used 1n the formula must occur during 
the saae 15 •inute interval as the daily Standby Service (KH) that 1s 
used for b1111ng purposes. 
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reasons. For these reasons. staff believes that these recommended changes 1n 
the forawla result in a aaort accur~te determination of standby power used. 
C1t1zen's Mr. Wright test1fhd 1n response to cross exlllination that this 
language 1s what 1s prescribed. at least conceputally by Order No. 17159. 
<Tr. 2144) Further110re. in 1ts Option A. which uses the same 1111ethodology as 
Gulf. Florida Power Corporation calculates daily standby power on the 4JDOunt 
of load ordinarily supplied by the customer's generation. <Pollock, Tr. 2861> 

Gulf has proposed adding language to the same phrase in the formula 
(i.e .• maxi•ized totalized customer generation output. etc.) to imple•ent II's 
requested adjust.ent for seasonal variations in generation output. <See 
Exhibtt 247.) Staff believes Gulf's current and proposed formula possibly 
could not account for other variations. Staff agrees w1th Gulf that their 
formula ts .ore exact but. as previously stated. believes it ts less accurate 
in deter11ining standby power. Staff. however. does believe Gulf's proposed 
formula results in a 100re accurate determt nat1 on of standby power than the 
II • s propos a 1 . 

The for.ula proposed by II has two problems. 

First. th1s method would not work 1f a customer 
took service with the SE rider applied. Use of SE would 
inflate the cust~JC~er's noraal usage pattern and cause 
the customer to pay less for standby power than actually 
taken. In add\ t1on. because outages can extend beyond 
one b1111ng period. you aay not be able to select the 
two wordings in the same billing period. (Haskins, Tr. 
3371) 

Staff agrees w1th H1tness Haskins that II s proposed formula would result 1n 
standby power by SE rider cust011ers not being properly b111ed as standby 
power. Additionally. staff be11eves the formula could and almost certainly 
would result 1n some or possibly all standby power used by nonS£ c~stomers not 
be1ng billed as standby power. 

-
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ISSUE 136: The present stanaoy rates are based on system and c lass unit costs 
from Docket No. 840086-EI. Should the standby rate schedules (SS and ISS) 

charges be adjusted to reflect unft costs from the approved cost of 
service study (a complfance rerun) 1n this docket and the 1990 IIC capacity 

charge rates and designed fn the manr.er spec1f1ed by the C01m1ission in Orde .. 
No. 17159? (HEETER) 

RECOtt4ENDATIOH: The SS charges should be designed using the compliance cost 

of service study and the rate design spec1f1ed fn Order No. 17159 wfth a 

possible exception of the forced outage rate. The forced outage rate to be 

used to calculate the reservation charge would be that approved in Issue 153. 

If the resulting charges generate either ~re or less revenue than the class' 
revenue responsib11icy as set by Issue 121, all charges except the customer 

charge should be decreased or increased by the (same) percentage required to 

generate the class• revenue requfreJDent. The ISS charges should be the same 

as the SS charges except for the reservation and daily demand charges. The 

sum of the CP KW transmission unit cost plus an average I IC monthly charge 

rate of $6.69 should be used as the unit cost to develop these charges. If 

the C011111fss1on decides 1n Issue 138 to b111 SE customers for distribution 

system costs on their maximum metered KW whenever it occurs, the billing KW in 
Exhibit 510 should be used to calculate the local facilftles charges. 

The company should provide the staff a compliance cost of service 
study and the SS rates calculated in accordance with this reconmendation by 

August 31, 1990. A spread sheet of component costs by function (retail 
revenue requirements) fn the format of Exhibit 509 for the compliance study 

should also be provided. 

POSITION Of PARTIES 

GULF: Yes, ff at all possible. 

OPC: Yes. 

II: The COfiiJlfssion should allocate costs to the class; deve lop un1t costs; 

ana design rates accordingly, based on the cost of ser'wfce study approved 1n 
this case. The use of system-wide average unit costs and the assumptions as 
to forced outage rates contained fn Order No. 17159 would defeat the purpose 

of setting rates to all classes based on the class cost of service study, and 
these procedures (systetl costs, lOS forced outage rates) shou l d not and need 

not be appliPd to the Rate SS class. (Pollock) 

STAFF ANALYSIS: Both Gulf, the Office of Public Counsel and the staff 

theoretically want .:') des1gn the standby service rates using the rate design 

specified 1n Order No. 17159 and a compliance cost of service study. The 
class' revenue respons1b111 ty would be set by the rev!nue generated by these 

rates. Since the cJass• revenue responsfb111ty lll.ISt be decided by August 14 
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and the compliance cost of service study won't be completed until two or two 

and a half weeks later, it is 1mpossible to follow this preferred method in 

fts entirety fn setting the rates unless the C011111ission and all parties are 

willing to modify the class revenue responsibility later. 

The I I • s pos1 Uon apparently is that the SS standby servf ce revenue 

responsibility would be deterwfned in the same 11anner as all other classes 

through the cost of service stuc:b'. The rates should then be designed using 

the class unit costs and less than a 10 percent forced outage rate for the 

reservation charge. By determining the SS revenue responsibility through 

Issue 121, staff has used part of II'~ methodology. 

Staff is recaa.ndfng that, with the exception of establishing tre 

revenue responsibility for the SS classes, the SS charges should be designed 

using the compliance cost of servfce study and the rate design specified in 

Order No. 17159 except for the forced outage rate. The reservati on charge 

would be calculated using the forced outage rate approved fn Issue 153. If 

the resulting charges generate either more or less revenue than thE class' 

revenue res pons 1 b111 ty as set by Issue 121 • a 11 charges except the customer 

rharge should be decreased or increased by the (same) percentage required to 

generate the class' revenue responsib1lity. If the C00111ission decides in 

Issue 138 to bfll SE customers for distribution system costs on their maximum 

metered KW, whenever it occurs, Exhibit 510 contains the appropriate billing 

KW for calculating the local facflftfes charge. 

The ISS charges should be the same as the SS charges except for the 

reservation and daily demand charges. The sum of the CP KW transmission unit 

cost plus an IIC monthly charge rate of $6.69 should be used as the unit cost 

to develop these charges. (See Order No. 17159 at 16 and Order No. 20188 at 

pages 2 and 3.) 

Staff is reconmendfng that the COfllllissfon follow the rate design 

specified fn Order No. 17159 as 100ch as possible because there was extensive 

evidence in Docket No. 850673-EU on the subject and the Commission found this 

rate structure to be the IDOSt appropriate for recovery of costs. (Order No. 

17159 at page 11) 
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ISSUE 137: Order No. 17568, Docket No. 850102-EI approved the experimental 
Supplemental Energy <SE> (0pt1onzl) Rider oi a penaanent rate schedule o~ the 
cond1tion that 1t become a separate rate class 1n the COCDPany' s next rate 
case. Has Gulf coeplied with Order No. 17568, and should the SE be a sepArate 
rate class? <MEETER) 

REQQHHENDATIQN: A separate rate class consisting of LPT and PXT customers on 
the SE rider should not be impl~~tented 1n this rate class. The question of 
whether a separate rate class<s> should be h~plea~ented for either PXT-SE or 
LPT-SE custa.ers should bt considered tn the next rate case. Gulf should file 
its co~c of service study in that case with lP/LPT and PXT lAtt broken into SE 
and non-SE classes and with totals for LP/LPT and PX/PXT. Gulf did not comply 
with Order No. 17159 on the establishment of a separate SE rate class in tht ~ 

rate class. 

If the Equivalent Peaker or Refined Equivalent Peaker cost of service 
methodology 1s approved tor use in th1s docktt, SE would have to be a separate 
class as the only n~igration study in the case has SEas a separate class. 

PDSIIION OF PARTIES 

~ Gulf has not ca.plied with the order by fi11ng a cost of service study 
with LPT and PXT customers on the SE rider grouped together as a separate rate 
class. However, custOMrs applying the SE rider to their standard service 
should not be .ade a separate rate class. 

~ Agree with Staff's position as stated 1n Order No. 23025. 

Ill There should bt no separate class for SE custa.ers. Supplemental Energy 
1s rrovided to custa.ers only on an as-available bash, and only on the 
condition that Gulf Power not be required to aake any investment to 
accommodate that service. Therefore, there is no logical reasons to establish 
a separate class for SE customers because there are no costs caused by that 
usage. further, the estab11shaent of a separate class could create potential 
instability, due to the small s1ze of the SE "class" and the resulting small 
size of the class of remaining PXT customers. 

£Bfl No position. 

STAFF ANALYSIS: The OPC's Mr. Hright testified that, 

[T]he rate should be redesigned based on considerations 
of local fac111ties costs, and also based on 
cons1derat1ons of potential differences between the peak 
demand KH character1st1cs and the billing demand KH 
characteristics of SE customers, as opposed to those 1n 
the general LP and PXT rate cases. [T. 21461 
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Staff believes the necess1 ty for a separate rate depends on the d1 fferences 
between peak demand KW characteristics and the billing demand KH 
characteristics of SE custa.ers, as opposed to those in the general LP and PXT 
classes and constdenttons of local fac\ltths costs. Mr. Hright test1f1ed 
that wtth respect to deaand-related production and trans•tsston costs it woul1 
depend on the rat[to]s of b1111ng KW to 12 CP KH <Tr. 2151). The table below 
shows the relationship between b1111ng KH and 12 CP KH and .aximum billing KH 
and maximum metered KH for SE custa.ers and non-SE customers by rate class. 

Ratios of Billed KH to 12 CP KH 
ADd MA~1mum Metered KH far 1282 

Ratio of 
Rattos of Rattos of Maximum 
on-peak Max111U• Billing KH 
Billing KH Btlli ng KH to Max11DUII 
ta 12 cp KH ta 12 cp KH Metered KH 

PXT SE .95 1.01 .59 
PXT Hon-SE 1. 10 1. 10 1.00 

LP SE 1.23 1.28 98 
LP Noo-SE . 78 1. 31 1.00 

Sources: Exhibit 492 for colu11n 1; colu110 2 1s the maximum b111ed KH on 
Exhtbtt 488 d1v1ded by (the avvrage 12 CP KH on Exhibit 487 x 12); 
Exhtbtt 488 for column 3. 

Co 1 u.,.. 1 1s the ratt o of on-peak bt 111 ng KH, wh1 ch recovers cost in on-peak 
periods, to the 12 CP KH, which allocate demand-related production plant, 
trans•hston plant and dhtr1but1on substation costs. Thus, the value of .95 
for PXT-SE -.ans that for each 12 CP KH untt of cost allocated to the class, 
there is only .95 on-peak billing KH to recover the cost. A si11ilar 
interpretation applies to the rattos in colu.n 2. The ratios in the second 
column are 1.portant to th1s iss~e because both the LPT and PXT rat~ schedules 
on whtch SE custa.ers are billed include cost allocated on the 12 CP KH 1n the 
off-peak charges. (Hr1ght, Tr. 2150) These costs are then recovered through 
the billing KH represented in the second colu.n. 

Staff believes that the large dhs1•11artty tn the ratios between 
PXT-SE and LPT-SE. e.g ••. 95 to 1.23. etc., shows that PXT-SE LP-SE customers 
should not be co.btned into gne class. The pattern of rates of return for the 
SE class relative to PXT and LPT tn the cost of service studies 1s another 
tndtcatton to staff that thts grouping of SE customers should not be 
t!lpleiHnted. Staff be11eves thh data indicates that solving any present 
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problem with cost recovery between theSE an~ non-SE customers by putt1ng all 
SE customers 1n one class ~uld, in fact, create a ser1ous cost recovery 
problem between the LPT-SE and the PXT-SE custoaers. 

Staff agrees with Public Counsel that the SE customers should be a 
separate class; however, based on the data in the above table our belief Is 

that it should be two separate rate classes, LPT-SE and PXT-SE. Since we do 
not have a cost of service study 1n thh case with SE broken into the hto 
groups, these two rate classes cannot be i~lemented in th1s case. To 
exped1te the evaluation of the need for a separate rate class for either 
PXT -SE or LPT -SE 1 n the COfiPany • s next rate case, the company s hou 1 d be 
required in 1ts cost of service study to show LPT-SE and PXT-SE each as a 
separate rate class as well as the combined totals for ~P/LPT-SE and LP/LPT 
and for PXT -SE and PXT. As sped fhd by Order No. 17568 at page 2. the SE 
rate should be a cost-based, time-of-use rate; it should not be a load 
retention rate to prevent the econ0111c development of cogeneration. <See 

Kisla, Tr. 2764, 2777-2778) 

W1th respect to Il's position in its Drief that there 1s no 1og1cal 
reason to estab11sh a separate class for SE cust011ers because there are no 
costs caused by that usage, staff does not believe that the state~~ent of no 
costs 1s supported by data. In fact, staff bel1eves there is dat~ 1n the 
record which indicates the company bA1 incurred cost to serve the load. (1) 
Three new dedicated substations were built in 1989 to serve three of the s1x 
SE custoaers <Exhibits 511 and 517). (2) The total capacity of the 
substations 1s 130,000 KH (Exh1b1t 511). <3> The sum of the average billing 
KH for the three customers 1s only 68,989 KH <Exhibit 511), 53 percent of the 
capacity of the substations. The lis also oppose the establishment of a 
separate SE class because 1t could create potential instab111ty, due to the 
su11 s1ze of the SE class and the reea1n1ng PXT custOilers. There have been 
only four customers tak1ng service on PXT since at least 1980 (Haskins, Tr. 
1977). Yet, Mr. Pollock, II•s witness, 1n response to cross exa•1nat1on 
ada1tted that 1 n the n1 ne or ten years he had been appear1 ng before the 
Colllllhs1on, he had never test1 fhd on the 1nappropr1ateness of the PX/PXT 
class or questioned its existence because of the potenthl instab111ty of a 
class w1th a s.all number of customers. <Tr. 2928) 
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ISSUE 138: Hov should rates for the separate Supplemental Energy Rate 
Schedule be designed? <MEETER> 

REcnt1ENPATION: If SE rema1ns a rider. the rates applicable to SE custOIM!rs 
vould continue to be the sa.e as the correspond1ng rates applicable to non-SE 
customers v1th1n the sa.e rate class. If the approved time of use rate design 
recovers only d1str1but1on syst .. cost tn the aaxt.u~ deaand charge. SE 
customers should be btlled the aaxt.u. demand charge on the1r maximum metered 
KH vhenever it occurs, t.e., the provtston tn the rtder providing for 
forgiveness of de~nd incurred during the SE period vould &pply only to 
on-peak de-and. 

If SE beCOIIPS a separate rate class, the time-of-use rate destgn 
approved tn Issue 128 should also be used for thh class. The maximunt demand 
charge should be b111ed on the custOMr' s 1114X111Ua metered demand vhenever 1t 
occurs. 

PQSITIOH Of PARTIES 

~ The Supplemental Energy <SE> customers' bi111ng determinants should be 
combined vith non-SE customers' b1111ng determinants for rate design purposes. 

~ The Supplemental Energy rate should have a aaxieua demand charge 
designed to recover d1stri button systns costs, an on-peak demand charge to 
recover demand-related production and transa1ssion costs, a non-fuel energy 
charge equal to the class energy unit cost, and a cost-based customer charge. 
The aaxi.ua demand charge should be the d1stribut1on unit cost for the SE rate 
class calculated ustng 100 percent ratcheted b1111ng deaand and assessed <..!" 

maximoa demand registered by the custoaer during an appropriate ratchet pertod 
deftn 1 in the tariff. The ratchet pertod should be the sue as the ratchet 
period applied to local faciltttes charges for Gulf's standby customers. 

~ The rates applicable to SE customers shoc~d be identical to the 
corresponding rate applicable to non-SE customers vith1n the same rate class. 
To do othervhe could cause 1nstab111ty because of the small size of the SE 
and non-SE subclasses. <Pollock) 

fB£l No position. 

STAFF ANALYSIS: The SE r1dtr presently provides forgiveness or thP decaands 
incurred during SE periods both vtth respect to on-peak and off-peak. billing 
OL five of the sh SE custoaers have dedicated substations <Exhibit 517). 
The sua of the average btlltng KM for the three SE customers for vha. 
dedicated substations vere built tn 1989 ts only 53 percent of the capacity of 
these substations. <Exh1b1t 511) Hovever, the PXT-SE customers are b111ed on 
only 59 percent of their IIU111U1t 11etered kN. <Exhibit 488) Therefore, to 
ensure that theSE custoeers pay for the ded1cated fac111ties that have been 
sized to serve the1r IIIX1.um de.ands vhenever they occur, SE customers should 
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be billed on their maximum metered demand whenever 1t occurs. The provision 
of the SE rider for forgtvenes~ cf de.and tn the SE pertod would continue t o 
apply to on-peak demand. However, tf the off-peak demand charge includes more 
than dtstributton-system costs. the present provision for forgiveness of 
demand in the SE r1c1er wtth respect to the off-peak demand charge should be 
continued. Th1s 1s because the ratio of uxi111u111 •etered KH to 12 CP KW is 
1.69 for PXT-SE cust0111ers 04axtmum metered KW on Exh1b1t 488 divided by (12 
times the average 12 CP KH on Exhibit 487). 

If SE bec0111es a separate rate class. the time-of-use rate des 1 gn 
approved in Issue 128 should also ba used for thts class because SE wi's 
approved in Order No. 17568 at page 2 as an alternate ttme-of-use rate w1th 
flexible designations of on-peak and off-peak hours. Regardless of the cost 
included tn the aaximu111 dsiMnd charge, the maxiiiiUm demand charge should be 
billed on actua 1 metered bt 11 t ng demand whenever 1t occurs to < 1) ensure 
recovery of dedicated fac111t1es and (2) to offset the subs idy problem caused 
by the d1ss1m111artty in ratios of on-peak billing to 12 CP KH for the two 
groups of SE customers. 

2 61 
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ISSUE 139: The applicability clause of the three demand classes <GSD, LP and 
PX) is stated in terms of the uount of Of demand for wh1 ch the customer 
contracts. Is this an appropriate basis for determining applicab111ty? 
(KUMMER) 

RECOtt!EHDATIOff; No. In the past, contracts have not been required of a 11 
these customers, and Gulf's response to Staff's Interrogatory No. 115 (Hearing 
Exhibit 1496) indicates that contract demand often bears little relat1onsh1p 
to actual measured demand. As a part of th1s docket, tariffs should be 
mod1fed to state that the applicability for both deund and the PX/PXT 75 
percent 1 oad factor shou 1 d be based on measured maximu111 billing demand. For 
SE customers, th1s vould be the actual aeuured b1111ng demand 1n non-S£ 
periods. 

POSITION OF PARTIES 

~ Yes. If the proposed Local Fac11ities Charge for rates LP. LPT, PX, 
and PXT 1s approved, Gulf vill in1t1ate 1 revhv and possible rev1s1on of 
existing LP/LPT and PX/PXT contracts &nd signing of appropriate new contract~ 
w1th those LP/LPT customers who presently do not have a s1gned contract . For 
new cust0111ers, there would be no actual deund upon vh1ch to base a contract 
or to deter1111ne which rate would be applicable; thus, wtthout a contract 
capacity, you would have no meaningful contract. 

~ Agree w1th Staff's position as stated in Order ~o. 23025. 

~ Agree w1th Staff. 

STAFF ANALYSIS: Exh1b1t 1220 shovs the nullber of custours wtthout current 
contracts. Only 37 percent of customers 1n the LP/LPT and PX/PXT classes 
currentl} have contracts on file. In addition, Hitness Haskins stated that he 
d1d not recall any pover contracts v1th GSD customers <TR. 1964). The 
app11cab111ty of the tariff for these cust011ers 1s based on a nonex1stent 
1 nstru~~ent. For those custocaers vho currently have contracts on f11 e. the 
relationship of actual ~asured d.-and to contract de-and varies from a low of 
21 percent to a h1gh of 437 percent. In only 23 percent of the 52 contracts 
d1d measured demand fa11 v1thin 10 percent of contract demand. ~1~st half of 
the contracts varied 30 percent or .ore fr011 the actual •easured demand. 

If the app 11 cab111 ty 1s based on a contract amount wh1 ch does not 
reflect aeasured usage, or 1f there 1s no contract, there is the opportunity 
for manipulation of the rate schedule, allowing customers who would not 
qualify on the bash of •asured deund to take ser ... ~ce on a cheaper rate 
schedule or avoid pa,Y~tent of a •1nhau• b111. The app11cabiltty requ1rements 
can be app11ed 1n a dhcri•1natory unner 1f appl1cabt11ty 1s not based on 
actual •easured demand. 
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Even 1f Gulf wert to 1n1t1ate contracts w1th all cus tomers 1n all 
three demand rate classes. there are no guarantees 1n place that the 
contracted uount stated would reflect actual deund. Exh1b1t 1220 clearly 
shows that 1n most 1nstances. there 1s constderabi~ var1ab11 1ty between 
measured and contract demand. S1nce Gulf's current procedures for mon1toring 
contract demand to ensure that 1 t tracks actua 1 deaaand has a very poor track. 
record, Staff 1s re luctant to place any fa1th 1n the1r 1ntent1ons to upda t e 
and establish more accurate contracts demands for these customers 1n the 
future, unless such contracts are requ1red to reflec t actual measured demand. 

Demand for determ1ntng app11cab111ty of tartffs should be based on 
h1stor lcal data on measured de~~and where ava11able, and any est imated demand 
for new customers should undergo a .andatory review at the end of the fir st 12 
months of service, and be updated based on actual usage . Tar1ff references to 
contract deund 1n the app11cab111ty ' ect1on and 111ntmuns b111 provision of 
GSD/GSOT, LP/LPT and PX/PXT tariffs should be rensoved and replaced with 
reliance on actual measured demand. 

2G3 
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ISSUE 140: The current GSD/GSDT and GSLO/GSLDT (LP/LPT> rate sch~1ules have 
minimum charges equal to the custiJII'Ier charge plus the demand charge for the 
min1mum KH to take serv1ce on the rate schedule for customer opting for the 
rate schedule. Is this m1n1mum charge provision appropriate? (KU~~ER) 

RECOtt1ENDATIOtt: No. It unduly pena11zes customers vho opt for this higher 
rate class because they pay for the m1nimum KH to qualify for the class even 
1f the1r usage falls belov th1s level. Customers vho meet the cl<LSS minimum 
even once 1n every 12 month per1od, do not pay a llin1mum but pay only for 
the1r actual de.and, even if it falls belov the m1n1mu•. 

pQSITION Of PARTIES 

GUlfl No, the 11inimum KH 1s not appropriate. Hovever, if a change Is made \n 
the minimum KH requ1rement of the GSD/GSDT and LP/LPT rates, then Gulf must be 
alloved to redesign rates to assure recovery of any revenues lost as a result 
of additional crossovers to another rate and any reduct1on in demand (KW) 
useds for bi111ng purposes. 

~ Agree v1th Staff's position as stated in Order No. 23025. 

~ Agree vith Staff. 

STAFF ANALYSIS: Gulf 1s 1n bas1c agree~nt vith staff and other parties that 
the ain1mum b111 prov1sion 1s not appropriate. Staff agrees vith the utility 
that e11m1nat1on of the min1mua bill .ust take 1nto account the relative rates 
of the three classes to ensure that the cost effective breakpoint between 
classes does not encourage lov load factor customers vho appropriately belong 
on the lover rate schedule to opt for the GSO or LP. Such a sv1tch would 
increa~e the cost to serve the class to which they a1grate since their current 
rates reflect the h1gher cost to serve them due to lover load factor. Thl s 
vould defeat the goal of sett1ng rates so as to encourage customers of like 
cost character1stics to reaa1n on the1r appropriate rate schedule. 

The substant1al decrease 1n GS rates resulting from equalizing RS and 
GS rates makes 1t un11kely that GS custOifters vould f1nd 1t attractive to opt 
up to GSD unless they vere very high load factor, and vould more p.operly 
reflect costs of a GSD custocaer. The substant1a 1 d1fference in demand and 
customer charges betveen GSO and LP also make opt1ng up unattractive except 
for extremely h1gh load factor GSD customers. 
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ISSUE 141; Hhat 1s the approprhte 111ethod for calculating the minimum b\11 
demand charge for the PX rate class? <KUMMER) 

REC(HfENPATION: The minimum bill demand charge for PX should be the custome1· 
charge plus a per KH d~mand charge, consisting of th~ KH demand charge for the 
class plus the KHH charge t1mes the KHH necessary to achieve a 75 percent load 
factor. <KH charge + 546.5 x KHH charge) • per KH minimum charge 

pQSITIQN Of PARTIES 

~ The m1ni11Um b111 demand charge for PX should be the cus tomer charge 
plus a per KH demand charge, consisting of the KH demand charge for the class 
plus the KHH charge times the KHH necessary to achieve a 75 percent load 
factor, and the local fac111ties charge, 1f applicable . The minimum bill 
demand charge is calculated as shown below: 

{KH charge+ 547.5 x KHH charge> • per KH minimum demand charge 

OfC..i. The min1mum bill for PX cust011ers should Include at least the customer 
rharge plus a local fac111t1es charge equal to the class distribution unit 
cost calculated using 100 percent ratcheted bi111ng de.and and applied to the 
customer's h1ghest demand in the two years ending w1th the current billing 
month. 8as1cally agree with Staff's approach as to the other cost components 
of the PX minimum bill. 

~ Consistent with the applicable paragraph, rate PX/PXT customers should be 
subject to a m1nimum annual billing de.and charge. <Pollock) 

~ No poslt1on. 

STAff ANALYSIS: The PXT rate 1s designed on the principle that higher load 
factor customers cost less to serve than lower load factor customers. The 
purpose of the •1n1.u. b111 1s to discourage cust011ers from taking service on 
the PX rate S111PlY to lower the1r individual b111, when their cost 
characteristics would increase the cost to serve the class as a whole. The 
utility's proposed 111n1aua bill charge would require a min1muat bill puyment 
equal that which the customer would have pa1d if he had used sufficient KHH to 
generate a 75 percent load factor for the KW used. The •ini•u• bill formula 
1s applied to the .aximum b1111ng deaand for the 110nth to determine 1f the 
minhaum bill calculat1on app 1 1es. Th1s helps ensure that the actual b111 
would normally exceed the mtniiDUII b111 1f the load factor for the class 1s 
met. 

Mr. Po 11 ock, on beha 1 f of the Industria 1 Intervenors , recommended 
using an annual billing demand charge to compute the applicabi11ty of the 
minimum charge. H1s testimony 1nd1cates that the concern ts that a customer 
falling below a 75 percent load factor for a single month would be subject to 
a m1nhaum bill charge. H1s proposal 1s that the load factor determining 
applicability to the miniaum b111 be based on an annual not monthly basts. 
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H1tness Haskins, states, however, that under H1tness Pollock' s 
proposal, four of the sh PXT cuHomers would have paid less on their actual 
bill than under the •inimu• bill calculation. He goes on to state the 
modifications Gulf has made 1n their original language on the a~plication of 
the minimum bill which staff agrees addresses Mr. Pollock's concerns <TR 
3352). 

Gulf modified the1r original language on applicability and this 
change was stipulated in Issue 143. In the revised proposal, each month would 
be evaluated on it's own merits, using the uximum demand for the month. If 
the monthly load factor fell below 75 percent, the rolling average annual load 
factor for the current and most recent 11 months would be computed. Only H 
both monthly and rolling average load factors fell below 75 percent would a 
customer be subject to a minimum bill. Thh appears to address Industrial 
Intervenors' concerns w1th temporary fluctuations in load factors resulting in 
minimum bill assessments. 

OPC's proposal that a local fac111ties charge be included in the 
minimum b1ll prov1s1on 1s s1•11ar to Gulf's language in their Post Hearing 
Brief (p.396). In h1s direct testimony, H1tness Hright expresses concern than 
a local facilities charge 1s necessary in order to properly recover 
distribution investment <TR 2089). Currently the 11inimum bill calculation is 
based on contract demand. If the contract demand understates actual demand, 
staff agrees that local facilities costs aay be underrecovered and a loca l 
facilities charge m1ght be appropriate. 

However. staff has recommended that the language on applicability be 
based on actual aeasured .ax1.u• demand, not contract demand. If local 
fac111t1es costs are properly allocated and recovered through the demand and 
energy charges based on actual aeasured aaxiau• deaand. the minimum bill would 
serve 1t's intended purpose and recover t~e minimum local distribution 
necessary to serve that level of demand. Therefure. staff does not support 
OPC's proposal to 1nclude a local facilities charge in the minimum bill 
provision . 

The other point raised by Hitness Wright 1n connection with inclusion 
of fuel revenues in the computation of the minimum bill <TR. 2088-9) may arise 
from a m1sunderstanding of the calculation of the provh1on. It is staff's 
understanding that a minimum bill charge is computed. using the actual 
measured KH, KWH, fuel and other billing adjustments, just the actual bill is 
computed. However. the KH billing charge is factored in at the amount stated 
in the ain1mum bill provision, which 1s higher than the nonaal KH charge. If 
the total actual bill 1s less than the calculated 11inimu• bill. the customer 
is subject to the minimun b111. 
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The PX/PXT rates assu•e a m1n11MJIII relationship between KHH and KH . 

In general. a 111n1mum btll charge w111 exceed an ac t ual b111 only 1f the 

customer's KHH usage 1s substant1a1Jy below the required 75 percent load 

factor wh1ch means he used too few ~ relat1ve to hh KH demand . Fuel 1s 

cons1dered 1n both the m1n1mum and actual. therefore. there 1s no cost free 

energy as stated by H1tnes~ Hr1ght . 
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ISSUE 142: Hhat 1s the appropr1ate method for calculating the minimum bill 
demand charge for the PXT rate class? (KUMMER> 

RECOHHENDAIION: The minimum b111 demand charge should be calculated by the 
methodology outlined in the company's respon~e to Interrogatory No. 124 of 
Staff's Eighth Set <Hearing exhibit 1272). 

POSITION OF PARTIES 

~ The minimu• bill charge for rate PXT should be the customer charge plus 
a per KH demand charge, consisting of the PXT demand charge revenue divided by 
the total maximum KH and added to the PXT energy charge revenue divided by the 
total KH <adjusted for a 751. load factor), and the local fac111t1es charge, 1i 
applicable. Thh charge should be applied to the maximum b1111ng demand for 
the month 1n which the minimum bill is applicable . 

~ The m1n1mum bill for PXT customers should i nclude at least the customer 
charge plus a local fac111ties charge equal to the class distribution unit 
cost calculated using 100 percent ratcheted billing demand and applied to the 
customer's highest demand in the two years ending w1th the current b111\ng 
mc.th. Basically agree with Staff's approach as to the other cost components 
of the PXT minimum b111. 

~ Hhile we generally agree w1th the staff's •ethod, th~ load factor should 
be based on uximu11 on-peak demand to encourage customers to use more power 
during the off-peak periods. (Pollock) 

~ No position. 

STAFF ANALYSIS: The same argu11ents used to support staff's recommendation 1n 
Issue 141 apply here. The purpose of a m1n1mum bill is to discourage 
customers from tak.ing service on a rate which h not appropriate for their 
cost characteristics. The ut111ty's proposal computes an average demand 
charge by summing the revenues generated by the on-peak demand charge and the 
max1mu11 demand charge, then d1v1d1ng th1s revenue total by the total maximum 
KH. The same procedure is us,d to determine an average per KHH charge <sum on 
and off peak. and d1 v1 de by tota 1 KWH). The KHH charge is then mu 1 tip lied 
times the KHH neces sary to achieve a 75 percent load factor. The KH demand 
charge 11Ult1p11ed by the measured .ax1JDU• demand, and KHH calculation are 
added to the applicable custa.er charge to arrive at the m1n1mum b111. 

The sue oppos1t1on was ra1sed by Industr1al Intervenors and OPC as 
outlined 1n Issue 141. The sa.e argu•ents 1n defense of the company's 
proposal are valid for the PXT as well as the PX minimum bill. The 
applicability prov1s1on proposed by Mr. Haskins 1n his rebuttal testimony <TR 
3351) appears to address the annual load factor usage. Staff continues to 
reject the local facilities charge proposed by OPC on the basis that if costs 
are properly allocated and billed on actual •easured ~~taximu• demand, whenever 
1t occurs, the cost of the local fac111ties w111 be recovered through the 
demand and energy charges. 
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STIPULATED 
ISSUE 143: The proposed change in the application of the m1n1mum bill 
provision allows a customer who has ·ess than a 75 percent load factor 1n a 
given month to not be billed pursuant to the miniawm b111 prov1s1on as long 
his annual load factor for the current and .ast recent 11 months 1s at leH~ 

75 percent. Is this appropr1ate? (KUMMER) 

RECOHHENOATION: Yes. The app11cab111ty of the tar1ff 1s based on an annual 
load factor. It 1s appropriate to assess minimum billing based on an annual 
load factor as well. even if the monthly load factor temporarily falls below 
75 percent. 

POSITION Of PARTIES 

~ The app11cabi11ty clause of the tariff 1s baset1 on an annual load 
factor. Thus 1t 1s appropriate to assess m1nimum bi111ng based on an annual 
load factor as well, even if the monthly load factor temporarily falls be 1 ow 
75 percent. regard ess of the 1a0nthly load factor. All part1es, includ1ng 
staff, agree. 

~ Agree with Staff's position as stated in Order No. 23025. 

~ Yes. agree with Staff. 

~ Agree with Staff. 

STAFF ANALYSIS: Th, applicability as stated in the tariff refers to an annual 
load factor. The language proposed by the utility modifies the m1n1mum 
provision to clearly reflect that applicability. In practice, 1f a customer 
falls below the m1n1mum bill criter1a for a given month, his load factor for 
that month and the preceding 11 mnths would be computed. If that load factor 
1s at or above 75 percent. no minimum bill would be applied. Th1s allows 
temporary fluctuations which may s1mply reflect erratic business cond1t1ons 
without unduly pena11z1ng a normally h1gh load factor customer. The roll1ng 
calculation w111. however. also ensure that persistent failure to ach1eve the 
appropr1ate load factor will result in the customer being 110ved to a more 
appropriate rate class. 

-
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ISSUE 144: The company has proposed the 1~~plementat1on of a local facilities 
demand charge for LP/LPT and PX/PXT customers, ~hich ~ould be applied ~hen the 
customer's actual demand does not reach at least 80 percent of the Capacity 
Required to be Ma1nta1ned CCRM> specii1ed in the Contract for Electr ic Po~er. 
Is th1s local facilities charge appropriate? If so, to ~hat customer classes 
should 1t apply? CMEETER) 

RECQttENDATION: No. It 1s inequitable to apply the charge to the contract 
capacity because the contract demand for many customers bears little 
relationship to measured demand. Furthe.-.ore, it is an ineffective charge 
because no customers ~ould have to pay the charge 1n the test year. The 
company's proposed local facilities charge should be rejected. 

pQSITIQN OF PARTIES 

GU1.f..;. Yes. There has been no ev1 dence offered to contradi c t the fact that 
this charge ~i11 protect other customers fro. having to subsidize those 
customers ~ho, on a temporary or pen~&nent bash, reduce their load or shut 
do~n COIIPletely. Such a cust011er ~uld be obligated to pay at least the 
minimum 1110nthly bill, ~hich ~u1d include the Local Fac111t1es Charge, 1f 
applicable, for the duration of the contract. Gulf proposes to use this Local 
Fac111ties Charge f or its large customers CLP, LPT, PX, and PXT). 

OfC..;.. No. The Collll1ss1on should require Gulf to implement local ~ac11ities 

de.and charges for all of its de-and-metered classes calculated and applied in 
the sa.e ~ay as the local fac111ties charges prescribed by the Commission for 
standby custa.ers. 

~ The load factor should be based on the higher of either 901. of the 
highest 11easured detaand in the 1 as t e 1 even months or 801. of the capacity 
required to be .aintained. (Polloc~) 

~ Agree ~ith St aff. 

STAFF ANALYSIS: Gulf has proposed the imple11entation of a local facilities 
charge for LP/LPT and PX/PXT customers. The charge ~ould be applied ~hen the 
customer's detaand for a .anth 1s not 80 percent of the Capacity Required to be 
Maintained CCRM> spec1f1ed in the Contract for Electric Po~er. The customer 
would pay the charge on the difference between the billing decnand and 80 
percent of the CRM. The ca.pany's proposed charges are $1.60 for GSD, $1.36 
for LP/LPT; and $.68 for PX/PXI. 

Staff reca.ends that the c011pany's proposal should be rejected for 
the follo~ing reasons. First, there is a proble• with using contract capacity 
as the bash for the charge at this ti•e. Exh1b1t 220 indicates that only 52 
or 37 percent of the LP/LPT and PX/PXT cust011ers have signed a Contract for 
Electr1 c Po~er and thus have a contracted 1 eve 1 of CRM or contract capac lty. 
Furthen10re, for these 52 customers the annua 1 uxiiiUII 111etered de111c1nd varies 

, ... ""'0 t:. I 
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from zero percent to 458 percent of the CRH 1n 1988 and 1989. It ~ould appear 
to be inequitable to base a charge on a contract de~nd for ~hi ch there is so 
much vart ab111 ty bet~een the contracted deund and the actua 1 demand . Using 
the CRN could re sult in rate .an1pulation betveen customers. Second, it is an 
i neffect1ve charge as no custoeers vould have to pay the charge 1 n the test 
year - the revised NFR Schedules E-16c in Exhibit for the LP/LPT and PX show 
no revenues generated from the charge for these classes. 

The Offi ce of Public Counsel's position is that Gulf should implement 
local facilities charges for all of its demand-~tered classes calculated and 
applied in the same manner as the local fac111ttes charges prescribed by the 
Conm1ssion for standby customers. Thei r Mr. Hright says there is "no 
justification for continuing to treat standby customers any d1fferently than 
full requ1rement(s) customers vhen it comes to rate design and cost recovery 
for local distribution fac111ttes . " (Tr. 2098) Staff di sagrees ~1th Mr. 
Hr1ght and Off ice of Public Counsel. The standby service rates (for back.up 
and maintenance pover) are based on the expected load characteristics of 
self-generating customers because the Coaa\ssion found in the generic 
investigation of standby service that the expected load characteristics of 
self-generating customers are sufficiently different fr~ those of fell 
requi re111ents customers to justify dt fferent rates . "Th1s 1 s because back.up 
and maintenance services are expected to be relatively low load factor 
~ erv1ces ... " Order No. 17159 at page 5. Pub11c Counsel 1s advocating the use 
of only one coaponent of the standby servtce rate design, the local facilities 
charge. Staff believes that since the reservation and daily deaand components 
of the standby rate are not being imple•ented for full requirements customers, 
not i!lplementing the standby service local fac11ities charge for full 
require•ents customers 1s not dhcrhatnatory. One could even argue that, 1f 
the standby service local fac111t1es charge 1s illlplemented for full 
require11ents customers, 1t vould be unduly discriminatory to lo~ load factor 
full requirements customers not to implement the daily demand and reservation 
charge components as vell. Staff also opposes implementing this charge ~hen 
there 1s no evidence in the record of how this charge would impact those 
customers whose bills would be most greatly affected by the charge. 

,-..., 1 
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ISSUE 145: The company's proposed street and outdoor li;hting rates are shown 
on the revised HFR Schedule E-16d submitted as item no. 147 of Staff's Eighth Set 
of Interrogatories . Should these proposed rates be approved? (WHEELER) 

RECQtt1ENDATION: No. The staff-recommended street and outdoor 1 ighting rates are 
attacued as Schedules 4 (12 CP method) and 5 (Equivalent Peaker Method) While 
staff and the company agree as to the basic methodology used to determine t~e 
rates for street and outdoor lighting, the actual rates recommended by staff 
differ due to the differing revenue increases recomended by staff for the 
lighting classes. The rates are also dependent on the cost of service methodology 
used. Staff also recommends that, prior to the next rate case, Gulf be required 
to obtain information which will allow for the development of cost-based rates 
for additional facilities pole charges. 

PQSITION OF PARTIES 

GYlf~ The street and outdoor lighting rates as proposed by Gulf are contained 
in the revised HFR Schedule E-16d submitted as hearing exhibit no . 499. 

STAFF ANALYSIS: Staff and the company agree that in designing the Street (OS - I) 
and Outdoor (OS-II) lighting energy charges, such charges should be set to 
reco~er the total non-fuel energy, demand, and customer-related costs at the 
class-approved rate of return (TR 1987). Gulf's proposed energy charges were 
developed using this methodology (TR 1987). The staff-recommended OS-I and II 
energy charges are shown in Schedules 4 (12 CP) and 5 (Equi valent Peaker) . The 
recommended energy rates for the 12 CP method are identical to those proposed by 
Gulf. If the Equivalent Peaker Method is used, the energy rates are different, 
due to the difference in the manner in which costs are allocated under this 
method. 

It is also agreed by staff and the company that the maintenance charg~s should 
be set so a~ to recover the maintenance and administrative and general expenses 
allocated to OS-I and OS-II in the cost of service study (TR 1988) . Staff 
recommends approval of the Gulf-proposed maintenance charges, which wer€ 
developed in this manner. 

Gulf agrees with staff that, following development of the energy and maintenance 
charges, and the additional facilit ies charges, the remai::ing OS-I and OS - II 
revenue requirement should be recovered through the fixture charges (TR 1986). 
The staff-proposed fixture charge were developed by applying a ratio to the Gulf 
proposed fixture charges such that they recover the staff-recommended total 
revenues allocated to OS-I and OS-11, for both the 12 CP and Equivalent Peaker 
cost of service methodologies. 

Gulf is not proposing any changes to its additional facilities pole charges of 
$2.00 per month for 30-foot wood poles and $4 .50 per month for 30-foot concrete 
poles. Because Gulf's records do not reflect how many wood and concrete poles 
in place which are dedicated to additional facilities, it is not possible to 
develop cost-based pole charges (TR 1994). Prior to 1982 , Gulf did not keep 
records which reflect the number of idditional facilities poles installed. These 

~72 



pre-1982 customers are currently being billed for additional facilities based c~ 
the installed cost of the facilities times a fixed carrying ch1rge (TR 1993-
1993}. 

Staff recommends that the pole charges remain the same, since they are comparable 
to those of the other Florida investor-owned electric utilities. However, staff 
also recommends that Gulf be directed to take steps to obtain the information 
necessary to determine cost-based additional facilities charges by the filing of 
the next rate case. This would entail making a determination of the quantity of 
poles which are in place for additional facilities. 

Staff and the company agree as to the methodology used in determining the energy 
rates for OS-III and the proposed OS-IV. The staff recommended energy rates 
differ from the Gulf proposed rates due to differences in the revenue increases 
allocated to the classes. Discussion of the proposed OS-IV rate is found in 
Issue 148. 

27J 
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12 CP COST STUDY 
S9134S.El 

FIXTURE CHARGE ~ANCECHAROE ENERGY CHARGE TOTAL MONTHLY CHARGE 

TYPE OF GUU: STAFF GUU: STAFF GUU: STAFF GUU: STAFF 
FACilJTY PaESENT PROP. RECOM. PRESEHT PROP. RECOM. PRESENT PROP. RECOM. PRESENT ROP. llECOM. 

H.KlH PRESSURE SODIUM (OS-0 

S,400 LUMEN $1.76 SI.&S $2. 11 St.~ $1.34 $1.34 SO.St $0.74 $0.74 $3.92 $3.93 $4. 19 
UOOLUWEN St.77 $1.16 $2. 12 Sl.67 $1.06 $1.06 $0.73 $1.05 $1.05 $4. 17 $3.97 $4.23 
20.000 LUMEN S:Z.06 $2.16 $2.42 $1.77 $1.56 $1.56 $1.47 S:Z. I3 $2. 13 S5.30 $5.15 S6.11 
25,000 LlJWEN $1.97 $2.71 $2.97 $1.93 ~.03 $2.03 $1.16 $2.61 $2.61 $5.76 $7.42 $7.61 
46,000 LUMEN $2.93 $3.07 $3.33 Sl.99 SUI $1.61 $2.93 $4.24 s . 2A $1.1$ $1.92 $9.11 
20,000 LUMEN •• S'2.06 SUI SU7 $1.77 Sl .79 Sl.79 $1.47 $2.13 $2. 13 $5.30 $1.13 $1.39 
46,000 LUMEN .. $2.93 $9.09 $9.09 $1 .99 s:z.oo s:z.oo S:Z.93 $4.24 S4.2A $7.15 SIS.:» SIS.33 
20,000 LUWEH •• S'2.06 $10.69 SIMS $1.77 $1 .79 $1.79 $1.47 $2.13 $2. 13 $5.30 $14.61 $14.17 
1,100 LUWEN •• $1.77 $6.<M $6.30 $1 .67 $1.56 SI.S6 $0.73 $1.05 $1.05 $4.17 $1.65 $1.91 

~ 

MEilCUJlY VAPOR. (OS-0 ('. 

3.200 LtJMEI!f S1.ll 
C\.l 

$1.34 suo $1.26 Sl.40 $1 .40 $0.71 $1.03 $1.03 $3.25 $3.77 $4.03 
7,000LUNEN Sl.27 Sl.33 Sl-.59 $1 .22 St.O. SI.O. $1.22 $1.76 $1 .76 $3.71 $4.l) S4.lf 
9,AOOWWEN $1.37 Sl.ll $2.07 $1.31 Sl.66 $1.66 $1.73 $2.50 $2.50 $4.41 $5.97 $6.%3 
17,000 LUMEN suo $2.12 $2.31 Sl.lf $1.73 $1.73 S'2.77 $4.00 $4.00 $5.96 $7.15 Sl.ll 
U,OOOLUMEN $2.73 $5.93 $6.19 $1.13 $3. 16 $3.16 $6.77 19.79 S9.79 $11.)3 s1a.a $19. 14 

HlOH PRESSUilE SODIUM (0$-11) 

SAOOLUNEN Sl.U SI .&S S'l.ll Sl.60 $0.14 $0.14 SlUt $0.74 $0.74 $3.39 $3 .• 3 sue 
I.IOOLUMEN $1.67 Sl.65 $1.91 $1.66 $0.79 $0.79 $0.73 $1.05 SI.OS $4.06 $3.49 $3.75 
20,000 LUMEN $2.06 $2.16 $2.42 $1.77 $1 .05 Sl.O.S $1.47 $2.13 $2.13 $5.30 $5.34 suo 
25,000 LUMEN $1 .97 $2.70 $2.96 $1.91 $1.!0 Sl.!O $1.16 $2.61 S:Z.61 $5.74 S6.a S7.M 
46,000 LUMEN $2.93 $3.07 $3.33 $1 .99 $1.10 St.IO $2.93 $4.24 $4.24 $7.15 sa.•• $1.67 
20,000 LUMEN • $3.26 $4. 17 $4.43 $.'1.05 $1.92 $1.92 $1.53 $2.21 $2.21 $6.14 SI.JO SI.S6 
46,000 LUMEN • S3.39 $3.71 $3.97 $2.09 St.79 SJ.79 SUM $4.39 S4.:J9 Sl~ S9.19 SJO. Il 
1 ,100 LUMEN .. $1 .67 $6.05 $6.31 $1.66 $0.76 $0.76 $0.73 $1.05 $1.05 $4.06 $7.16 $1. 12 

MERCURY VAPOR (OS-U) 

7,000LUMEN $0.12 $1.31 $1.57 $1.24 S0.6S S0.6S $1.22 $1.76 $1.76 $3.28 S3.72 $3.91 
l7,000LU~ SI.IO $2. 11 $2.37 $1.!0 $1 .29 $1 .29 $2.77 $4.00 $4.00 $6.07 $7.40 $1.66 
17,000 LUMEN • S:Z.56 $4.01 $4.27 $1.70 Sl.l4 St.l4 $2.97 $4.29 $429 $7.23 $10.14 $10.40 

• •• 
DIRECTIONAL NEW OFFERING 
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12 CP COST STUDY 

BNERqX !WJ!S (J .. pm 

GULf STAFF 
lATE PU5ENr PROPOSED lt.ECOWMENDED 

OS.I AND OS-II 
OS-III 
OS-IV 

QS.IV CUSI'OUD. CHA.IlOB.: 

APPIJ'JONAI. U9' DJP 91AISIII 

l().fOOT WOOD POLE 
lO-POOT CONCRST£ POLE 

S.Oll21 
S.04511 

N/A 

NIA. 

S2.00 
sc.so 

$.02631 
S.0367:S 
S.0367S 

SIO.OO 

$2.00 
$4.50 

$.02631 
$.03749 
$.03911 

SI.OO 

$2.00 
$4.50 
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STREET AND OIJTDOOR UOHTING RATES PAOE I OF 2 

EQUIV AL£NT PEAKE.R COST STUDY 
19 1345-El 

FIXTURE CHARGE MAINTENANCE CHARGE ENERGY CHARGE TOTAL. WONTHL Y CHARGE 

Tt'PEOF GULf STAFF GULF STAFF GULf STAFF OULf STAFF 
FACIUTY PIUiSENT PROP. RECOW. PRES£NT PROP. RE.COW. PllESEHT PROP. RECON. PRESENT PROP. IECON. 

HIGH PltESSUilE SODIUM (OS-I) 

5,400 LUMEN Sl.76 Sl.l5 SI.IO sus $1.34 Sl.34 SIUI S0.74 SO.I5 S3.9'2 SU3 S3.99 
I ,IOOLUMBN Sl .77 $1.16 Sl .l1 Sl .67 SI .06 $1 .06 S0.73 $1.05 Sl . .i:'l SU? S3.f7 $4.09 
lO.OOOWMEN $.2.06 $.2.16 Sl. 11 $1.77 S1.56 Sl.56 $1.47 $.2.13 SU7 SS.lO ss.as $6.14 
15.000 LUMEN $1 .97 SUI $2.66 SU3 $.2.03 $.2.03 $1 .16 sua SJ.ll SS.16 $7.42 $7.10 
46,000 LUMEN $.2.93 S3.07 S3.02 $1.99 $1.61 SUI S:Ul SUA $4.91 $7.15 Sl.92 • .54 
20,000 LUMEN •• $2..06 SUI $4.16 $1.77 $1 .79 $1.79 $1.47 $2..13 $.2.47 suo SI.IJ SI.G 
46.000 LUWEN •• $2..93 • . 09 S9.09 Sl.99 $2.00 $.2.00 $2.93 $UA $4.91 S7.&S su.n Sl6.00 
20,000 LUWiiN .. $2.06 SIUIIJ $10 .64 Sl.77 $1.79 Sl.79 $1.47 $.2.13 $2.47 SS.lO Sl4.61 SIUO 
I,IOOLUWEN " Sl.77 $6.06 SS.99 Sl .67 Sl.56 St. 56 S0.73 $1.05 Sl.22 $4.17 a .6S a.77 

~ 
MERCURY VAPOR (OS-I) 1'-· 

C\l 
l,200WNEN Sl.21 $1.34 $ 1.29 $1 .26 Sl .40 $1.40 S0. 71 Sl.03 Sl. l9 SJ.lS S3.77 SJ.II 
7,000WMEN Sl.27 Sl.Jl SUI Sl.22 $1.06 Sl.06 S1 .22 $1.76 $2..06 SUI $4.1) SU6 
9,400LUNEN SU7 SUI Sl.76 $1.31 Sl.66 Sl.66 Sl.73 $2..50 $2..90 sua SS.J'7 $6.32 
17,000WWEH suo $2. 12 $.2.07 St.» $1.73 Sl.73 $2..77 $4.00 $4.64 SS.96 $7.15 SU4 
41.000 LUMEN $2..73 SS.9l ss.a $1.13 $3. 16 $3. 16 $6.77 S9.79 SILlS Sll .33 

. -
SII.U $'20. )9 .. 

• 
HICJII PUSSUU 30DIUM (OS-D) 

SAOOLUNEN Sl.41 SI.IS suo Sl.60 SO.M SO.M 10.51 S0.74 SO.I5 $3.59 S3.43 SU9 
I,IOOWMEH $1.67 $1.65 Sl 60 $1.66 S0.79 S0.79 so.73 $1.05 $1.22 $4.06 S:U9 SUI 
20,000WMEH $2.06 $2. 16 Sl..ll $1.77 $1.05 $1.05 $1.47 $2.13 $2.47 suo SS.34 SS.63 
l5,000WMEN Sl.97 $2..70 $2..65 $1.91 St. SO suo $116 SUI $3. 11 ss:u SUI SU6 
46,000WYEM Sl-93 S3.07 $3.02 $1.99 Sl.lO Sl.lO $2.93 $4.2A $4.91 $7.15 a .41 $9.03 
20,000 LUMEN • S3.26 $U7 $4. 12 $.2.05 $1.92 $1.92 $1 .53 $2.21 $2.56 $6.14 a.lO a .60 
46,000 WWEN • $3.39 S3.71 $3.66 $2.09 Sl.79 $1.79 $3.04 $4.39 $5. 10 a ..52 S9.19 SIO. SS 
1,100 LUMEN •• $1.67 $6.05 $6.00 Sl.66 S0.76 S0.76 so.73 St.05 Sl.22 $4.06 $7.16 $7.91 

MERCURY VAPOR (OS-lJ) 

7,000LUW£N $0.12 $1.31 $1.26 $1.2.4 w.6.S $0.6.$ Sl .22 Sl.76 $2.04 $3.21 $3.72 $3.95 
17,000 LUMEN SI.IO S:l.ll $2.06 SI.SO S1 .29 $1.29 $2.77 $4.00 $4.64 $6.07 $7.40 $7.99 
17,000 UIWEN • Sl.S6 $4.01 $3.96 Sl 70 SI.M $1.14 $2.97 $4.29 $497 $7.23 S10. 14 $10.77 

• •• 
DIRECTIONAL NEW OFFERING 
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APPII10N6L FACtLD1IiS CBAIGBS 

lO-FOOT WOOD POLE 
30-FOOT CONCRETE POLS 

S2.00 
suo 

$.02631 
S.OJ615 
$.03675 

$10.00 

$2.00 
$4.50 

S..OlQSl 

$.03149 
$.0)911 

$1.00 

$2.00 
$4.50 
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DOCKET NO. 891345-EI 
July 26, 1990 

ISSUE 146: The company proposes to eli•inate the general provisions pertaining 
to replacement of lighting systems on the Outdoor Service Rate Schedule (OS). 
Is this appropriate? (WHEELER) 

RECOtt1ENOATIOH: Yes. Staff reco.ends that the present general provisions 
relating to the replacement of mercury vapor lighting fixtures with high pressure 
sodium fixtures be removed. Staff also recorA~ends that a new provision be added. 
This new provision should require, when a customer requests replacement of a 
.ercury vapor fixture prior to its failure, that the customer pay the company an 
a.ount equal to the undepreciated portion of the original cost of the removed 
fixture, plus the cost of removal, less any salvage value of the removed fixture. 

PQSITIQN OF PARTIES; 

~ The company is proposing re110val of the outdoor service replacement 
provisions because they are no longer relevant. They do not propose adding any 
new provisions regarding replace.ent . 

STAFF ANALYSIS: The present general provisions regarding replacement of 
~rcury vapor fixtures with high pressure sodium contain three sections. The 
first general provision addresses replace.ent of mercury vapor fixtures prior to 
thP•r failure during their initial contract ten.. This provision requires that 
the customer pay to the ca.pany an 180unt equal to the undepreciated portion of 
the original cost of the re.aved fixtures, plus the cost of removal, less any 
salvage value. Since no new .arcury vapor fixtures have been installed since 
1982, there are no fixtures which are currently in their initial contract term. 
Consequently, no fixtures are currently being replaced under this provision. 

The second general provision addresses replacement subsequent to the expiration 
of the initial ter. of the contract. Under this provision, if the customer 
requests replace.ant prior to failure, the company will do so without charge for 
up to 50 units or 101 of their existing fixtures per year, whichever is greater. 
Currently, all the mercury vapor replace.ents are being done pursuant to this 
provision. 

The third general provision addresses replacement of mercury vapor fixtures 
subsequent to the approval by the ca..ission of a cost-benefit analysis filed 
pursuant to order No. 10557 in Docket No. 810136-EU. Since this cost-benefit 
analysts was never approved by the ca..tssion, no replacements have taken place 
under this provis•on. 

Removal of the current provisions without the addition of any new provisions will 
allow customers to request un11•1ted replaceaent of .arcury vapor fixtures prior 
to their failure at no cost to tha.selves. New mercury vapor fixtures were last 
installed in 1982. Since these fixtures are depreciated on a 15-year useful 
life, there are still .ercury vapor fixtures in place which are not yet fully 
depreciated. In order to avoid the subsidization of those customers who request 
replacement prior to failure , they should be required to pay the cost of removing 
the existing fixture, as well as the undeprechted portion of the rerroved 
fixture, less 1ny salvage value of the re.aved fixture. 

278 
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STIPULATED 
ISSUE 147: Should the language on OS-III be clarfffed so that only customers 
with f1 xed wattage 1 oads operating contf nuous ly throughout the b1lli ng period 
(such as traffic signals, cable TV amp11fiers and gas transmission 
substations) would be allowed to take service on OS-III? 

STIPULATION: Yes. The cost responsfbflfty for th1s class was developed in 
the company's cost of service study on the basis that OS-III customers' load 
was constant, f.e •• customer usage was at the same level for all 8760 hours. 
Therefore, the tariff should clearly state that only customer with constant 
usage are to be served under this sch~dule. 

POSITION OF PARTIES: 

GULF: The language on OS-III should be classified so that only customers with 
trXea wattage loads operating continuously throughout the b1111ng period {such 
as trafflc signals, cable TV amp11ffers and gas transmission substations) 
would be allowed to take servfce on OS-III. 

STAFF ANALYSIS: Staff and the company agree that the language on OS-III 
~1ould be clarified so that only customers who have fixed wattage loads wnich 
operate continuously will be allowed to take service on OS-III. Since the 
cost for this class has been developed assuming that all or almost all OS-III 
customers' usage fs at the same level for all 8760 hours of the year, only 
those customers whose load 1s fixed and constant should be allowed to take 
service on OS-III to avoid under or overrecovery of cost from customers. 
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ISSUE 148: Since the coc~any's last rate case, sports fields taking service on 
rate schedules GS and GSD were allowed to transfer to the OS-III rate schedule. 
The company has now proposed an OS-IV rate for sports fields. Is this 
appropriate, and if so, how should th, rate be designed? (WHEELER) 

RECOft1ENQATION; Staff recommends that sports field customers be allowed to 
transfer to the OS-IV rate as designed by the company. However, staff does not 
believe that the OS-IV rate design is based on accurate load research data. In 
addition, staff does not in principle advocate the creation of special rates for 
these and other similar types of custonaers. Staff recorrmends that the conrni ss ion 
direct the company to require sports field customers to take service u11der the 
appropriate GS or GSD rate when the next rate case is filed. 

PQSITIQN Of PARTIES; 

~ Gulf's position is that the proposed OS-IV rate is appropr iate for sports 
field customers, because these customers have night-only usage patterns which 
justify this rate. 

STAFF ANALYSIS; Currently, sports field customers are taking service on the OS 
III rate. (TR 1925) This is inappropriate because the OS-III rate was designed 
for those customers exhibiting a constant (24-hour) load. The company is 
proposing that these customers be transferred to a new OS-IV rate, under which 
they are billed for their actual kwh usage and a customer charge which is set the 
same as the proposed GS customer charge. The company indicates that this is an 
appropriate customer charge because OS-iV customers will require the same type 
of meter and billing as GS custa.ers (TR 1926). 

In deriving the 12 CP and NCP allocators for OS-IV, the company assumed that all 
recreational lighting custa.ers would require service at a constant rate every 
day of the year from sunset to 10:00 p.m. (TR 1781). A review of the customer 
accounting memo sheets for the sports fields customers indicate that 
approxiaat~ly 361 of the billing months showed zero kwh usage (TR 1783). The 
company has no load data for sports fields, and does not intend to obtain such 
data using load research .eters (TR 1782). The OS-IV rate was thus designed in 
the absence of reliable load research data. 

In 1981 and 1982 the Co.ission el illinated special rates for sports f1elds, 
poultry farms and other uses (TR 1983). Addition of a special rate for spor•s 
fields is philosophically at odds with these past actions. 

In spite of these proble.s, staff is reca..ending that the rate design for OS-IV 
be implemented. This is because the estimated OS-IV kilowatt hours have not been 
broken down into summer and winter components, and thus cannot be added to the 
kilowatt hours for GS and GSD to determine an accurate energy rat£ for those 
classes. In addition, the OS-IV as designed will not vary significantly from the 
GS rate. However, the it is recom.ended that when the company files its next 
rate case they be required to transfer their sports field customers to the 
appropriate GS or GSD rate schedules. 
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ISSUE 149: The company's proposal for serv1ce charges are summarized as 
follows: (KUMMER) 

Collpany 
Present Proposed 

Intt1a 1 Serv1 ce $16.00 $20 .00 
Reconnect a 

Subsequent Subscriber 16.00 16.00 
Reconnect of Existing 

Customer after Dis-
Connection for cause 16.00 16.00 

Collection Fee 6.00 6.00 
Installing & Removing 

T&mparary Service 
M1n1mum Investigative 

48.00 60.00 

Fee 30.00 55.00 

Are these charges appropriate? 

~ The service drops proposed by the c~pany should be accepted 
as reasonable and cost based. 

STAff ANALYSIS: Staff has been persuaded by Gulf's argument that their 
proposed costs are sufficiently close to costs to accruately capture the cost 
of providing the service to the custa.er. Me agree w1th Gulf's premise stated 
1n their brief that •the basic rattaak1ng ph11osoph1es of s1mp11c1ty of 
design, application, and ad•inhtration are better served by Gulf's proposed 
charges.• 
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STIPlJLAIED 
ISSUE 150: Should LP customers who have deunds 1n excess of 7500 KW but 
annual load factor of less than 75 percer.t be allowed to opt for the PXT 
rate? (KUMMER) 

RECOHMENDATIOH; No. The PXT rate as designed vould underrecover the total 
cost to service if lower load factor customers were allowed to opt up, simply 
to reduce an individual customer's bill. 

PQSITION Of PARTIES 

OfC_;_ No. Allowing customers to opt up based on s1ze, rather than on usage 
character1sttcs, would reduce the hoeogene1ty of the PXI class, resulting 1n 
potential underrecovery of costs fr011 the customers thu~ opt1ng up and in 
potential intra-class cross-exa.1nat1on. 

~ The FEA 1s 1n general agree.ant wtth the Staff. 

STAff ANALYSIS: Cost of serv1 ce stud1 es have cons t stently shown that higher 
load fa~ tor cust011ers cost less to serve than lower load factor customers. 
Essentially, high load factor custa.ers generate .ore KHH per KH of 
investment. The PX/PXT rate was designed to be a h1gh load factor rate and 
its rate is set on the principle of lower unit costs as~ociated with htgh load 
factor. Allowing customers will a .axi.u• demand of 7500 KH without 
consideration of the1r load factor would increase costs to all customers in 
the class since the capacity required would be generating proportionately 
fewer KHH per KH. Parties agree that the PX/PXT rate was designed as a high 
load factor class and should re.a1n as such. 
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ISSUE 151; Should Gulf's proposal to decrease the PXT on-peak energy charge and 
increase the off-peak energy charge be approved? 

RECQMHENDAJION: No. Although the on-peak ~nd off-peak energy charges under the 
PXT rate move in the direction of unit cost, these charges should be set equal 
to the class energy unit cost, consistent with the time of use (TOU) design 
recommended by Staff in issue 128. This would send the appropriate price signals 
to customers served under the PXT rate. 

POSITION Of PARTIES 

~ Yes. The costs are consistent with the unit costs in the revised cost of 
service study. 

OPC: No. 

~ Yes, consistent with the unit cost study. 

FRF: No position. 

STAFF ANALYSIS; Consistent with our recommendation in issue 128, Staff believes 
that tl.~ PXT on-peak energy charge and off-peak energy charge should be set equa 1 
to class energy unit cost. This would send the appropriate price signal during 
the on-peak and off-peak periods because a larger share of the peak demand 
related production and transmission costs would be recovered through the on -peak 
demand charge. 

Based on the company's cost of service study and load factor 
methodology for designing time of use rates, the PXT on-peak energy charge would 
be decreased and the off-peak energy charge increased. The concepts of price 
stability and gradualism in the transition from previous rates is the basis of 
the company's proposal for setting and designing the proposed rates {TR 1907, 
3178). 

According to OPC's witness Wright, unless evidence was presented in 
the rate case that establishes variable O&M cost differences between on-peak and 
off-peak periods, then no pricing differential between on -peak and off-peak would 
be warranted for rate PXT (TR 2085). 

Staff recommends the PXT on-peak and off-peak energy charges be set 
at unit cost in order to send the proper price signal to PXT customers, and for 
consistency with Staff's recommendation for time of use rates design in issue 
128. 
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ISSUE 152: Should scheduled maintenance outages of a self-generating customer 
that are fully coordinated 1n advance w1th Gulf Power be subject to the 
ratchet provision of the SS rate? <MEETER> 

RECQHHENPATIQM: Demands registered during fully coordinated maint enance 
outages should be subject to the ratchet provision for the local fac111tles 
charge. The ratchet prov1s1nn of the SS rate should be waived for the 
reservation charge 1! the utnttnance power 1s used in hours that do D.Q.1 
tnclude a peak hour<s> that detenatnns Gulf's IIC payments or revenues . 

POSITION Of PARTIES 

GUJ..[: Yes . Standby Servtce Order lfo. 17159 requi res that the initial standby 
service contract demand represent the maxtiiUID backup or maintenance demand 
that the customer expects to 1apost on the ut111 ty. To insure the accuracy of 
the 1n1t1al contract demand, the order includes a ratchet provision to 
increase tts contract demand for ;s tota 1 of 24 1a0nths if the ac tua 1 standby 
taken exceeds the contract demand. 

~ Yes as to local facilities charges; no as to reservation charges, 
subj@ct to certain cond1t1ons discussed below. 

~ No. There 1s no reason to apply the ratchet feature if the coordination 
avoids 1ncurr1ng additional capacity-related costs. Th1s treatment of 
coordination 1s contemplated by the C:0.1ssion ' s general order on standby 
service COrder No. 17159) . <Pollock, Ktsla) 

~ Agree with II. 

STAff ANALYSIS: Staff agrees with Gulf and the Publtc Counsel that all 
demands registered during maintenance outages, regardless of whether the 
mat ntenanre outage ts fully coordt nated w1th Gulf, should be subject to tht 
ratchet provts1on of the SS rate for the local fac111ttes charge. The ratchet 
provtston 1s appropriate because the scheduling of the outage does not affect 
the capac1 ty of the loca 1 fac111t1es to serve the customer. Schedult ng the 
outage wtll not enable Gulf to avoid local faciltt1es cost as the capacity of 
the local fac111t1es, particularly dedicated substations, must be sufftctent 
to serve the cust011er's uxiiiUa demand whenever 1t occurs. An increase tn 
demand should properly result 1n an increase tn the bill i ng demand for the 
local facilities charge. <Hrtght, Tr. 3087-3088) 

H1th respect to the application of the prov1ston for the reservati on 
charge, staff agrees wtth the Offt~e of the Publtc Counsel that 1f (1) the 
maintenance outage 1s usefully coordinated w1th Gulf and (2) the maintenance 
ts used tn hours that do net include a peak hour(s) that determines Gulf's IIC 
payments or revenues, 1t would be reasonable to excuse demands registert:d 
during such pertods froe the ratchet provision appltcable to the reservation 
charge. (Hr1ght, Tr. 3088) The ratchet provtsion should not be waived for 
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maintenance po~er used during the peak hours that determine Gulf's IIC 
rayments or revenues because the cost impact continues for three years . 
Furthermore, Order No . 17159 does not require the ut111t1es to have the 
ratchet provision. At page 21 the order states "To discourage initial 
111isrepresentation of maximu11 standby power deund levels, the utilities aaay 
incorporate into the1r tariffs ratchet provtsions that increase the contract 
demand for up to 24 months following an outage during which the custoaaer's 
backup demand exceeded his contractually specified maximum backup demand. 
Alternately, the utilities may propose other appropriate penalt1es instead of 
a ratchet provision." 
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ISSUE 153: Should the usu•d 101 forced outage factor for sel (-generating 
customers that is built into the SS rate design be continued? <HECTER> 

RECOMHENP~ In the absence of reliable data to support a different value 
for the forced outage rate used to develop the reservation charge, the 10 
percent forced outage rate prescribe<.~ 1n Order 17159 should continue to be 
used. 

PDSIIION OF PARTIES 

GJ.Lf..:. Y.?s. In the Standby Order No. 17159, a 10 percent forced outage rate 
~as specified as the outage rate to be used in the calculation of the 
Reservation Charge and Da11y De111nd Charges. Further, the data fr011 Gulf's 
experhnce ~tth rate SS 1s not sufficient to ~arrant modifying the forced 
outage rate at this time. 

~ No, but there .ay be no practical alternative in this docket. 

~ An analysis of the forced outage r&tes of Gulf's self-generattnq 
custa.ers &nd self-generating custa.ers of other ut11ities supports the 
conclusion that the 101 assuMd forced outage factor is too high. A more 
reasonable forced outage rate ~uld not exceed 51. <Pollock> 

ERfl No position. 

STAFF ANALYSIS: Order No. 17159 at page 13 states that "The reservation 
charge is to be calculated by .ultiplying an assumed 10 percent forced outage 
rate for SGC's generators ti .. s the uttlity systea's unit cost per coincident 
peak kilo~att (CP KH> for deund-related and trans•iss1on <P&T> functions." 
TheIl's position 1s that the forced outage rate used should not exceed 5 
percent. 

Staff agrees ~ith the Office of Public Counsel that the 10 percent 
forced outage rate should not be continued but that there may be no practical 
alternative •tn the absence of sound, reliable data to support an alternative 
value for the forced outage rate.• (Office of Public Counsel brief, page 
128) Nitness Pollock's analysts of forced outage data for Gulf's SGCs used 
data provided by only thrtt of the four cust0111rs. One of the customer: 
refused to either g1ve Gulf the data or to have the data disclosed through 
interrogatory. (Pollock, Jr. 2928-2929) Mr. Haskins tnd1cated that one of 
the three custOMrs did not notify Gulf when he had a forced outage 1 n 
Septttlber, 1989. (Jr. 1969) The overall re11ab11tty of the forced outage 
d1ta 1s questionable tn that the CQ~~Pany ~as apparently accepting ~1thout 

revhw the forced outage data provided by SGCs &nd the SGCs aay not have 
understood they were to report these outages. even tf they stgned up for zero 
standby power. <Set cross exa.ination of Mr. Haskins at Tr. 1968-1972 and ~r. 
Khla at 2782.) 
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The Offtce of Pubnc Counsel has "suggest[edl that the Coan1ss1on 
pen a 11 ze Gu 1 f for fa i11 ng to COIIP 1 y w1th Order 17159 and rev 1s 1t th 1s 1s sue 
pr1or to Gulf's next general rate case. hopefully when Gulf files the required 
data." <Off1ce of Pub11c Counsel brhf. page 129) Staff would add1t1ona11y 
suggest that Gulf be penalized for allowing 14 months to elapse before one SGC 
s1gned his contract for standby service and not 1nsta111ng the metering 
required by Order No. 17159 on th1s customer's generators before February, 
1990. (Hask1ns. Tr . 1968-1969) 
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ISSUE 154: Hould it be appropriate to grant a rate change w1thout allowing 
the redesign of rates to reco>~er the approved revenue, run the rates 1 n 
competition. and go through the sa11e 1teration process as was done 1 n the 
orig1nal f11ing of the case and the revised port1on of th1s case? (KUMMER> 

REC(HfENDATIOtt: No. After Staff prepares in1t1al rates, the company should 
be allowed one cross-over analys1s to detenaine migrations due to changes 1n 
rated structure. The results of this adjustment should then be g1ven to staff 
for design of the final rates . Only the shortfall 1n revenues from the 
migration of customers due to changes 1n the rate structure 1n th1 s docket 
should be recognized in the design of permanent rates. 

pQSITIOH OF PARTIES 

~ No. If not allowed th1s opport un1ty, then the Company would not 
collect the full amount of the granted revenue increase as intended by t he 
CoiiiD1s s ion. 

Q.Pc..&. Yes . 

~ It would be appropriate to recognize the likelihood of •igrat1on 1n the 
designing of final rates. 

~ No position . 

STAFF ANALYSIS: All part1ts except OPC recognize that 1111grattons due to 
changes in rate structure should be recognized tn final rate destgn. In MFR 
Schedule E-16, the company estimates the •1grations between customer classes 
based on their requested rates. If the final increase approved by the 
Commission differs significantly frOM the amount requested by •he company, or 
if other Colllll1ssion decisions 1n th1s case alter the company's assumpt1ons 
about rates or rate relationships, the actual shifts in customers may change 
as welt. Since customers wtll •igrate only if the new schedule offers a 
savings over their current bill, rates based on pre-mtgratton billing untts 
may not allow recovery of the total increase granted. 

In the most recent rate cues for all ftve investor owned electric 
ut111ties, the COCIIII1ss1on has allowed the company to recompute bi111ng un1ts 
based on the 1n1t1ally approved rates and other changes 1n the rate case CTR 
1985). The impact of migrations due to changes in rate ~ tructure as a resu 1 t 
of decisions in this rate case should be the only migrations allowed. 
Migrations which should have occurred under extsttng rates and have not, 
should not be considered in assessing the revenue fr0111 •igrat1ons due to 
changes tn th1s docket. It 1s the ut111ty's respons1bi11ty to see that 
customers are served under the 110st approprt ate rate schedule . Just because 
tn the course of a rate case, som. customers are found to be on a less optimum 
schedule, the revenue impact of placing the. on the proper schedule should not 
be included in revenue 1~act of cross-overs due to changes made 1n the rate 
case. 
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The company proposes not one but an 1ndef1n1te number of 1terat1ons 
of the m1grat1on process to fine tune the rates CP.H. Brief, p. 418-9). ~taff 

does not believe that the 111grat1on process 1s so precise that additional 

1terat1ons would just1 fy the t1•e and effort. Sf nee a 11 the data af~ 

projected. there 1s a certain aarg1n of error 1n all aspects - revenues, costs 
and b1111ng detena1nants. To 1ns1st that 11Ult1ple 1terat1ons of migrations 
are necessary to ensure proper revenue recovery ignores the magnitude of error 

1n the or1g1nal nu.Oers. Staff continues to support a single migration 
analysts prior to adjusting f1nal rates. 

OPC disagrees w1th the concept of any •fgrat1on adjustments. Staff 
was unable to f1nd any support for th1s position 1n OPC testimony, transcripts 
or brfefs. Therefore. the1r posHion fs befng rejected with further 
discussion. 
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ISSUE 155: Wh1ch party to th1s proceeding should des1gn the Company's final 
rates? (KUfto4ER> 

RECOMHENDATIQN: Staff should CFlculate the pen.anent rates, subject t o 
Commission approval. The co.pany should be al lowed one iteration to calculate 
the shortfall from the migration of custOMrs due to changes 1n the rate 
structure in this docket, and the shortfall should be recognized in the 
permanent rates. 

POSITION OF PARTIES 

W1.E;,. Any interested party to th1 s rate case should be allo~~d to subm\t 
thetr proposal for design of the inittal rat es and for ftnal rates. Then the 
Commission can choose the rate design proposal, or comb1nat1on of proposals, 
1t deems appropriate. However, since Gul f 1s the only party to this case 
wh1ch has the capability of running rates in competition, 1dent1fy1ng 
crossovers to cheaper rates, and a.ccounti ng for any revenue shortfa 11 s, Gulf 
should prepare the final rates to be approved by the Commission for cu ~ tomer 

billing. 

~ The PSC Staff. 

~ Apparently, it aakes sense for Gulf Power to perform the migration 
studies. Hhether Gulf or Staff performs the final rate design, the 
information concerning studies. assumpt1ons, and design methodology should be 
available to parties. 

ER£..;. Company should formulate with a reviewed by Commission for conformance 
with order. 

STAFF ANALYSIS: Prior to the 1980's, util1t1es calculated the final rates and 
submitted them to the Coall1ssion for approval. Once the COCID1ssion made a 
dec1s1vn on the amount of increase and any rate design changes, the uti 1\ty 
designed final rates. These rates were then subllitted to staff whtch was 
responsible for determining 1f the design complied w1th Com.1ss1on decisions . 

Under current eo-1ss ion procedures, the Coali H 1 on makes a 
determination of policy issues which determine the total dollar of increase to 
be granted and any changes to rate structure or design which may have been at 
tssue 1n the case . Staff then prepares rates in accordance w1th C011111hs1on 
decisions and returns to the eo.miss1on w1th final rates usually wtthin two or 
three days. Under th1s scenario, the Conn1ssion makes policy de-cisions and 
sees results of those dec1s1ons in tenas of rates w1thin a very short time 
period. Staff 1s required to explain and justify all proposed rates. Any 
party who disagrees wUh the results of any part of the rate case order, 
1nclud1ng final rates, may file a petition for reconsideration. 
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Under no circumstances should the COM1ss1on allow Gut f to des 1gn the 
f1na l rates unless Gulf 1s willing to waive the eight 110nth t1me per1od for 
implementation of new rates, 1n order to allow staff adequate time to rev1ew 
and resolve any dev iations in the rate design from tht letter or intent of the 
Commission's order. 

Gulf's concer~s appear to center on recovery of the full increase 1n 
revenue granted. Wh11e this 1s a va11d concern for any party des19n1ng rates. 
staff does not believe the company is 1n a uniquely better position to 
implement Commission decisions in this docKet than Staff. Any party des1gn1ng 
rates must use the billing detentinants, cost allocation and rate structure 
approved by the Coaa1ss1on. Staff agrees that one m1grat1on run shou ld be 
done by the Company to adjust for customer shifts due to changes 1n rate 
structure . However, as stated 1n Issue 154, t here 1s a certain marg1n of 
error 1n all rate calculations, no matter who does the computations. 
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ISSUE 156: If the Collllliss1on dec1des to recogn1ze m1grat1ons between rate 
classes, how should the revenue shortfall, if any, be recovered? <MEElER) 

RECOHHENOATIQN: :n the absence of cost of service info~tion on the group of 
•1gnting cust011ers, the rt\tnue 111Pact of cust011ers transferrir.; from one 
rate class to another rate class due to a change 1n rate structure of approved 
rates shollld be allocated to the two involved classes proport1onal to each 
class's ap,proved revenues . The revenue of migrating customers ::hould be 
included in the class to which they are •igrating. 

PDSIIIOH OF PARTIES 

~ The revenue shortfall should be recovered from the class to wh1ch the 
customers presently belong. Industrial Intervenors agree w1 th Gulf on th1 s 
1ssue. 

~ Agree with Staff's position as stated in Order Ho. 23025. 

~ Any sh(lrtfa 11 should be Nde up frOfl the c 1 ass from wh1 ch the customer 
migrates. 

~ Migrations should be recognized, but no posit1on at this t1me on how 1t 
should be done. 

STAFF MALYSl.i;. Hhen a group of cust011ers •igrates fr011 one rate class to 
another rate class due to a change 1n rate structure at the conclus1on of a 
rate case, the cost to serve of the group of migrating customers alone 1s not 
known. It 1s not known whether the cost to serve of this group is that of the 
rate class f!"OII whtch they are •1gnt1ng or the class to which they are 
migrating (Wright, Jr. 2153-2154). Intuitively, one would expect the cost to 
serve of this group to be soraewhere between the cost to serve each of the two 
involved classts. (Wright, Tr. 2155) 

Both ,llt1tnesses Hr1ght and Pollock 1n cross exu1nat1on agreed that 
sp11tt1ng the shortfall between the two involved classes on the revenues of 
the two classe~ 1s a reasonable and fa1r aethod given that the cost to serve 
of the •igrat1ng cust011trs 1s not known. He1th~r 1111tness offered a 1a0re 
equitable ~~ethod 1n response to cross examination. (Pollock, Tr. 2932-2933; 
Wright, Tr.2155) 

Gulf and II's position 1s that the shortfall fr011 •1grat1ons should 
be recovered fr011 the class frora which custOMrs are •!grating. There 1 s no 
evidence in the record supporting thts position. In fact, as pointed out 1n 
the previous paragraph, II's Hr. Pollock agreed that splitting the shortfall 
between the t1110 involved classes is a reasonable and fair method and could not 
offer a .ore equitable method . 
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ISSUE 158: Should the SE rate be 110d1f1ed to allow add1tion.tl opportunity 
sales to self-generating custa.ers who have generating capacity which is 
available but Jess economic? <MEETER> 

RECOHHENDATI~: No. KWH and ca"acity purchased to replace energy and 
capacity nor.ally generated by a custa.er's generator which 1s exper1enc1ng a 
forced outage or an outage for scheduled aa1ntenance, is clearly standby power 
and should be billed as ~tandby rower. However, to ensure that power taken to 
replace reduced generation for purely econ0111 c reasons 1s billed as 
supplet~ental power, the definitions of backup service and u1ntenance service 
should be .are specific. A sentence should be added to the definition of 
backup service to define unscheduled outage as the loss or reduction ~f 

generation output due to equ1paent fa11ure(s) or other condition(s) beyond the 
control of the customer. Similarly, under uintenance service a scheduled 
outage should be defined as the loss or reduction due to maintenance 
activities of any portion of a customer's generating system. 

pQSITION Of PARTIES 

GU.L.E..&. No .adi fi cation ts necessary. Se 1 f-generati no customers may raduce 
generation for econa.ic reasons under present tariffs and Commission rules and 
take additional capacity and energy as supplementary servlce, including 
supple•entary service with theSE Rider applied. 

~ Generally agree with Staff's position as stated in Order Ho. 23025. 

Ill Yes. The SE rate 1s designed to encourage opportunity sales of electric 
power and energy when capacity 1s available at a reasonable price. Such sales 
as descr1bed in thts tssue would not be in violation of the standby service 
tar1 ff because the cust011er would have to have generating resources 
available. A 30 •inute notice provision applicable to self-generating 
cust011ers enabling Gulf to cease SE service to those customers prior to peak 
cond1t1ons would protect other customers fr011 uneconoasi c transactions wh\1 e 
pra.oting the type of sales theSE rate was designed to encourage. (Pollock, 
Kilsa> 

£Bfl No position. 

STAFF ANALYSIS: This issue is whether self-generating customers who are 
experiencing a foiced outage or an outage for scheduled aaatntenance of the1r 
generating systM can be billed on the SE rider rather than the standby 
service rate for standby power taken dur1ng the outage 1 f the customer has 
another generator w1th which he could generate but chooses not to use for 
econ011ic reasons. (Pollock, Tr. 3190) In other words, the issue is whether a 
self-generating customer can have standby power billed under a d1fferent rate 
tar1ff than the standby service 1f he has additional generat1ng capacity 
ava11able but which is less economic. Under the current sta1dby service rate 
schedules, stlf-generat1ng customers .ay reduce generation for economic 
reasons and take additional capacity and energy as supplementary service, 
1nclud1ng supplementary serv1ce with theSE rider applied. 
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Order No. 17159 at page 6, in addressing the \ssue of vhetller non QF 
standby customers would be entitled to the sa.e services as Qfs, r~quires the 
standby tariff resulting from that proceeding to be mandatory for ill self
generating customers unless there h evidence to demonstrate that the1r load 
characteristics resemble those of noraaal full requirements custoaters . The 
argument provided for th1s require.ent was as follows: 

The remaining parties took the position, 
generally, that the services to be provided to QFs and 
non-QF generating custoaers should be based on the load 
characteristics and cost to serve of each . They 
reasoned that if tach group of customers imposes 
similar cosh on the utilities' syste11s, then the same 
services should be provided to each group at the same 
pr1 ce. 

He believe that the logic of the proponents 
position is unassailable. Clearly, if non-OF 
generating customers iiiP()se si111lar or identical costs 
on the utilities for the provision of supple•ental. 
backup and aaaintenance services they should be charged 
the same rates. In fact, utilizing cost-of-servtce 
concepts, such cust0111ers should be required to use the 
same rates if the cost to serve is s~fficiently 

sill11ar. To allow such a customer to choose a 
d1fferent rate because 1t would result 1n a lower b11 1 
would allow that custQitr to escaoe costs properly 
assigned to h1m. [t.phas1s added] 

Accordingly, we shall require that the tariffs 
resulting from th1s proceeding shall be mandatory for 
self-generating cust011ers unless there 1s evidence to 
de~nstrate that their load characteristics resemble 
those of noraaal full requir~nts custa.ers. Order Ho. 
17159. p. 9 

Besides being prohibited by Order No. 17159 there 1s a baste cost 
recovery proble• 1f standby service 1s allowed to be billed on the SE r1der. 
The standby service rates have been developed using the ut111ty's full 
de.and-related production and trans•1ss1on un1t cost per co1nc1dent pea~ 

kilowatt of d,_.nd and its energy-related production untt per ktlovatt hour. 
Ut1Hzing these [unit costs] would be expected to 

produce rates that require a standby custa.er who 
i!lposes load every day to pay the full de.and-related 
unit cost per co1nc1dent peak KN, because it 1s 
virtually certain that h1s load was on at the t1ee of 
the syste.'s peak. In contrast, a standby customer who 

294 
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imposes load infrequently should and vould pay a 
proport\onately s~~alhr a110unt . All standby customers 
would pay the actual energy unit cost for the ld Iovatt 
hours they use. He note that, \n general, except for 
addittona 1 considerations such as rate contt nuHy. the 
pr1nc1ples of cost-based ra.temaktng that ve normally 
apply wtll yteld rates approxt.ately equal to un\t 
costs. In thh case, ve are gotng as far as existing 
tnfonaat1on wt 11 permit us to establish rates that w\11 
equal costs. <Order 17159, p. 12) 

The standby service daily demand was calculated by divid\ng the ut\11ty 's 
system production and transm1sston cost per CP KN by the average number of 
days per month that certatn on-peak hour s (21). <Order 17159, p. 13) 

Exht b\ t 498 shows that the average nulllber of days for which no 
portton of the on-peak hours vert designated as a supplemental energy per\od 
1n 1988 and 1989 vas six. Thts IDt&ns the average nulllbpr of days in 1988 and 
1989 for whtch a self-generattng custaa.r would be billed datly demand charges 
tf standby power and were btlled fursuant to theSE rtder \ s s\x . Th~:. \f he 
were ustng standby power for Ill ntenance every day 1n a given 110nth, the 
customer vould be paying, on average, 6/21ths of the full demand-related unit 
cost per cotnctdent peak~ even though tt vas virtually certain that h1s load 
was on at the tt11e of the systtJD's peak. Clearly, Order 17159 requ\red rates 
for standby servtce to recover the full delll&r.d-related un1t cost \n this 
scenario. Httness Hrtght testified that to tak.e standby service undpr an SE 
type rate, the standby service daily demand charge would have to be recomputed 
to reflect the IIWCh sma 11 er number of days w1th on-peak per1 ods that count 
toward b1111ng determ\nations. (Tr. 3123). 

Furthermore, under the present terms and cond1t1ons of the SE rider, 
there vould be a cost recovery problem for local fac11tt1e s when b1111ng 
standby servtce. Thh results because no cost vould be recovered for local 
factltttes for standby servtce demand va\ved by theSE r1der . This could be a 
s\gntf\cant proble~ because ftve of the stx SE customers have dedicated 
substations, substations whtch serve only one custome~ and three of these were 
butlt \n 1989. <Exhibit 517) 

Additionally, to allow standby power to be taken under the terms and 
conditions of the SE rtder tf the cust011er had generittng capacity available 
but less econ011tc vould d1scr1mtnate agatnst se1f-generat1ng customers with 
only one generator versus those vtth .ulttple generators. Under ll's request , 
a self-generat\ng customer with only one generator could not have standby 
power billed under the terms and cond1t1Vl'!s of the SE rt der wht 1 e one w1th 
mu l tiple generators could. (Pollock. Tr. 3191) 

2!15 
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To ensure that se 1 f-generat1ng customers are not Z>111 ed for the 
standby power when they reduce generat1 on for pure 1 y economi c reasons. two 
sentences should be added to the def1n1t1on (1n the tariff) of backup service 
and ~aa1ntenance service, the two fonas of standby service, to indicate more 
clearly what constitutes scheduled and unscheduled outages. In the definition 
of backup service, an unscheduled outage should be defin'!d as tne loss or 
reduction of generation output due to equipment failure( s) or other 
cond1t1on<s> beyond the control of the customer. Similarly, under maintenance 
service a scheduled outage should be defined as t he loss or reduction due to 
maintenance activities of any portion of a customer's generating system. 

29f. 



a»>PAifT'I ADJUST(!) 
12 CP &1/0 1Z CP &1113 

(1) (2) 
UTE PUSOT N£1(11 
CXlDE ROit I 111)0 llOil I 11110 

....... .. ....... ... . . . ................ 

•• 5.661 I 0.86 S.741 I 0.87' 
G$ 13.271 I 2.01 13.451 I 2.04 

RI·GS 6.161 I 0.93 6 .241 I 0.95 
GSD 7.221 I 1.09 7.S21 I 1.11 

l,.ILPT 6.~ I 1. 00 6.6ZI I 1.00 
PXMl 8.m 1 1.26 7.491 I 1.13 

lEa 
IJI·,.·IE 7. 191 I 1.09 6.921 I 1.05 

OSI·II 7.431 I 1.13 6.041 I 0.91 
OS·III 21.411 I 3.26 21.771 I 3.30 

ss 7.291 I 1.10 7.39S I 1.12 

TOT.UT 6.601 I 1.00 6.601 I 1.00 

a»>PAit I SOli Of RATES Of ltE TIJRII AT Plf SOT 

RATES fOit VMICUS COST Of SOVICl STli>IEI 

SlAH ·lEOUUTfD EOUIVAlEIIT 
12 CP & 1113 PEAKE It 

(3) (4) 
PlfRIIT PlfRIIT 

ROit I IIID£lt ROll I lliiVC 
. .......... .... ... ............... . .... ... 

5.851 I 0.89 6.361 I 0.96 
13.6ZI I 2.06 14.051 I 2.13 
6.361 I 0.96 6.171 I 1.04 
7.071 I 1.07 6.m 1 1. oz 
6. 331 I 0.96 5.611 I 0.15 
7.ZSI I 1.10 5.561 I 0.114 
7.271 I 1.10 6.111 I 0.93 
U'91 I 1.CQ 5.m 1 o.87 
5.961 I 0.90 5.061 I 0.17 

19.471 I 2.95 17.241 I 2.61 
7.761 I 1.18 11 .39S I 1.13 

6 .601 I 1.00 6 .601 I 1.00 

lEF .EQUIVAL.DT 
~ 

<S> 
PltfSOT 

ROit I 111)0 
.. ............ . ...... 

6.on~ 1 o.92 
13.591 I 2.06 
6.541 I 0. 99 
6.661 I 1.01 
6 .091 I 0.92 
7.441 I 1.13 
6.921 I 1.05 
6.6ZI I 1. 00 
5.941 I 0.90 

19.741 I 2.99 
11.571 I 1.75 

6.601 I 1.00 

SCHmULE 1 
MT 27, 1990 

II'S 
llfAI rwc 

(6) 
NESOT 

1t01t I 111>0 
... .................... 

5.95~ I 0.90 
12.211 I 1.1S 
6.191 I 0.91 
6.491 I 0.98 
5. 931 I 0 90 
9.951 I 1.51 

7.141 I 1.08 
8.501 I 1.29 

25.291 I :S.IS 
11.071 I 1.68 

6.601 I 1.00 

Sources: (1) Exhibit 231; (2) Exhibit 231 lldjuated u ._..,t a lned In note below; (3) hhtblt S01; (4) Exhibit 503; (5) Ellfllbft 504; 
Exhibit 371. 

llote an 8djua~t to Gulf'• 12 CP & 1/13th coat of aervfce etudy (bhlblt 231): To reflect ., ~.W.derallocatfan of coat, fw the 
PXT lnd LPILPT clau•. rate beN .a lnc.......t by 6.114 percent end .79 percent, I"Mppetlwly, of the tr.,.fufon and~
related pr~tlon plant rate beae and the ~-related pr~tlon •ttrltla end supptln. The 1101 for theM ct ..... wes 
red.Jeed by 6.84 end .79 percent, f"ftf)Ktlwty, of the tottl trtn~~~la lon end cte.nd·related pr~tlon OUt Uf*llt, proclJctlon 
pl.,t A&G expensn and tr...-iaaion and ~-related dtprecittion expenae. for the OS clan the rtte beae and 1101 fr~ the 
auff·requested 12 CP' 1/13th coat of aai"'Vict atudy <Exhibit 501) .,., albltftuted for the Vlllun in Exhibit 231. All cl11an• 
rtte btse and NOI were adjuated proportionately to equal the COIIIpWl'f'a filed levela of rate btu and 1101. 

I For the COIIIplll1Y1 1 and the adjusted 12 CP and I/ 13th coat of aervlce atudln, SE Ia Included In LPILPT and PlC/PlCT. 

r-
0') 
C\J 



(1) <2> {.3) 

lATE ucoec. IEcoec. 

teD£ lATE lASE PUS • .,J 
~--············ . .. .. . . -........ -.. 

IS S506,16S S30,446 
lOS m,574 15,010 

H·GS SS41,74C 135,417 
GSD 1187,196 114,347 

lP 1111,063 17,7'04 
PX 157,653 14,520 

OSI·II 114,285 1903 
OS·III S6S2 1149 

$$ 13,303 S255 

TOT .lET 191!;,892 163,295 

Wl f PO.ER COl' ANY 

OOCK£T 110. 891345·E I 
IEC0*£110£0 IEVEIU lllca£A~ BY CLASS 

IA~O Cit COI'Ail'S 12 C9 All> 1/13TH COST Of SOVIet Slt.I)Y 
su.w!Y Of CUSS 101'$ AWJ X IIICitEASE <000 DOI.l.Ait$) 

(4) (5) (6) (1) (II) 

IIICUASt I ~~CaUSE TOTAl 

FICM fiOII IIICIEASE 

NfSOT SElVICt SALES Of Ill lECIJilEO 

lf¥1./ IIID£ll CMAIGU ElECTliCITT l!Y(~ .,. 
... ......................... .................. . ..................... .. ............... --- ................ 

6.011 I 0.87 147 114, 148 114,195 139,106 
14.081 I 2.04 147 (15,201) (15,154) 11,&51 
6.541 I 0.95 ~ 18,947 t9,041 140,958 
7.661 I L 11 ,, 12,087 12,088 115,627 
6.941 I 1.00 ~ 12,627 12,627 19,314 
7.841 I 1.11 so 1500 ISOO 14,1126 
6.321 I 0.91 so S3lO SS30 11,105 

22.8SX I 3.31 so ($48) ($48) 1120 
7.121 I 1.12 so 132 132 S27S 

6.911 I 1.00 S95 114,475 114,570 1n.224 

(9) 

lfCXJIIEIIDED 

lOa/ IIIDEX 
.. ........................ 

7.731 I 0.98 
5.201 I 0.66 
7.56l I 0.96 
8.351 I 1.06 
a.m 1 t .06 
8.371 I 1.06 
7.741 I 0.98 

18.401 I 2.33 
11.3311 1.06 

7.891 I 1.00 

SCHEOOU 2 
JUlT 30, 1990 

(10) 

1 IIICifASf Ill a£V 
ftaM SAlES Of ELEC ____ .. 

W/NJJ lA$( 

... ...................... 

6.861 10.751 
·26.3111 ·34.111 

3.961 6.111 
2.301 4.021 
4.371 9.011 
1.30X 3.061 
6.11151 8.781 

·9.581 ·14.291 
3.641 4.071 

3.431 5.1121 

00 
C"; 
C\l 



(1) <2> (3) 

IATf HCDIII. UCDIII. 
ta)( lATE IAR PUS._,J 

............................. ....... .... ... ........................ 

u 1479,810 131,~ 

" 134,443 15,069 
H·GS 1514,254 137,015 

GSD S195,178 113,756 
LPILPT $92,714 15,465 
Pl/PXT 149,110 12,862 

Sl 145,787 12,932 
lP·Pl·Sl S187,611 111,ZSI 

011·11 S15,540 1823 
OS·III sn6 1140 

S$ sz,m 1302 

TOT .lET W15,892 163,295 

WLF I'Qjfl CXM'Ail 

OOCXIT 110. 891l45·E I 
IECXIII:IIDED R£Y!IIUE IMCUASE IT CLASS 

IASEO ON EQUIVALEMT P£ml COST Of SEIVICf ST\.DY 

~y Of CLASS lei'S AIID I l..a.EAU (000 DOllAIS) 

(4) (5) (6) (7) 

I ~~CaUSE lta£ASE TOTAL 
ft(M FICM IIIClEAU 

PtEIUT SUVlCf SALE$ OF •• 
lei/ Jll)£)( CMIGU ELECTIICITY lEVEIU 

................................. ....................... .......................... ... ....... . .......... 

6.661 I 0.06 147 111,303 111,!50 
14. 721 I 2.13 147 (15,383> (15,336) 
7.201 I 1.04 $94 15,920 S6,014 
7.0511 1.02 11 12,941 12,962 
5.8911 0.85 10 12,489 12,.,. 
s.m 1 o.M 10 11,509 11,509 
6.401 I 0.93 so 11,400 S1,400 
6.001 I 0.87 so 15,398 15,398 
5.301 I o.n so 1264 1264 

18.041 I 2.61 so ($48) (148) 

11.921 I 1.73 10 so so 

6.911 I 1.00 195 $14,475 S14,57'0 

(8) (9) 

lfQUJlEO lECXIItEJI)£0 .,, ICII JJI)(X 
.. ................ .. ........................... 

138, 902 8.111 I 1.03 
11,7'99 5.221 I 0.66 

S40, 7'01 7.911 I 1.00 
115,559 7.971 I 1.01 
S6,990 7.5411 0.96 
&3,787 7.7111 0.98 
U, 1'90 I.ZIIl I 1.05 

114,566 7.761 I 0.98 
M8S 6 .3411 o.ao 
1111 14.301 I 1.81 
1302 11.921 I 1.51 

172,224 7.891 I 1.00 

SCiffDUlE 3 
JUl 'f 30, 1990 

(10) 

I IIIClE.AR IM REV 
FICM IAUS Of ELEC -- --VJII)J BAR 

.. ........................ 

5.4&1 1.591 
·27.301 ·35.921 

Z.6ZI 4.04l 
J.Z41 5.671 
5.4&1 11.131 
5.4&1 12.891 
5.4&1 12.231 
5.4&1 11.861 
5.4&1 7.031 

·9.581 ·14.291 
0.001 0.001 

J.43l 5.121 

en 
en 
C\l 
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12 CP COST STUDY 
!913o4S-EJ 

FDCTUR.E CHARGE MAINTENANCE CHAROE ENERGY CHARGE TOTAL MONTHLY CHARGE 

TYPE OF OULF STAFF OULF STAFF OULF STAFF GULF STAFF 
FACIUTY PRESENT PROP. llECGW. PllESEHT PllOP. llECOM. PRESENT PROP. lt.ECOM. PRESENT Pti>P. lt.ECOM. 

JOOH PRESSURE SODIUM (OS-I) 

5,400WNEN $1.76 sus $2.11 $1.65 St.~ SI.:W !IO..SI $0.74 $0.74 $3.92 $3.93 $4.19 
I.IOOLUMEN $1.17 $1.16 $2.12 $1.67 $1 .06 $1.06 $0.73 $1.0:5 $1.0:5 $4.17 $3.97 $4.23 
20,000 LUMEN $2.06 $2..16 S2.42 SL77 St.S6 Sl.S6 $1.47 $2.13 $2.13 SS.30 $5.15 S6.ll 
25,000 LUMEN $1.~7 $2..71 $2.97 $1.93 $2.03 $2.03 $1.16 SUI $2.61 $5.76 $7.42 $7.61 
46,000 LUloof.EN $2.93 $3.07 $3.3J $1.99 $1.61 $1.61 $2.93 $4.2A S4.2A S7.1S $1.92 •••• 
20,000 LUUEH " $2..06 SUI $U7 $1.77 $1 .79 $1.79 $1.47 $2. 13 $2.13 $5.30 $1.13 sa.»c 
46,000 LUMEN " SU3 IP.Cl9 $9.09 $1.99 $2.00 $2.00 $2.93 S4.2A S4.2A S7.&S $1.5.33 $15.330 
20.000 LUMEN •• $1.06 $10.651 SIO." $1.77 $1 .79 $1.79 $1.47 $2.13 $2.13 $5.30 $14.61 $14.17C"':) 
1,100 LVMEN " $1.17 $6.04 $6.30 $1.67 SI .S6 SJ .S6 $0.73 $1.0:5 $1.0:5 $4.17 $1.65 $1.9( 

MEJtCU'RY VAPOR {OS-I) 

3,200LUMEN $1.21 $1.34 $1.60 Sl.26 suo $1.40 $0.71 Sl.03 Sl.03 $3.25 $3.17 $4.03 
7,000LUNEN sa:n $1.33 Sl.s9 Sl.22 SUM Sl .CM Sl.22 SJ.76 $1.76 S3.71 $4.13 $4.39 
9,400LUMEN Sl.37 SUI $2.07 Sl.31 Sl.66 Sl.66 $1.73 Sl..SO S2..SO sua SS.9'7 $6.23 
17,000 LUMEN suo S2.12 S2. JI $1.39 $1.73 $1.73 $2.77 $4.00 $4.00 $5.96 $7.15 $1.11 
41/DlLUWEN $2..73 SS.tl S6.1t $1.&3 S3.16 $3.16 $6.77 S9.79 ·-~ SIU3 SIUI $19.14 

RIGB IUSSUaE SODIUM (OS-D) 

5,-400 LUMEN SIAl Sl.IS $2.11 $1.60 $0.14 $0.14 SO..SI 10.74 10.74 S3.S9 $3.43 $3.69 
I,IOOWMEN Sl.67 $1.65 SUI $1.66 10.79 $0.79 $0.73 $1.0:5 $1.0:5 $4.06 $3.49 $3.75 
20/DlLUWEN $2..06 S2. 16 $2.41 $1.77 $1.0:5 $1.0:5 SL47 $2..13 $2..13 SS.JO SS.S4 $5.60 
25,000 LUMEN $1.9'7 $2..10 $2..96 SUI SI..SO $1.50 $1.16 $2.61 SUI $5.74 sua $7.14 
46,000 LUMEN $1.93 $3.07 $3.3J $1.99 $1.10 $1.10 S2.93 S4.2A $4.24 $1.15 $1.41 $1.67 
20,000 LUMEN • $3.26 $4.17 $4.43 Sl.OS Sl.92 $1.92 $1.53 SUI SUI $6.14 $1.30 $1.56 
46,000 WMBN • $3.39 $3.71 $3.97 $2..09 $1.79 Sl.79 $3.()4 $4.39 $4.39 SI.Sl S9.19 SIO. IS 
1,100 l.UWEN •• Sl.67 $6.0:5 $6.31 Sl.66 S0.76 10.76 $0.73 $1.0:5 SI.OS $4.06 $7.16 $1.12 

MERCURY VAPOR (GS-11) 

7,000LUWEN $0.12 Sl.ll $1.57 Sl.24 S0.6S $0.65 $1.22 $1.76 $1 .76 $3.21 $3.7'1 $3.91 
17,000 LUMEN suo Sl.ll $1.37 SLSO Sl '9 $1.29 $2.17 $4.00 $4.00 $6.07 $7.40 $7.66 
17,000 WNEN • S2.S6 $4.01 $4.27 $1.70 $1.84 $1.84 $2.97 $4.29 $4.29 $7.23 $10.1. $10.40 

• •• 
DIRECTIONAL NEW OFFERING 
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SCKBDULB OP PU!SEHT AND ST AFP-Iti!COMMBNDED 
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GULF STAFF 
RATE PRESENT PROPOSED RECOMMENDED 

OS-I AND OS-0 
os.m 
OS..IV 

QS.fV cuSIOMEJt CHAJtQB; 

t\!)DI'DONAI. PAC1UI'IIiS CHA19ES 

30-FOOT WOOD POLS 
»FFOT COHCaETE POLE 

$.01121 
SOUl I 

N/A 

N/A 

$2.00 
$4.$0 

S.02631 
$.03675 
S.03675 

SIO.OO 

$2.00 
$4.50 

$.02631 
$.03149 
$.03911 

SI.OO 

$2.00 
$4.!0 
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SCHEDULE OF PRESENT AND ST A.FF-RECOMMENDED SCHEDULES 
STR.E.ET AND OUTDOOR UOHTINO RATES PAt'£ I OF 2 

EQUIVAI.ENT P8AK.ER COST STUDY 
191345-El 

FDCTURE CHAROE WAlN'T'DI ANCB CHAROE ENERGY CHAROE TOTAL M<>NllfL Y CHAJtOE 

TYPE OF GULf STAFF GULf STAFF GULf STAFF GULf STAFF 
FAClUTY PUSENT PROP. RECOM. PUSENT PROP. IECOM. PllESENT PllOP. IECON. P6Smfr raor. UCOY. 

HJQH PI.ESSURE SODIUM (OS-I) 

MOOWMEN Sl.76 $1.15 St.IO sus St.:M SI.:M SO.SI so.u SO.IS SUl SUl SU9 
I,DLUMEN Sl.T7 SU6 St. II $1.67 :11 .06 $1.06 S0.73 St.05 $1.22 $4.17 Sl.97 $UJ 
lO,OOOWMEN $2.()6 $2.16 $2.11 SI.T7 $1.56 Sl.56 $1.47 $2.13 $2.47 15.30 ss.as $6.14 
25,000WMBN $1.97 $2.71 $2.66 $1.93 S2.03 $2.03 $1.16 $2.61 $].11 $5.76 $7.41 $7.10 
46.000WMEN $2.93 $3.07 ss.cn SUt SUI SUI $2.93 $4~ SUI $7.15 SU2 • .54 
20,000 WMEN .. $2.06 $4.21 $4.16 $1.77 Sl.79 $1.79 $1.47 $2.13 S2.47 15.30 .. ., $1.42 
46,000 LUMEN .. $2.93 8 .<» 8.<» Sl.tt $2.00 $2.00 $2.93 $4~ $4.91 $7.15 SlS..J3 Sli.OO 
20,000 WMEN •• $2.06 SIO.& $10.64 SI.T7 $1.79 $1.79 Sl.47 $2..13 $2.47 SS.lO $14.61 SlUO 
1,100 LUMEN .. SI.T7 $6.04 15.99 SU7 $1.56 $1.56 S0.73 $1.05 S1.22 $4. 17 Sl.6S · ·& 

c MDCURY VAPOR (OS-I) C"":) 

3,200LUMEN Sl.21 $1.34 $1.3 $1.26 $1.40 suo S0.71 $1 .03 $1.19 $3.25 $3.77 $3.11 
7,000 1..liJIIEtf s1:n $1.33 $1 .11 $1.21 $1.04 SUM Sl-".l $1.76 S:UM $171 $4.1) $4.36 
9,GWMEN $1.37 St.ll $1.76 Sl.ll $1.66 Sl.66 $1.73 s:uo suo $4.41 SS.t7 $632 
17,000WWEN SUD 12.12 $2.07 Sl.lt $1.73 S1.73 SZ..77 $4.00 $4.66 SU6 $7.15 SU4 
41,000 LUMEN $2.73 15.93 15.11 $1 .13 $3.16 $3.16 $6.77 8.79 $11.35 $11.33 $11.11 S20.lt 

HJaH PUSSUlE SODIUM (OS-D) 

$.400 LUMiiJ'II $1 .41 sus SI.IO $1.60 SO.I4 S0.14 SO.SI S0.14 SO.IS $3..59 $3..0 $3.49 
I,IOOWMBN $1.67 sus $1.60 Sl.66 S0.79 S0.79 S0.73 $1.05 $1.22 $4.06 $3.49 $3.61 
210,000 Ll1MI!N 12.06 $2.16 $2.11 SI.T7 $1.05 $1.05 $1.47 $2.13 S2.47 15.30 15.:M SS.63 
25,000 LUMEN $1.97 $2.70 $2.65 SUI St.j() SI.SO $1.16 12.61 $3. 11 15.14 $6.11 $7.26 
46,000WMEN $2.93 $3.07 $3.0'1 $1.99 SI.IO SI.IO $2.93 $4.24 $4.91 $7.15 Sl.41 8 .03 
20,000 LUMEN • $3.26 $4.17 $4.12 $2.05 $1 .92 $1.92 SI .S3 $2.21 $2.56 $6.14 Sl.lO Sl.60 
46,000 WWEN • $3.39 $].71 $3.66 $2.09 St.79 $1.79 $].04 $4.lt 15.10 Sl.$2 ••• $10.55 
I,DLUMEN •• $1.67 $6.05 $6.00 $166 S0.76 S0.76 S0.73 $1.05 $1.22 $4.06 $'7.16 $'7.91 

MERCURY V A.POR (OS·U) 

7,000LUMEN $0.12 $1.31 $1.26 SI.2A $0.65 $0.65 $1.22 $1.76 $2.04 $3.21 $3.72 $3.9S 
17,000 LUMEN SI .IO $2.11 $2.06 SI .SO $1.29 Sl.3 sz.n $4.00 $4.64 $6.07 $7.40 $7.99 
17,000 LUMEN • $2.56 $4.01 $3.96 $1.70 SI.M $1.14 $2.97 $4.29 $4.97 $7.13 $10.14 SIO.n 

• •• 
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!CHEDULBOF PRSSENT AHD ST~ 
S'TUIET J>ND OUTDOOil U<Jin1NO RATBS 

EQUIV ALSHT PII.AKD COST STUDY 

ENI!IlGY MISS A I'BIICWIIl 

RATE PUSENT 
GULP 

PROPOSED 
STAFF 

RECOMMENDED 
OS-I AND OS.D 

OS-III 
OS-IV 

OSiY CUSXOMEa CIIMOBj 

ADI?D'!OMAL fACilDIIS qwtCJES 

3C).F()OT WOOD POLE 
»ffOT CONCREI'E POLE 

S.Oll21 
S.04SII 

NIA 

N/A 

$:2.00 
$4.50 

S.02631 
$.0367$ 
$.03675 

$10.00 

$1.00 
$4.50 

S.OlOS2 
$.03749 
$.03911 

$1.00 

$2.00 
$4.50 

SCHB>ULES 
PAGE10F2 

~ 
c 
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PIOPOStD IATES fOI GUlf POWER COMPAJfY • DOCXfT 110 891345-EI SCIIfDUlE 6 
P4GE 1 Of 2 

O..REIIT COMPANY 12 CP COS EQUIVALENT PEAUI 
IATES l'tOPOSEO PlOPOSEO lA TES Pl<lPOSS) IJ TES 

lllatEASE Ill IEVflaJES ~6. 137,000 S14,475,000 114,475,000 

lATE CLASS STAff TClJ lew> fACTOI f(IJ STAff T(IJ lCW> fACTOR T(IJ 

lES I DEN Tl A L 
CUSTCJIEI C1IAIGE 16.25 sa.oo sa.oo sa.oo sa.oo sa.oo 
fiiUGY 

1:\ct - lley 10.03148 10.03489 10.03395 10.03395 10.03316 IO.OD16 
J\6111 - s.pt 10.03716 SO.OU14 10.04006 10.04006 IO.Ol913 10.03913 
11011 susa&Al 10.03653 10.03653 10.03'567 10.01567 

IESJOUTIAL T(IJ 
CUSTCJIEI OIMGf S9.25 111.00 111.00 111.00 S11.00 111.00 
flfEIGY 

Cit PIM 10.07797 10.08623 10.10614 10.08459 10.08874 IO.OISZ87 
Off PIM 10. 01378 10.01608 10.00594 10.01567 10.01251 10.01535 ~ 

c 
GaiEIAl SEIV I a ~ 

QISTCJIEI C1IAIGf 17.00 110.00 sa.oo sa.oo sa.oo sa.oo 
EIIOG'Y 

Oct - lley 10.06174 10.05441 IO.CQ395 10.03395 IO.CIJ316 IO.CIJ316 

"""'. ~ 10. 06348 10.064Z3 IO.CM006 10.04006 10.05913 10.03913 
10.03653 10.0!653 IO.Q3567 10.01567 

CiEIIEU1 SERVICE T(IJ 
C11STCJIIEI 110.00 113.00 111.00 111.00 111.00 111.00 
DIOGY 

011 Pal 10.14727 10.14324 10.10614 10.08459 10.08874 IO.OISZ87 
on PEAX 10.02296 10.02188 10.~ 10.01567 10.01251 10.01535 

GS·OOWII 
QJSTCJIIEI CIIMGE 127.00 140.00 140.00 140.00 140.00 140.00 
IQI OSWID 16.25 14.51 14.51 14.51 14.51 14.51 
EIIOGY 10.00641 10.01424 10.01266 10.01266 10.01316 10.01316 

GS OOWI) TClJ 
OJSTCIER S32.40 S45.40 S45.40 145.40 S45.40 S45.40 
nl Oawll 

MAXIfUI 12.96 12.17 12.15 12.50 12.15 12.40 
Off PEAK 13.42 12.44 S5.00 S3 .00 13.06 12.7'0 

ENERGY 
011 PEAIC 10.01395 10.03269 10.00445 10.02254 10.01130 10.02675 
OFF PEAK 10.00302 10.00692 10.00«5 10.00474 10.01130 10.00563 



PIIIA'\JRU UTES f~ IU.F fOOWU OJI!PUT • OOCXET 110 89134S·EI p~ 2 Of 2 

QJUflfT OJI!PUT 12 CP COS EQUIVALE .• T PUKU 
UTtl PlCIPOIED ~UTES PlOPOSfD lA TEl 

IIICafAU 1• II'EVlUS 126, 1J7 ,000 114,475,000 114,475,000 
IATt CUSS STAFF TW LOAD fACTOit TQJ STAff TC11 lOAD FACTOI TQJ 

LP 
QJSTCIU c:Mit8! 151 . 00 1225.00 1225.00 1225.00 1225.00 1225.00 
lV DeWI) 16.25 II.SZ 18.50 18.50 16.00 16.00 
OPGT 10.00161 IO. CI0568 10. 00543 10.00497 10.01072 10.01072 

~ TCII 

QIITCIIU CIAIGIE 151 . 00 1225.00 1225.00 1230.00 1230.00 1230.00 
lV DfJWI) 

MXIU IV17 14.H ., .81 14.14 11.70 12.80 

Cll ""' SS.l.'S 14.52 17.26 14.50 14.45 Q.50 
EIIUST 

Cll ""' 10.01921 10.01211 10.00417 10.01010 10.01025 10.02308 

Off ""' 10. 0Cl190 IO.OQSOO 10.00417 IO.OQlCIO 10.01025 10.004&1 ar. 
0 

PX ~ 
QIITGIID tuiSE 11 ... 00 1571).00 1570.00 1570. 00 1570.00 157'0.00 
101 D8WI) 17.50 sa.zs 18.25 II.Z5 17.00 17.00 
OUC1 10.00521 10.*45 10.00443 10.0044S 10.oom 10.00729 

PITCII 

aJITCIIU CMIGE S1 ... 00 1570.00 1570.00 1570.00 1570.00 157'0.00 
IQIOIIWD ....... 15.56 15.97 IC .68 14. 00 10.56 15.1'0 

Off ""' 15.99 14.]2 17.7'5 14. 31 $5.06 14.00 
f1IUGT 

Cll ""' 10.01299 S0.009e4 S0.00406 S0.00758 S0.00939 S0.01~ 

Off ""' 10. 00242 10.00262 10.00406 S0.00260 10.00939 SO.OCB05 

Sl 
ClJSTOMfl CKM« 1375.00 S31'5.00 
lV DaWI) 

IU.XIU 10.52 S.Z.97 
CII·PEAK ti/A N/A N/A 15.7'5 13.35 

ENERGY 
OM P£AIC 10.06961 $0.06767 
Off PEAK 10.01474 10. 01328 
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